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INTRODUCTION

Today every public sohool, child is touched ln some way by
the spirit of innovation and change which has swept the edrAam
tional scene. It is bringing fresh meaning to subjeot matter
and re-awakening excitement for learning. New goals of du-
dent achievement are being formulated and revised again as in-
sight into the nature of the .learner aid his perceptive pro-
gress becomes a significant factor in the design of ourriculura.

Spearheading this era of progress are the Roe mathe-
aatios and soience programs. Following tamely are the rem
struotured courses in the biccial studies, English and foreign
languages. ,doom beginning to joiri the eausational advance is
the field of education in the arts, particululy ransitio

.1Pran a beginning that was sparked by the :launching of the
first Sputnik in UP, this return coveted has mended to
dominate educational life. Its grawbh aid momentum are at-
tributable to many factors, but predominantly to Federal
sponsorship of curricular development and the involvement of
the discipline professional in the prcblems of education.
.Thewm two factors have made possible organised and cooperative
assaults on educational problems, the testing of ideas aid
the restructuring of courses of study.

In the field of music, curricular development has nob
received the priority assistance accorded maul other subjmat
areas. Indeed, not until 1963 was a conference sponsored to
bring together scholars, ousioiana aid teachers to confer and
share %lac= on needed directions. This conference, the
Tale Bodnar on Mole Education, famed attention on the
urgency of the problems in mule education aid recommended
in ti As to be taken.

While sumarbed group investigation in lauds education
has seriously legged behind similar work in other fields,
considerable innovative week is in progress in many indiviso
dual school. eyeballs throughout the country. Unfortunately,
most of the procedures and findings of this experimental
work have not been recorded, compiled or evaluated. Often
these experimental progrome have been completely isolated
from other awerirmenbal work. Little it am attempt has been
nude to bring about a arose ferbilisatiou of ideas ce diem
sad ncte valuable intonation that has been gained.

In a search for a mare effective program of suds *ima
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tiono these isolated instances or experimentation and innoos
vation can play a significant role. Speoifio infovsation
gained from a study of these progress can provide insight for
and wive direction to all, contemplated developmental grogram
in mete education.

A. 013 e4.111921Lof the attz

It is the purpose of this study to examine sainted ex
perimental Isola programs in sohouls throughout the country
and to awns significant information regarding their intent,
procedures and results.

Other objectives area

1. To examine factors which are casson to the sue-
oesor of these eaperimenial programs ant factors which are
unique.

2. To maw the influence on these programs of
?ming types of curricular emphasis, teacher training, stum
dent populations subject matter sequence, environmental law
flumes and physical realities.

3. To prepare reocansodatioas for UMW curricula
based on this investigation and conclusions reaohed by a panel
of consultants...

cation.
4. To provide data for future studies in music eduy

8. Soaps of the at

This study is concerned with innovative or experimental
=sic learning programs which are being effeotively developed
in Wain schools throughcat the country. It includes prom
grass ranging from grades one through twelve. Ruda programs
peimarily intended for the gifted or other special groups are
not included. 131milarly, I:regrew which conalotrated on the
kanareties approach 1111 felt to be beyond the abiope of the
study. Whils nude is generally innluded in these programs,
a averse in humanities cannot spieitioally be considered as acourse in solo.



In the process at this study there were three
activities. Sines at the outset little intonation was avails-able on innovative or experimental vast) programs in the pub,.
lie schools, the first phase of this projeot was concerned
with locating experimental or unique musics programs throughout
the country. In phase two selected ontebanding programs were
investigated tirrough visits to the schools and the assiatlase
ties at pertinent data. The third phase, of the project was
devoted to an analysis at the information which was caviled
and preparation at oonelueiona and recommendation.

coat. s; innovative Maio lormacte

Information on the location at innovative main programs
was gained fran may sausoes. Proteesional joszegle and
periodicals ware scanned for aocounte at such programs. The
nude education departments of various colleges and univeraiee
ties were also contacted for assistance. In addition, letters
requesting information were sent to a wide variety of people
who are involved with public school tonic. 'marled were
editors of state music periodicals, state supervisors of musesic, officers at state arid° associations, officers at the
divisions of the Maio Educators National Conference, responseable offisiaile apt musio education research groups and diorectors of lar3e city systems. Also contacted were indivios
duals conneotO1 with music publishing and instrument sales,
and composers and performers who had knowledge and interestin the field. In all, a total of 211, persons were ooubaoted,
with at least two from each state.

From the ziecommendatione submitted by these people, let'tern of inquiry were sent to all at the schools that camewithin the scope of this study, requesting brief summaries of
the innovative work which was under way.

An analysis of the snamries was conducted by the directorand consultants for the pavan of selecting schools for more
intensive investigation. The basic considerations in selection

1. Is each program innovative or experimental in termsof the national educational 6411110. (Many papaw were unLquein their particular area, but could nob be regarded as snob
from a national viewpoint.)
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2. Have sohoals been selected to provide the broadest
possible spectrum a innovative practices.

3. Do the selected schools represent a variety of geese
graphic, social and economic environments.

From this analysis 15 schools were chosen for further
study and five for possible consideration as alternates.
Case Studies of Selected Schools

Since each at the selected schools differed in the type
of experimental work or in grade levels it was necessary to
prepare individual investigative materials for each school.
Information sought on the first visit was of a general, nature
primarily to establish the value of the school to the study.
On the /woad visit specific details were gathered in order
to form an accurate report.

The first visits were made to each school during Noyes-
ber and December at 1965. On this first round of visits,
either one or two days wee spent in each school, depending on
the extent of the program. During this time classes were ob.
served and meetings were held with the musio peraonnels ads.
ainistratars Alf the school ands where possible, partcipating
students.

At the conclusion at the first road of visits, evalua-
tions were made of the various reports, and investigative
materials were prepared for the second visits to the schools.
From the information collected it was also decided that saw
revision of the list of selected schools was neoessary. To
facilitate this, visits were made to other ltnovative schools
in January, 1966.

During this period a considerable amount at intonation
on the various programs was collected through correspondence.
This ooneisted of lesson plane, sample instructional meter.
sale, specially prepared guides, concert programs, tapes at
performance, etc.

The second tour, made in March, April and May of 1966,
bad more extensive visite, lasting from two to three days.
At this time it was possible to review the pertinent aspects
of each program. Specific points at inquiry concerned the
philosophy, the procedures, the sequence the materials and
the goals. Also noted were the contributing factors within
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the school, the teaahers* preparation, erbudenZ motivation
ant growth, and abhor considerations. Interviews with the
teachers regarding future plane, problems of the program,
and resolutions to these problems shed additional light on
the innovative work,

After the visits the Taajarity of schools continued to
seed reports and sample materials to the project. Included
wore summary outlines of the work of the year or of a specs-
tic period, and changes that were made in procedures. Dew,tailed analysis of all of the programs was now undertaken in
order to prepare reconmendations and conclusions for the finalreport. Varying philosophies and goals were noted. COMMfautore as well as unique factors were isolated. Productivetechniques and methods wore studied for their applicability
to other school music situations.

Attitude Assessment Ituttrument

From the oatset of the project, it was agreed that some
form of assessment of the effects of the innovative programson the student was desirable. While some insight on this was
gained through student interviews, the small sampling that
was possible limited the value of this strategy. Further caw.pounding the problem were the diverse types of learning in
the schools. The different stress placed i various areas at
music study made any standardised test involving factual re»call unsuitable.

An asseesment of the students* attitudes toward broad
musical Copies was feasible and desirable. Far this purpose
a sentence completion form was devised which, through the
opinions expressed by the students, gave some insight into
the breadth of music concepts ourtilred by each particular
program.

While the purpose of the first four questions is easilyunderstood, the last tirime need further explanation. It isbelieved that one of the principal functions of education isto assist the learner to develop a frame of reference whichwill allow him to make value judgments of new situations. Inquestions five, six and seven, the students were faced withmac, both olh, and new, with which they were net familiar.
Their response to these new musical situations indicated
whether, through their macs study, they had developed an openor closed and, and whether their musical frame of referencecould form a basis for vase judgments of nos - familiar or new

5
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musical experienees.

The test was administered in the various schools during
Mg, 1966, by the teachers in the school.. While directions
far administration of the test were provided, a rigid aoura
trolled situation was impossible. Differenoes in teacher rem
spouse, imonsisteme ins ne reproductive quality of the tape
recorders used, and other factors limit the validity of the
results.

It also was impossible to do an exhaustive pilot study
of this attitude assessment inctrument to validate it under
many oircumsbatries. The resul.tec therefore, are regarded
merely as general indication's of the scope and fame of vari.
0118 types of learning situations. Its purpose was more to
raise questions than to provide concrete solutions.

Results

,Loaatig the Sehools

At the outset of this. project 215 persons were contacted
by mail far information on innovative or experimental music
programs. Included were editors of state and rational music
education periodicals, state supervisors of rausic, presidenbe
at state muSie organisations, officers of M.E.N.O. divisions,
members of research oounoile and directors of large city mop
tams. Where recent changes had been made in these positions,
the present officer and his predecessor were contacted. Let.
tars were also sent to a miscellaneous °group of composers,
publishers' representatives, Dollop personnel, eta. In all,
letters were seat to at least two individuals in every state,
exelading Hawaii and Alaska.

In response to this request for information, 232 schools
were umlauted by 80 individuals.. An additional 18 persons
replied that they did not have knowledge of any experimental
or unique Program. Of the 145% who responded, the highest
pereentage of response was tram state supervisors .while the
lomat wail from editors. The folamdaglab2a iodinates the
response and resameadatione at innovative programs..



Number Number
UOTim at ., % of Re lies Total

Category taoted replies replies wino& w o me non.

Editors 65 17 26 15 2 24
St.Supervisors 24 19 80 17 2 31
Stareeidents 55 25 45 18 7 29
Div. Offioers 14 5 35 4 1 4
DireCity Sys. 15 8 53 6 2 12
Reaearoh Grpe. 13 5 38 14 1 4
misoellansous ama 19 65 16 3 28

Total 215 98 45% 80 18 132

Recommendations were received for schools of ail sizes
ranging from Los Angeles, California, to the Woodlin School
District in Colorado. The latter has 197 students from
grades one through twelve. Often the work recommended for
study was not an entire music program, but concerned a apatite,
to school in a *tem, a grade level or, in some oases, one.
class. Tuoson, Arizona, for instance, recommended many areas
at the total music, program, while in McMinnville, Oregon, the
recommended innovative area was the High School bawl music
laboratory. The recommendations, however, did indicate a
greater awareness of experimental work in the high school than
in either junior high school or elementary school. 64% of
the recommendations mere for high school music programs, with
18% for junior high school and 3B% for elementary school.

While school magic programs were reocamended in 35
states, the distribution of these programs is of interest.
82 programs, 63% of the total reocimnended, are centered in
three areas of the country; 35 programs are located in a corps
rider between Beaton, Massachusetts and Washington, D. C.;
26 programs are on the West Coast between Seattle, Washington,
and Los Angeles, California, and 21 programs are located
around the Great Lakes between Chicago, Illinois, and Cleves.
Lind, Ohio. The remainder are well, distributed through the
country from Arizona to New Hampshire.

Upon a review of these recommendations, school desorip
tion forms were forwarded to 111 schools seeking a brief outgo
line of the experimental work which was under way. 21 of the
schools recommended were not oonteoted since they were not
within the scope of this study. These included 13 schools
developing humanities programs, five college programs, two
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premsohool instrumental programs, and one program for the
met:tally retarded. A total of 92, or 81$ of the schools returned these deebription forms. Often /Deluded with the
deseription were examples of student work, records of :mom»plishment, and other pertinent materials.
Tiep of Experimentation,

An analysis of these description forms showed that redoported experinentation can be classified in four categories.
The first is Content. In this category are the schools that
are experimenting with a restructuring or re- sequencing ofthe study. Included are the creative programs whieh stress
compositional activities, programs where the content has beenorganised in terms of concepts, and programs irlth other
unique curricular formulation:I. Such programs are: Ayer,
Massachusetts; Baltimore, Maryland; Farmingdale, New York;
West Des Moines, /own; Los Angeles, California; and
McMinnville, Oregon.

The second category is Media. Here experimentation isconcerned with instructional aids of all types which are usedto bring more meaning to the subject matter and acceleratelearning. Examples are Medford, Oregon; and Woodrow, Colorado.

In the third category, Strategies, are music programswhere new types of scheduling are being employed, special
teaching teohniquos are being developed, or innovative classesor organisations are in operation. Representative schoolsarea Mear Junior High School, Seattle, Washington; Brook..
burst Junior High School, Anaheim, California; and the Simp
e on Elementary Sohool in Camden, Delaware.

The 0ourth category deals with Performance and Literature.Sehools believed innovative in this category include the orsehestral program at Blue Earth, ldnnesota; the ensemble promgram at Evan ton, =note; and the elemenbary exploratory
instrumental work at Fontana, California. Of course, there isa considerable overlap between this and other oategoriee
since performance is implicit in most of the programs reviewed.For example, the McMinnville Band is of excellent performancequality but is considered innovative for its creative explora-tion, rather than its literature or 'performance atandards.
Selection of Schools

An analysis of the description forms revealed that with
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the seleatien of fifteen Programs for mare intensive it
vesbigation, the major types of innovative work boated by
this projeot could be oybudled in depth*

Of the fifteen, schools, six were selected for Conbent,
two for Media, four for Strategies, and three for Skills and
Literature* This is not an exclusive list and there is inno-
vative work in other schools which is comparably noteworthy.
Sao of these sohools have also been noted in the appendixes*
The schools selected for further study ares

Ayer, Maseaebtsette
Baltimore, Maryland
Blue Earth, Winnesabe
Camden, Delaware
Evanston, Illinois
Partaingd.ale, L.I*,New York
Fontana, California
Los Angeles, California
ItcNinnvine, Oregon
Medford, Oregon
Seattle, WashinOon
Tueson, Arizona
West Des Moines, Iowa
Woodrow, Colorado
Anaheim, California

Cannon Factors

Elementary .

Elementary
High School
Elementary
High School
All levels
Elementary
All levels
High School
Elemenbary
Junior High School
AU levels
Elementary
Illemenbary and Junior High
Junior High

Studies of each of these innovative music programs re-
reeled that while each one is very distinctive, there are oer-tain identifiable factors which are cannon to many or all ofthe propane*

1. The Phil osophioal rationale which underlies the ob-
jectives of each of these innovative programs is well estab-lished* There is a definite purpose, expressed or unexpressed,for the objectives.. The three categories of purpose area
limb, the social and inbelleotual development of the child*In this category are Seattle, Woodrow, Tucson, Fontana, West-
ford and West Dee Moines. The second category is appreniation
and understanding of the great literature of music with par -tioular emphasis on the works of the classical and ronsixbioperiods. Implicit in this philosophy is the concept of the
amodaal connoisseur. Sebago with this purpose are Blue
Earth, livanebon and Los Angeles. The third category deals
with the develops's* of insight into the total ansioal

9
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process. These schools include. Ayer, Baltimore, Camden,
Farmingdale and Nolthurville.

Mb results in six programs primarily geared to'
child development, three to connoisseurship and five focused
on the musical process.

2. In every instance the innovative program has
clearly defined °Weaves. While the objectives vary, eachis considered a key issue in learning, and the experimental
work is a purposeful attampt to meet this issue.

3. Contemporary educational thought and new teaching
techniques and curricula in other subject areas have In.
fluenced most of these innovative programs. Ville the ex..
tent and product of this Influent* vary with each school,
eleven of the fourteen music programs studied are consciously
aligned with the genera curriculum reform movement in eds.*cation. This is most obvious in the, experimentation of Ayer,
Baltimore, Farmingdale, toe Angeles, movannvine, Medford;
West Des Moines and Woodrow. To a lesser.degree, this in..nuance is also evident in Camden, Tucson and Seattle.

4. There are a number of specific curricular prim-
triples which are consistent in many of the programs. 60% of-the schools stress individual or small group learning exliNtrmlances at all grade levels rather than large class activi-
ties. The students are not saddled to the median of the
class achievement.

85% 'teach notation only in its musical context. Itis not presented isolated from aural experience, nor is there
a irdisciplinat70 approach to the learning of notation.

In 8O% the courses of study are considerate of ex
ploratozy activities rather than factually oriented presentations. The development of broad concepts is more Import-
ant than the memorization of facts.

The learning strategies are flexible in 80% of theschools. In seem programs the strategies are constantly
changing because an evaluation of their effectiveness -
measured against the clearly defined objeottves. No activieties in these programs are considered sacrosanct but merely
moans for the achievement of the objectives.

5. In the majority of IMMI10 program the innovative
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work is in lisd.ted areas of the total music ourrionlum. This.
is a point of ooreern in 'most programs-but results from lack
of control, lank at time, grade level preferenoe for initial
everimeabation, ce lack of support from other Rio teachers.
The notable exceptions are the distriabtwide concentration on

refinement in Los Angeles and, to a lesser =bed,
the oreative program in 'Farmingdale.

6. With the exception of Baltimore all of these inflame
tine undertakings were begun and have been maintained without
external support. There have been no foundations, univereii-
ties, educational organizations or other professional groups
who have offered sponsorship, evaluated the work or contri-
buted to the development.

7. It is signifioant to note that most of the musio
programs studied are one'. non programs. While in some into
stances other teachers are involved in the Implemental phases,
the origin, design and creative development at the experim
mutation are attributable to one person* The work would not
have been undertaken nor would it continue to exist wit tub
this resourceful individual. There are three schools *doh
are excepted, but only in degree. In Los Angeles many are
contributive to the developieubal work, but it was instigated
and organized by William Hartshorn. He oontinues to maintain
oontrol over every facet of it. In Tucson two leaders, Max
Ervin and Carroll. Rinehart, share in development and guidance.
In West Des Mines Bernadine.Mathes has had consultative as..
sistanoe from other musicians. The Weeny Junior High School
music program is the only instance of group participation in
design and continuing responsibility.

8. Of these constructive teachers who are responsible
for the educational innovation, 78% have active music lives
apart fiat their school work. Some are performers, some eon'.
ductors, others do research, compose or arrange. It is notable
that. their On musical fulfillmerib is not. restricted to the
level of the students they serge.

9. In each instance the administration of the schools
is cooperating tally with the nista teacher in the financial,
mechanical, personnel and other nonAechnioal areas of in-
parbanoe to the experixaental work. The prineipale and supers'
intendants, exhibit and express confidence in the educational
value of the expe;t4mentation and the responsibility of the
mule teacher. This to demonstrated in scheduling practices

.''which have been revised to allow for adequate time, removal



of pressures for pragmatic exhibitions, the purchase of
needed equipment, the selection of recommended music person-
nel and an absence of interference in basic curricular con-
siderations.

It is important to note that no common factors wow
found in school statistics and facilities, environmental cum-
siderations, original externa motivation, general school
educational policies, economic conditions, or teacher train-,
izig. There was, however, consistent criticism of the latter
in almost every instance.

Ms cuss ion

'School Ssleotion

In the selection of schools for study', U3 area for Per-
formance and Literature was the most difficult in which to
find innovative work. This is attributable not to the lack
of progs,;:i in this area but to the extent of progress. It
was apparent early in the study that high quality performance
and the use of excellent literature can no longer be con-
sidered either unique or experimental. In the area of high
school choral work, particularly, the use of excellent liter-
ature in regular instruction is widespread. Bach Cantatas,
Mozart Masses and comparable compositions of composers from
Byrd to Schoenberg are studied and performed regularly in
many schools throughout the country. In a number of in-
stances, schools included in this report for various innova-
tive activities also have performance clauses of this calibre.
Included are the choral groups at Fontana, California; Med-
ford, Oregon; Agar, Massachusetts; Fanidigdale, New York; and
Evanston, Illinois. While not on the same level of inci-
dence, a similar situation exists in the orohastral field.
Excellent orchestras devoted to the performance of major or-
chestral works, from Haydn Symphonies to contemporary compo-
sitions, are located throUghout the country.

In the band field, the problems and potentials are dif-
ferent, but few programs could be considered at) experimental
in an educational sense. Generally the band programs re-
ported to this stucky dealt with section rehearsals, huge re-
Miiiimient programs, scheduling and teaching assignment. It
was felt that these activities did not bear direothly on the
problems of educational experimentation in mole toward *Joh
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this project was &tooted.

PhilmsummeM_Immajmiim_s_ft,oalBifferenoes

Of considerable interest is the distribution of philom
sophical purposes which trAderlie twee innovative programs
six aimed at child developments three at ocenoisseurships
awl five toward insight into the ausical progress. In par-
tactility, to third category imiteates U emergence of a
slanificant change of educational philosophy concerning
music teaching.

Schools which are concentrating on the development of
insight into the total musical promos have some elements of
both other philosophies, but the aim of the study is intrina.
sic involvement In the meanings language and the nature of
the art. This contrasts with the mosicologically oriented
ommoisseur philosophy which holds that the student may be
temght to perceive the values inherent in the masterpieoes of
the litature. It also differs sharply with the view that
the purpose of =sic education is to serve to enrich the
social and intalaeotual develop eent of tie child. Both, of
the latter oceoeive of music in extra sic tem, either as a
repository of greatness, or as a means to an end.

The differences are elm found in the procedures coma
owned with learning. The activities involved in the eons-
noieseur philosophy are basically of two types. Often in-
oluded are listening activities which deal with analtynis
structure and memorisation of pertinent data. The achieve
saint standard is based on recognition and recall of themes,
styles, idioms cements of design and relevant facts.
Another form of activity is the performance oronisation
which stresses the use of literature of the masters. Here
the child becomes a subederrive part of the class which is
dominated by the interpretative wisdom of the teacher. ?a
aokLeverant standard is based on the absorption of this wis-
dom through a series of participative experienven.

With the child develconent philosophy the learning ac-
tivities are considerably different. cte paramount import-
ance is the participation of the chill. Of considerably lees
importance is the developmnt of aesthetic sensitivity and
musical judgment. Literature is more apt to reflect func-
tional considerations than the inherent values of the art.
Band programs are traditionally rooted in this philosophy as
are many choral organisations. Host texts for elementary
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music instruction are compiled with this educational aim.
Achievement standards are usually based on. 000peration*
develzpients esprit de corps and publics aoolaime

Another form of instructional program founded on this -
pbd.losophy stresses =sic study as a method of developing de-
sirable eduoational habits or skills. The .relationship of
=Sic experience with general intellectual growth is a major
oonsideration Creative musical activities are intended to
ettanlate the student's total creative capabilities. Die-
cdplinary " r " to notation and other areas of music
are felt to strengthen personal discipline and the student's
capacitor for study.

The learning atmosphere of the music: programs emphasiam
lag involvement i_ n the mneical prooess, is closely related to
the laboratory. lksrsonal discovery of the nature of music)
through exploratory activities is encouraged. Often the
scientific method of framing a problem* forcing a hypothesis*
experimentiAg* evaluating and dtrawing conolueions is em-
P.103444.

In classroom operation a specific musical problem is -
defined within a controlled framework; the student makes in-
tuitive judgments of the creative use of musical elements
which will satisfy the problem end composes a oomposition based
on these judgments; students in the class rehearse the piece
and the student composer revises it as he sees fit; the eta-
dent work is evaluated in performanoe by the =imposers teacher*
and the class, often with related works by recognized oompos-
ere need as a criterion for value judgment; fray this exper-
JAWS the student draws conclusions regarding the nature of
the various elementa and processes of musics.

The purpose is to allow the student to discover the in-
ternal relationships and organisation of musical concepts by
finding his own solutions; to musical problems. This does-uot
Imply an abdidation of artistic standards. . It rather sup'
pets a new awareness of the educational process. In set-
ting achievement standards* the, student's creative efforts
are not Immured against dogmatic absolutes* but rather
against constant cognitive growth.

Attitude Aesessmenb Instrument

Daring this study a sentence oonpletion test vas given
to students in many of the participating schools. This was
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an attempt to discover more about the nature of the various
programs through the students responses to key questions.
The students were asked to oomplete the to.Uoidng sentenoes
and add another. The sentence beginnings were:

The best thing about runic

Nif interest in music

Good musiisians

Cceposing =sic of wy own

Prefacing each of the next three neatening, throe short*
unfineiliar musical excerpts were presented on tape. The
first was from a oonfemporary violin sonata, the second from
a thirteenth century composition played on medieval instnt-
ants. and the third from a serial composition for orchestra.
Bach of the three sentenoes began:

piece

An aw4sis of the answers of approximately 700 students
showed that the emphasis of each individual, program was re-
flected only in a vow general way in the students' attitudes.

r examples students in programs amhasising oompoirktion re-
as Vim"; students in perfonnanoe-

oriented program indicated perform:nos preferences. Apart
from this vow general alignment of interest with program
emphasis. little information applicable to this report was
gained regarding specific programs. There axe, however,
certain observations that can be made from a general review
of all of the Zona,.

In the completion of the first three sentences there was
a notable absence of reference to singing. Even in the third
and fourth grades where singing is a principal activity, for
students related singing to their own interests in music or
oonsidered it in defining good acusioians.

In most oases there was only a negligible difference in
the oontent of the answers of students from the third through -
the eighth grades. The grade level differenoe was distinguish,-
able primarily in expressive ability and writing siciUs eel«
dom in 31111110111 judoent. Questions are raised about the =lift
cal developeent of the ohild in this fivisayear periods the
growth of his frame of reference and expanding interests.
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The comptetion of the sentence on composing was most-
surprising. In the elementary grades over 90 of the stu-
dents indicated a strong inclination toward composing. Few-
related the sentence baginrdng to anything except their de-
sires to create. In the high, school approximately nine out
of ten students expressed a similar desire, but approximately
one out of five felt inadequate to the task.

to it was felt that ow of the ge.ftary fractions of -
education should be to prepare students to make value Jude
manta of new situations, the final. three questions were in-
tended to ascertain whether the students, from their pre-
vim; musical experience, could make musical judgmants of
music which was unfamiliar to tlism.

it wpa of interest that relatively few students below
the high school level gave answers in any masioal context or
with any musical referral. Many types of opinions were expo
pressed, but few indicated musical judgment. "I like this
piece because it is weird" was a typical answer. Answers
which spoke of form, instrumentation, musical devices or
other musical criteria were rare. There was some indication
of closure through musical experiences. Such references as,
"I didn't like its It down% have a melodyil or "The beat -
isnot steady." nay suggest that learning experiences are ion
isibiting a broad musical umierstanding. In the sane line,
an analysis by glade level indicated that elementary students
had more positive attitudes toward the music than the high
school students who had ()looted musical participation. Again -
the question of educational. closure arises: do acne eduoation
al practices tend to inhibit rather than broaden musical per-
spectives.

There were, of course, many limitations to the Attitude
Assessment Instrument as explained earlier. It should also
be understood that etudes*, below the ninth grade were
usually in a general music situation, while students above
the eighth grade had elected mac participation in band,
orchestra or other specialised classes.

Corictbss nations and lboonmendattone

In this era of highly organteed and well financed as- -
seats on the problems of the school curriculum, the inward
time work reported It this study is an enigma. It has not
been sponsored or finanoed. The information on anew procedures



and materials has not been widely disseminated. No new"
text books have been inspired by this work, and few prom
fessional articles have reported achievements. Workshops
in the new techniques have not been held except in local
school districts, and there has been little if any coos
unidation among the innovators.

However, the most significant contrast with &TIT
mute in other disciplitawmpums is fond at the scam oa.
curricular 'programs. This work is not the product of the -
involvement of the discipline professional in music educe
Lion. On the contrary, with very few exceptions, the col-
lage muiriolan and music educator are conspicuously absent.-
These program, the principal instances of curricular progap
ress in the field of music education, have evolved in the
classrooms of the public schools. With for exceptions they-
are "oneaman operations" emanating from the educational con
cern and musical insight of practicing school music teaches
ens They are a grass roots' reaction to the challenges
presented by today's educational revolution.

The educators who are providing this unique source of-
leadership in progressive development have individually m-
imed great responsibility. Frequently confronted with
skepticism and a reluctance to accept change within their
own profession, these teachers have also been faced with the
phlegmatic attitude which exists toward the arts in maw
public schools. No situation of national emergency or public
clamor has arisen to give their efforts a special degree of
soda urgenev or prestige. The value of amnia instruotion
in the schools is still. measured on the level of showmanship
more often than on the quail* of learning.

In spite of the problems and obstacles, the experinenba-
tion in these schools is of such importance that it provides
Breech insight into the potentials and means of public school
music ineUuotions oontinued, this Individually devised
and directed innovative work can have a stipulating and vital
influence on the entire profession.

It is recommended, therefore, that a immanent coo the
be established within the profession to recognise and =coups
age this type of progreseive 'undertaking, and assure that reds
ports of experimental activity at this level be continually
brought to the attention of the profession cad the publics.
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In addition to this recognition and encouragement from
within the profession, financial supporbs often in very small
amoturts, would allow for an intensification of many experi-
mental programs. This could be of assistance in extending-
Innovative actiuttiees pered.tting ccsamnioation among indi
vLduals concerned with similar experimentations providing -
technical and research assistance when it is needed, provid-
tog secretarial assistance for reports and. making possible
an analysis of particular problem, or a critical evaluation
of resets. irber-s tida wort can ba of benefit to the entire
field of music education, it is reocenended that a private -
foundation be created to make fonds available to these inno-
vative educators gor assistance in specific areas Of their
work.

Virile these individual programs are of great importance
in curriculum deveZzgments a review of the we shows that
there are limitations in this kind of experimentations First
they are small program, usually involving one or two teach-
ers. The question persists whether comparable results could
be achieved by other teachers in other schools. Second, they
have a confined scope and sequences most often involving a
very few grades. In many cases, the surface of the potential.
of the educational concept or strategy is merely being
scratched. Thirds they are the product of one person's view-
of a particular educational scheme. Exploration of the reads.
fixation of the Ideas is limited since even consultation
with other musicians has often been Impossible or undesired.

Fourths the limited time available to the innovator -
to work ant special problems or to plan new strategies re-
stricts the extent of the developmental work. Mut of these-
educators have many other responsibilities in the schools be-
sides their innovative activity'. Fifth, each program has a
specific focus and procedural direction that, while exciting
and productive in itself, may. be exelneive to the extent of
being educattionally limiting. BY aosbinttg and extending
certain of these concepts the valves of any one of these ideas
may be greatly enriched.

It is recommended that a comprehensive ourrioulma pro-
jecst be established to extend and coati= raany of the ideas
developed in these individual experimental progress. In this
project specialists in the discipline should be included in
a team effort with =sic educators to assure both artistic
validikr and educational productivity. Where possible and
practical slaria educators from selected participating schools
in this study should be involved. This should be a labor*.
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tory type project with learning strategies being forums.
lated not only in conferences end the cameras but tested
in many schools under many conditions.

Luring this study a concern was often expressed by the
musioianmexperimenters about the inadequacies of teacher
education. This criticism was generally directed toward
the limiting characteristics of college educational pro-
grams. Prospective teachers are not taught to thinks they
are conditioned to follow* Personal evaluations of educe"
tionai. goals* procedures or melts are not encouraged, but
pat formulas are stressed. The development of value Jude
ments in mutate is frequently impossible since much of the
audatal experience is teacher dominated. 2ti has made it
mast difficult for the experimenters to find teachers who are
capable of working effeottvely in their programs. It is
recommended that a series of conferences be held involving
progressive public school music educators who aze presently
involved in innovative educational aotiviter to prepare
oscine recommendations for teacher trathings and that
these reoomsendatione be published in professional. journals
for the evaluation and criticism of the entire profession.

It is further recommended that extensive research in
the area of teacher education and reeeduoation be undszbaken
immediately by' many professional groups. Special attention
should be focused on an assessment of the teacher's needs in
the light of new demands in ths olassrocias on the teacher's
frame of veteran°e for creative activity, and on preparation
for educative) responsibilities in the contemporary world of

While all of the programs reported in this study are
significant in curriculam planning* the experimentation with
a °ore of creative activities and a flexible sequence of
concepts appears to be the most fundamental and offers the
broadest potential. The results already evidenced in classes
which allow the students the freedom to intellectually
plore and inquire, use their intuition and make musical judger
vents* oommenee on their own level of understandings and die-
cover for themselves the nature and principles of =mica in-
dioate that new levels of stedent involvement are possible.
Although student accomplishments and enthusiasm for learning
are far beyond normal expectation in many of these programs,
experimentation in this field is still in its infancy. Only
through continuing investigation in the classroom will the
potentials of this tone of learning be realised. There are,
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however, many questions which have been raised which should
be whaled by various research groups in music education, Of
what eigidficance to curriculum planning is the lag between
skill and cognitive dwvelopment in the early grades? Can
children begin building mica oonoepte nate easily through
contemporary music than through music in historical idiom?
Or what signilloanoe is vocal pitch reprodnotion to the earl,
develossent of soolocl concepts? that is the role of improvim
National experiences in building 'musical itanderstanding? From
everyday experienoaa, what musical concepts are likely t be
assiscilated by the child, and haw can such Imo rladge be
utilised as an inductive base in the educational program?

Independent research into these end many other questions
raised by these programs would be of invaluable assistance to
those who are involved in curriculum experiments. It is
reccrimended that nude education research organizations and
college music; education departments involve themselves with
these basic problems of the student's learning character-
intim and offer the assistance of their expertise in 000per-
ation with the innovative school =AO program.

During the past four to five years there have been per.
slated, rumblings of experimental and innovative develop.,
meets Waste programs of publio schools throughout the
country' The results of this work, mostly 'cosponsored and un
reported, could play a significant role in any oombemplated
restructuring of the ands curriculum.

In June of 1965 a cooperative research gm* was awarded
to 'llaohattanville College to study *elected unique or acpertio
motel =sic programs in elementary and secondary schools
throughout the country" The purpose of the project was to re-
port on the procedures and the results at the experimentetion;
to identity Gammon and unique teeters in those programs; to
gain same insight tub* the potentials of various new instruct.
tionel methods; and to make reeommendations far Altura mai
rieular development.

The proem of the project was divided into three phases;
first, locating experimental work; second, conducting a study
of selected innovative programs; and third, analyslog aid
synthesising the istfonstion gained in this study.
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In the first phase 215 knowledgeable persons oonnetsted
with the field of zusla education were °onto:tad for informl
ation of innovative music programs. Imo Wed were editors of
state and national professional periodicals, presidents of
state music organizations, state supervisors of music, of-
Mars of R.E.N.C. divisions, directors of large city sys-
tems, members of research groups and a alsoellaneous group of
composers, publishers, performers and others who have exult
pressed interest in the field.

In response to this request for intonation of innovative
intsic programs, 232 schools were recommended by BO individuals.
An additional 18 persons replied bat did not nominate schools.
Recommended schools were of all sizes aid were located in 36
different states. It is interesting, however, that /*proxies
atel7 two thirds were located in three areas of the country;
between Boston, Xassaolaumetts, and Washington, D. 0., between
Olovelatzl, Ohio, and Chicago, Illitinatit, and on the west (toast
between Seattle, Washington, and Los Angeles, Oslitornis.

111 of the reecummnded schools those which fell within
the scope of the study wore then invited to submit desarips
tions of their experimental es unique work. In return 92
schools or 6141 of those contacted forwarded descriptions of
their experimental work and other materials related to their
programs. From these domoription forms it was Tposeible to
select for further study fifteen schools which are represen-
tative of the major experimental ideas under we.. Included
are: Ayer Elementary Schools, Ayer, Nassachntretts; Dania,
more ifaetimmtamy Schools, Baltimore, Maryland; Blue Earth High
School, Mae Earth, Minnesota; W. B. Simpson Blemenbary School,
Camden, Delaware; Evanston High School, Evanston, Illinois;
Farmingdale Public Schools, Farmingdale, New Tack; Fontana
ZIAmenbary Schools, Pontoons, California; Los Angeles Public
Schools, Los Apples, California; tioNinnvilao High School,
MsMinsville, Oregon; Msdfced Elementary Schools, Medtavd,
Oregon; Mew Junior High School, Seattle, Washington; Tucson
%Me Schools, Tucson, Arizona; West Dee Moines lammentary
Schools, West Des Moines, Ian; Woodlin Ooneelidated Schools,
Woodrow, Colorado; Erookhurst Junior High School, Atmhelm,
California.

In phase two, visits were made to sash of the selected
schools, and. oonsitlerable information on the innovative work
was collected through correspondenee. Also ineludei was an
attitude assessment test which was given to ~ats in saw
of the schools in the study. During this phase, a panel of
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consultants met frequently to stucly the information whichwas secured and recommend additional areas of inquiry.
In phase three, reports on each of the programs andother pertinent data were reviewed by the panel of consult-ants to the project and by a group of 21 public school andcollege music teachers. The philosophy, aims, procedures,methods and results of each program were weighed. Commonfactors were identified, conclusions drawn and recommenda-tions made.

-......1.,.Wornom,...rmauvf00/.4401,4

An analysis of these description forms shows thatthere are four areas of experimentation under way. Thecategories are: Content (experiments with structure, sequenceor the form of study); Media; Strategies (innovative tech-niques, organisation or proceduras); and Performance and Lit-erature. The selection of schools in this latter categorywas perhaps the most arbitrary in terms of uniqueness sincequaliiv performance and the use of outstanding literaturecan no longer be considered. innovative. In the choral fieldmaw schools perform major works from Back to Schoenbergregularly. In orchestral programs standard classical liter-ature is performed by excellent school orchestras throughoutthe country. Indeed, many schools selected in this stud forother innovative practices also have musical organisations ofthis quality. In the field _of the band Little innovative edu-cational activity was reported, the work consisting mainly ofrecruitment techniques, scheduling arrangements and size oforganization.

The study of the selected participating school musicprograms reveals that the aims and means of each program varyas greatly as the actual experimental activity. Some pro-grams are primarily concerned with the social development ofthe child. Others are directed toward a familiarity with the,great works of music with particular emphasis on the literatureof the late baroque, the classical and the romantic periods.The aim of others is the develorment of insight into the totalmusical process.

The .means which are being explored to achieve these aimsinclude an emphasiis on performance of literature of themasters, assistance in learning through the use of variousmedia and programmed instruction, both creative and manipu-lative exploratory. activities and the development ofstructured curricula of an established sequence of concepts.
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Of partiaular significance is the Entperimenbation at
all grads levels with creative activities used a core. for
learning. In any instances this involves a complete re-
structuring of the diseipline in terms which are considered
more oompatible with the -child's frame of reference. Students
ocapose, perform and analyse music, in order to gain an meg
deratanding of the total nasioal prooess. The class ate
sphere is similar to the laboratory, and the students diaa
cover the internal relationships of 'musical concepts through
their cws exploration«

While each at the innovative program is distinctive,
there are certain identifiable factors *awn to all or many
of .the programs.

1. Each program is based on a well defined philosophies
cal rationa3a. There is no ambiguity in purpose.

2. The objectives of the experimembal work are clearlyset forth.

3. The majority of these programs have been influenced
by eduoational advances in other subject areas and by cow.
temporary educational thought.

It. Consistencies in curricular principles inclvde, astress on small group or individual learning, a movematt
away from "disciplinary" approaohes, a oonsideration for ex"
placatory activities and considerable flexibility in sequence
and strategies.

5 The innovative work is generally in Batted areas
of the total mU810 curriculum.

6. With one emotion, the experimental work was begun
and has continued without-the ben fit of external support.

.7. Most .programs are .noinieste programs in origin, de
alga and -continuing 'development.

8. 78% of the Hinnovators have active msical lives
apart from their. school. work.

9 Administrative cooperation in tba ,. schools had been
encouraging.

rt is important to note, that no Gomm factors found
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in sohool statistics, facilities, environment, original
motivation, general school educational policies, eoonawle
oonditions or teacher preparation.

The farm of experirsentation in curriculum reported in
this study is unique in this age at highly organized and
well financed ourriculum development programa. Rather than
cooperative group assaults led by the discipline professions,
ale, these are isolated it efforts stet:ming from the
educational concern and Mecca insight of school music
teachers. These innovatie music programs are a grass roots
reaction to the challenges a todayte educational revolution.
Regaralesstat their size they are at great imperbance and
offer a fresh view at the potentials and mans of public
school music« It is recommended that this work be recog-
nised and encouraged, and reports of such activity be °op-
timally brought to the attention at the profession.

Often these programs could be intensified rand broad
sued it small amounts of finanoial aid were made available
for research assistance, secretarial help, oommunioation with
other experimenters, ate. It is reoommended that a private
foundation be created to make funds available to these in.
novative educators far assistance in specific areas of their
work.

While these programs are contributing greatly to the des.
velopment of a more meaningful melo education for students
at all grade levels, they have certain limitations. These
stem from the mope of the activities, derAande of time, bask
of consultative opportunities, etc. It is recommended that a
comprehensive curriculum project be established to extend and
combine mar of the ideas developed in these individual ma
perimental programs. In this project specialists in the diem.
claim should be included in a team effort with music edu-
cators to assure both artistic, validity and educational pow
duotivity. Where possible and practical male educators from
selected participating schools in this study should be in-
volved. This should be a laboratory type project with learn-
log strategies beige formulated not only in conferences and
olassroome, but tested in margr schools under many conditions.

Present teacher education programs are not adequate for
the challenges of today's more progressive classrooms. It is
recommended that conferences of the innovative public school
music educators be convened to prepare specific criteria far
teacher education. It is also reoommended that research in
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this area of teaohar education and reeduoation be under
taken by r Proteceional groups. Special attention shouldbe fanned on an assessment of the teaoherea needs in thelight of new demands in the classroom, on the teacherse
frame of refe rent). for creative activity, aid on preparation
for °dumbly° responsibilities in the contemporary world ofRio.

Many of the questions raised by advanced experimental
programa demand special attention. in pa , the Gym
perimentatioti 'with a core of creative aabivities and a time
Me sequence of (concepts has raised questions regarding the
'efficacy of some accepted educational practices. It also
'prosody mazy new probleuis °anent% the ebudentss perooptive characteristics. It ispendent research into thesequestions would be of inYabable assistance to those who areinvolved in curriculum experiments. It is recommended that
'music education research organisations and college music
education departments involve themselves with these basicpecbleMs of the silmleub,s learning characteristics, Mai offerthe assiebanie of their ise. in cooperation with the innative _aohool masiO progras.
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APPENDIXES

I. Part at Eettilohoola.

The foliating descriptive reports are of school tonics prom
grams.which were of prime importance in this project. Much of
this report is bowed on a study of these programs. While they
are repreoentative of the principal types c2 experimental and J.**
novative activity brought to the attention of this study by
schools throughout the country, progressive work is by no means
confined to these schools. In many instances similar amortises**-
tion Van reported in other schools.

ADZ MEMO SCHOOLS; Ayer, 14aosaohusetts.
TaTinr-Aon peri attendant
John Carton Magic Supervisor
Wayne Stonkus Elementary

The Ayer schools serve not only the residents of the rela-
tively small local ocsmunity, but also the families of servicemen
stationed at nearby Part Doyens. The student population, there-
fore, is composed of students a many varied ethnic and social
baek;groode, whose prior eduoation is as diversified as the geo-
graphic areas from which they have acme. Since mug of these
families are frequently reassigned, the school has had a 73% turn-
over, not including graduations in the past 2i years. While this
constant student change has inhibited some desired musical activi-
ties (i.e., a large string program) andothe extent of sequential
musical development believed possible, it does reinforce the costa
tention that the type and quality of music education found in
Ayer is possible in *Ise vast majority of schools.

The study of music as developed by John Carton, Music Super-
visor of the Ayer public schools, is a radical departure from
traditional programs of music learning. It is a new study for-
sulated on the fundamental and characteristic elements and prom
ceases of the art, and is sequentially planned on Cm basis of
the childrenss intelleotual and skill potential and the frame
of reference they bring to the study. As one observer has said,
*It is as though this program has made a completely fresh start
in music learning, ignoring all, of the traditional prejudices
and assumptions of mac education schemes, and coming to grips
with the realities a bath music and children.*
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The curriculum, a unique and high,* organised assault on
identified problems of musloal understanding, is also broad
and varied. The learning strategies in this program are sem
quenbially scheduled from rhythm improvisation in the first
grads, to camposition far recorders and voices in the upper
elementary grades, to high school grasps whose study and per-
famines repertoire ranges from Joaquin Des Pyres to =Lott
Carter, and includes cantatas, masses, Ito.

lumlamental to this curriculum are the following precept's

1. Children have a natural creative desire in musio and
enjoy expressing their own mosical ideas. Under guidance,
°restive aotivitiec allow than to discover maw of the chary2
acteristio promisees and concepts of music ad provide a motivate
tion for the learning ®f notation.

2. Singing is essentially a skill which all students can
and 'should master* The development of a good vocal production
is, therefore, one aim of mimic study. However, the students*
cognitive devhopment of wasioality is not restricted to the
rate of this skill development.

3. The quality of ansioal literature used in instruotion
will be a major consideration in the students, judgment of
mistaal quality. All mmusio used, therefore, mob be authentic
and representative of the best of the arts

It. Every experienne in tusk, "mob not only be an authentic
one in terms of the art, but nest be so ',binned that every stum
dent can achieve and 'eoognise his own achievement. All actives
ities have a terminal value, in that they provide an opportunity
for satisfying susloal somplisbment, as well as continuing
Inane as specific steps in the growth of masioal usierstanding.

Dare C ? Ukloro 1k. Tho elementary eosin
study invo vema-"' ypeir- y. These are:

1. Rbytbmio composition and improvisation through which
concepts of rhythm, "mica organisation, timbre and musical ow-
mission are learned. Through this activity, the students work
in the problems of notation and develop now of the skills of
reading.

2. Singing activity, primarily to develop.the skills of
vocal production, including range, tone, pitch and breath coos
trol Through the fourth grade this area of instrnotion is kept



separate from the rhythm composition. There are, however many
effects to interrelate the experiences and knowl:dge gaink
from the ceepositional and singing program.

3, Instrumental activity on recorders in which all
fifth and sixth grade students participate. It is used to de-
velop and reinforce pitch notation and readingsand to introduce
pitch as another susisal element of consideration in expressing
mole ideas.

Rhythmic: composition is employed at the initial stage of
'solo study because it offers the greatest potential opportunity
for student involvement. As explained by Mr. Carton

s
the little

child has to get inside of things and build, them hisutelf.ft Puri-
thermore, with rhythm composition he can not only learn a great
deal about masio, bat individual suttees. in mica projeote is
guaranteed. There are no wrong notes or wrong harmonies. He
has materials which he can understand and which do not necessi-
tate advanced manipulative or vocal skills to be musioally im-
portant. All the knowledge and insight he gains is artiettioally
honest, as well as cuemlative from grade to grade. More advanced
lateical concepts, such as pitch, harmony, eto. can be assimila-
ted into an already fairly advanced frame of reference when he
has the skills and maturity to use them.

First Grade. The work in rhythmic. omaposition begins in
the first grade. It is intralueed in an improvisatory manner
were students experiment with quarter notes, quarter rests and
eighth notes. These components are soon labeled so that the
student will be able to better understand and dimss the tonic
elements with which he is working. Homemade instruments aro
aloe used to introduce the concepts of timbre, and the letters
P and F are used to distinguish volume. Emphasis is platted on
the students, understanding the implications of the stoical el-
ements available to them. During this first years the concept

vaisical organisation is also approached through the use of
serial (motive) and adrror forms. emir that musical informa-
tion is introduced which is a. immediate importance in the ao-
emplisiment of a musical task, and all of the creative works
ore perforated and analysed in elan. After the first isprotrisam
tory stage, all compositions awe also written op single line
aotation, awaking use of the .1 and and

Rigid meter is not introduced at this grade level, nor
is it introduced until it becomes necessary for use in two part
writing in the fourth grade and with roomier. in the fifth
grade. Meter is regarded-as an organisation technique, not a



generic part of rhythm. It is essentially: a period factor
which is not a basic characteristic of all music. A student
who understands the greater musical implication at rhythmic
line and organization will easily assimilate rigid meter tuba,
piques when they are needed.

Seoom Undo. Ilahe second grade the rhythm includes,
among there, 4434 and 4 4.1 The students not only use these
rhythmical figures in their °expositions, but acourate3y read
them in performing each other's =sic. Also introduced as part
of the students: expanding musical concepts are the tempo Judi-
cations, Lento, Moderato, awl Vivaoe, and the binary and ternary
forms of samba organization.

Third. Grade. New musical ideas need in the third grade
include the crescendo and the decreseentio more
complicated rhythmical figures, including ,Fr; and TI , and the
concept of the phrase. With the latter, the bar line is intro'.
duped for the first time. This does not imply a rigid metrical
system, but rather distinguishes the phrase and approaches the
concept of subdividing a larger musical entity. Of course all
previous learning is constantly used, as well as new material.

Irovribh Grade. The ,fourth, grade's compoisition progresses
with the use of the antiphonal and echo forms. This involves
two part writing, which is first explored through the use of act-
oidental counterpoint. Rather than a mathematical formulation
at notes, this is a free imitational polyphony in which the
student first discovers the expanded meaning of two part writ-
ing. New rhythms include syncopation, tit j , awl the
triplet rhythms, J J and 41.'

Fifth ,add Sixth Grades. The musical activity of the
fifth ant sixth grass brings together the notational, rhythmi-
cal, timbre and organizational concepts of music gained in the
oompositional areas of the program with the pitch concepts la
vocal skills acquired in the first four grades. This is facil-
itated by the use of r000rders which offer the opportunity of
more advanced composition using not oely pitch but also
sustained notes, , and All students are given
recorders and are encouraged to use them at home as well as at
school. Individual exploration on the recorder is encouraged
in the same manner employed in developing other musical eon-
°opts. This takes two forme; first, improvising add attempting
to play rote songs; second; the studente compose their own
simple learning plows for the recorder. In this way the stow
deth, having area* developed excellent pitch discrimination



througb, the vocal classes, is able to relate the written note
with the pitch and learn to take dismounts regarding pitch
notation. From this point, pitch is included in a bread cae
positional frame of reference without violation of as of the
concepts previously learned.

In addition to the original textual materials. the
students write to develop technique on the recorders and
broaden their min/ understanding through exploratory owe-
sition, a , wide 9 y of music is being used as leohnique on
the recorder develops. This includes folk songs, rounds,
canons and two and three-part suds, parbleAlarly from the
Renaissance and Baroque periods. This instrumental experience
has proven so valuable in terms at developing musical under.
standing and reading and notational eldlls that instruction on
band and orchestral instruments has been postponed until the
sixth grade.

In spite of the careful and thoughtful organization of
this program, it is not a rigid methodology. As emphasized by
Mr. Carton 'This is the way things are Way. Our program is
experimental and in a constant state of flux. We learn some-
thing new every days so same part of our program changes every
day. Most important is our reelevablation of the basin learn-
ing promos..

pinging Instruction.

Of considerable significance in the Ayer program is the
high level of accomplishment in vocal production. In all of
the above classes visited it was observed that over 90% of the
students sang in tune. Indeed, in zany classes, all of the
students were able to sing with accurate pitch. Also of tow
portant:. was the tonal quality, vocal range and excellent
diction. This is aoccuplished in several ways. First, it is
school policy that all classes will have a minium of two fivef
minute singing periods each day. These are conducted by the
classroom teacher using the methods and materials prepared by
the music specialists. Snead, it is felt that students must
be made totally conscious of twitr own vooalmoduotion, so
physical and mental preparation is essential. Far all singing
the student will stasis place his feet together sad his hands
beside his hips with pails turned slightly forward. This raises
both head aid chest. Ha then will take two breaths (the second
demands mental awareness), hum the note given by the teacher,
and pressed to sing. During singing the classroom teacher will
always casket usingseproper best pattern. Third, no piano or
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autoharp accompaniment is ever used with class singing.
This would decrease the student's attention to his own pro-
duction and introduce extraneous elements into the study which
may not always be authentic. (The autoharp, for instance
provides a vague harmonic clover which conflicts with conceptspts
of harmonic tension, harmonic line, inversion, voicing, etc.)
Fourth, only materihe which are truly monophonic are used in
early grades, car truly polyphonic when part musio is begun.
The quality of this muldo is also carefully considered to as-
sure that it is representative of the best quality musical
literature. Ino Ulla are a wide range of folk songs from
many cultures (1.0*, folk songs of the Bantu), Kodaly w is
for children, origiusl songs by upper elementary or junior
high school students, Ueda*, motets, etc. Fifth, singing is
not confused with reading. Since the problems of notation are
well covered in compositional and molter activities, it is
not necessary to teach reading through the singing program.

"Sight singing begins in and of itself," says Mr.
Carton. "Many songs used have notes and, rhythms which are al-
ready understood through co position. The students recognize
the way a phrase moves because Volt have often used a similar
phrase in composing. We certaltily do not ignore sight singing.
There is just no reason to emphasise something which caws
naturally from their ouzzaative experience."

It is also felt unneeeeeary to employ syllables or
numerical identifioations fa* pitch. The class is now free to
regard singing for its am intrinsic satisfaction and to di-
rect attention to the problems of sound vocal production. The
successful achievement of this is evidenced in the level of
interest in and the quality of singing in the school.

nalRes n ilit
The entire area of music curriculum is the responsi-

bility of the music director, John Carton. This includes all
content and strategies in teaching. The actual classroom
plementation of this program is jointly carried out by elemen-
tary music specialists and the classroom teachers. In practice,
the classroom teaoher carries on approximately two thirds at
the program and the music speolalist, one third.

Four possible avenues have been explored to prepare
and sustain the classroom teacher in the requirements of this
program. They include workshcps to demonstrate basic when-
ice, an inetruotionel guide (ourrently in preparation),
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individual conference with the musio specialist, and doers.
vation of the specialist. The latter has been found to be
the most productive. Here the teacher oan prepare to carry on
the work by observing and assisting during the specialist's
weekly visit to the class. It is a school policy that teach-
ers will main in the classroom during the specialist's music
period. Actually, the majority of the towboat enjoy this,
since they are also developieg a new and exciting perspective
of gods.

Junior and Seaioarh School

While the secondary level of music instruction was not
of prise interest to this study, a review of this area brings
a larger perspective to the total program.

In the junior high school there are not mandated
general music classes. It is felt that from the it tensive and
extensive program in the first six years the students will have
the basis for judgment for decisions on continued study. It is
interesting that a large percentage elect a class which con-
times to deal with choral music, recorder playing, and ovum
position. Also available are band and orchestral classes and
ensembles.

At the high school musical activity continues with a
band, ensembles and a large choral program. The level aid ewe
tent a the literature used by the latter wow indicates the
serious intent and degree at aocomplislunent of the total program.
In addition to numerous octavo pieces of all idioms, motets and
madrigals studied during the past two years, the group has perm
formed the Second Shepherd's Play with 13th century plainsong
and medieval instruments, Bach Cantatas, Poulenoss Gloria and

Major Mass, Prittenss Ceremony of Carols, and Ryon to St.
Owing, The Faure Requiem, Mozart Messes, ato.

Additionally, the high school music groups ltnnually
present a musioale This year's presentation was *The Roar of
the Greasepaint, the Smell of the &mode last year, 10amelote
the previous year, *Oklahoma.*

]valuation

While no objective evaluation has been possible at this
stage, (mistimed questioning of the validity of the curriculum
loads to constant revision and continued development. It is
easily recognised by the upper grade nolo teaohers, however,



that the students are entering junior and senior high school
with greater musical skills, interests and knowledp than had
been previously displayed. Reading skills aid habits have not
only improved but have changed from note reading to line and
phrase reading. More students are also electing musical
participation in spite of abhor increased pressures in school.
Attitudes toward muds have improved Dime the students feel
more musioally sours from their extensive elementary back-
ground

BLLTINDRE EUBLIO SCHOOLS Baltimore, Maryland.
MErergiFt tor of Magic
Alice Bear Supervisor at Elementary Music

The Baltimore Public School system is a large city system
with numerous elementary sohJols. The overall iamb propels
is under the direction of Hr. J. Marion Nagill,and Hrs. Alice
S. Beer serves as Supervisor of Elementary Melo 3Cnstruotion.
It is the work of Hrs. Beer and the towbars of the elementary
program which is of interest to this study.

While all sociosoonallo areas will be included in such a
large school system, most of the schools visited in connection
with this study served the lower income areas. Melo instruc-
tion in elementary schools is carried on in the classroom by
the classroom teacher who is assisted by a specialist called a
Music Resource Teacher. This assistance takes many forms and
includes actual classroom demonstration teaching and advice on
formulating lesson plane and classroom activities.

In 1963, the Baltimore Elementary Schools received a grant
of $5000 from, the &EXC. Contemporary Music Project for
Creativity to initiate experimental work on a creative music
learning program. This money was used to employ Nam Lou Diener,
noted oaqposer eat teacher, to conduct workshops for elementary
music rescnroo teachers. The grant covered the expenses of the
project for one school semester.

Since that time, this a tire work has been carried on,
developed and extended solely by lbs. Beer, the Music Resource
Teachers, and the classroom timbers. It is this continuing
work, rather than one semester sponsored activity, which is
reviewed by this project.
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The ilAie.Nasic The elementary magi°
program :'11-'-tR-'111111111.1Wools has been designed to
meet fair objestivess

1. To assist the students to develop values about
mei. and elevate their imsloal tastes

2. To sharpen their aural perception

3. To 'activate continuing musical interests

lt To develop sidlis which xili allow the student
the opportunity for oontinued music participation.

While many learning strategies are employed in the
nolo class, it has been found that the activities which most
sucoessfully fulfill thee, objectives are creative compositional
activities. Here the student is emplood in nusloal tasks which
allow him to build on that kinidedge, fAcporieno and skills
which he has brought to ekes. In this wey he can learn through
his own interests ant natural abilities. As Ws. Her says,
'hay bring whatever tbay have to the classrooms, and we help
then to build on that rather than imposing what ;a know on then.
When they present what they have and evaluate it themselves, it
stiendates then to par aid leers ace.'

Additionally, this creative work has been found to
serve three important functions.

1. The prams of creating is a scares of sate.
fultilalsent. It improves the students' selfsuooncept aid feel-
ing of oapahLlity,

2. Through guided ca positional activities the atom
dent not only dieciarers beide lauds concepts, but also discs
covers the need for oontinued development.

3, The ocegiceitiesal work provides a learning center
through *doh nude a many composers bosons a resource for
the personal a000mplishneait of tasks which are important to
the student.

94,113, Aottritieis.
The learning activities involving composition used in

the more program vary widely. They may be either projects
on *blob the whole class will work, small group projects, or



individual compositions. In some classes notation follows
formal scoring techniques, *bile in others symbols are devised
to meet the immediate needs of a particular teoe. It gener-
ally follows, however, that notation is not considered ante -
cedent to the develop:lent of music oonoepte. In many cases
the pieces are of a semisgimprovisational nature with each perms
formanoe a somewhat new musical experience. In this regard,
two item. of particular interest have been noted. First, the
students have developed a considerable musical memory. With
up to thirty students performing in one composition, each per-
farmer is able to remember his role. Second, a great deal of
instant musical judgment is displayed by students in performs-
see of class compositions. Often the role of any one instru-
mentalist is only generally defined, and the exact nature of
performance is left to the AI:dents' judgment.

In many classes the musics tends to have strong ethnic
influences which serves as a common point from which broader
=sic interests can be developed. Some Glasses will make use
of homemade or classroom instruments (flutaphones, autoharps,
tone bells, etc..) while in other classes, where may students
stutly in the instrumental program or have private music less*
sons, the composition will inalude orchestral instruments.

Also varying is the idiomatic form of the music. Navy
classes make use of such contemporary musical organisation
devices as the tone row, clusters, poly rhybbless eta. Non-
pitched and non - percussive sounds are also included in many
compositions. Some of these are produced on instruments,
others are vocal. Many compositions include traditional
melodic lines or classical harmonic ideas in creative works
which are otherwise drawn from contemporary musical concepts.
While in some oases these more traditional ideas are obviously
imposed by the teacher on the composition, in other instances
this is the product of students, creativeness in a program of
learning which does not promote a dichotomy 'between contem-
porary and historioal.eusio.

Another point of flexibility in this nude education
program is found in the extent of use of this creative ap-
preach to learning. This is determined largely by the music
resource teacher and the classroom teacher, and ranges from
Glasses which occasionally participate to those where creative
work serves as the core for all musical learning. At present,
19 of the 32 mule resource teachers are involving their
Glasses in creative activity to some extent. Underlying all
the varied creative compositional overlent's. there are
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certain canon factors *fah exist in all participating cla-
rocas.

I. The learning activities and musical exploration
gram tray the students, own frame of referents.. Binge many
of the ohildren have strong church affiliations, the rhythms
and modes characteristic at spiritual and gavel songs are
often felt in their own creative efforts. Compositions also
often center around neighborhood activity, school projects,
field trips, or stories which are familiar. Sounds in the ocep-
positions are often derived from those environmental scuds
with which the children are acquainted. They take those ele-
ments, insights and feelings that they have and use them in a
vasical we; in ceder to gain confidence and expand their
musical horizons. There are always those areas of a musioal
experience in the classroom which are familiar to the students,
awl to which they can relate, just as there are those areas
which present now challenges and new concepts.

2. The development of musical ideas is never restricted
to notational skill levels. Concepts at music are snared to
develop at a mush tuter rate than it is possible to match with
skill growth. This has created. a new personal desire to aces
quire mechanical or notational skills. In one class visited,
the classroom teacher, who has had no formal musical training,
wee very concerned *boat building his seen knowledge of notation
so he Gould assist the students to must on paper their. ore*
ative learning, and record his an.

3. While navy of the composition. are 'built on sounds
not ocesmonly regarded as musical, and are often primitive in
the musician's eyes, the quality and content of learning are
clearly discernible. There is a concern for formal design.
(Is it in AN SA form? Rondo form? What is the fugal form?)
Valance, climax and resolution are masioal factors of which the
students are aware and oapably handle. MOM and timbre
judgments indicate keen musical insights. In many upper ele
seamy classes, musical and notational skills derived from
this compositional program are advanced to a significant level,
and oonsiderable specific information about instruments used
in class (including transposition) is oonsuon knowledge.

Also of importance is the quality and breadth of re.-
'corded literature which is used extensively as reference aster-,
ial for compositional activity. in many classrooms. The stu-
dents m farad liarity with and interest in 'music of quality in one
indication of the level-of student involvement stiaulated by
thin promo':
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Since there is no standardized curriculum, no method..
oloa which is mandated for every student, a description of
classroom activities provides only a general indication of the
type of work involved. It cannot be construed to be a pattern
for every class. The following are examples of observed class
activity.

Kindergarten. Sound story about aping. The inatrum
meats were all percussive and included an autoharp plucked at
random. The story of spri.ng mlkde up by the students was read
while the children performed descriptive sounds on their instru.
mods. They also acted out many phases of the story.

Third Grade. Piece, Warr! tis Store, a song for voice,
bells and percussion instruments. The composition has many
verses relating to the produote of Marvinse Store. Verses were
performed by soloists who improvisationally described their
product by varying speed, dynamics and key. This piece was
written as a large class project. All students pertained. The
piece was modal and a000mpanying percussion instruments per-
formed very complicated rhythmical figures.

Fourth Grade. An instrumental composition not yet
tamed, written by the entire class. The form is theme and vari-
ation. Instruments are percussion, bells, piano, violin. Each
variation is devolved by a small group and then revised by the /
whole class. Recordings of compositions in variation form are,
used as resource material. The class is grappling with natation-
al problems in order to expedite performance. Specific pitches
are worked out with bells and piano.

Sixth Grade. Music for percussion, bells, clarinet and
piano. The form of this composition is slx is a com-
bination of elements of A, B.) Pitches are determined by a tone
row written by students (The students can discern changes or
mistakes in the row.) and pentatonio harmony on black notes of
piano. While the mood to be depicted is loweird,e no specific
verbal connotation is implied.

Teacher m111%a.....seation

The majority of the Music Resource Teachers presently
working in the compositional aotivitiee have been prepared to
met the new demands and procedures through a series of intram,
.departmental workshops. The first of these was conducted by
Sus Lou Dialer, and all subsequent workshops have been led by
Alice Beer. In these workshops the teachers explore musical
concepts and sounds in mach the same manner as the children
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they will be teaching. *aphasia is pieced on contemporary
music and the devices and techniques used by composers tcdey.
The actual form of implementation of these ideas is left to
the teachers but general experience in strategies and organi-
sation gained in. three years of experimentation is reviewed and
bares a basis for activity.

Preparation for the classroom teacher who carries on
moth of the program is acoomplisbed mainly through obearvation
of the mein resource teacher and private conferences. Addition,-
ally, grade level meetings held by the music department are well
attended by classrocu teachers. At these meetings particular
aisical problems of the classroom music program are reviewed in
depth so that the teacher may have some security in her under.
takings. Generally, the classroom teachers 'find this a very atop
citing program and are as deeply involved in learning as the
children they serve.

The key to the teacher's success is found in the nature
of the program. The study is not built on pedagogic absolutes
like "right" and "wrong." It is largely concerned with the de
velopment of ideas, concepts and musical insights. Critical
evaluation centers more on "this works better" or *this doesn't
seem to fit." The child assimilates a musical frame of refer-
ewe through the use of reason rather than factual memorisation.

In this way the teacher as well as the student can use
judgment. The level of judgment depends on the teacher's exper-
ience and knowledge, but with the atria proof of each judgment
the musical understanding at both teacher and student grows.

Evaluation

An evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of this
program is currently being made by Firs. Beer and her associates.
Questions regarding skill development when, what and how --
are being reconsidered in the light of new insights of ohildrents
learning potential gained in this experimental program. Not only
are activities being reviewed against their results, but the
resultant concepts are being questioned for authenticity and apse
propriateness. Problems of overall sequence, musical growth,
motivation and continuity are being given intense consideration.

- This is the main characteristic of this elementary music
program. There is constant (maser% continued questioning and a
persistent search for improvement.
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BIDE EARTH MAIO SCHOOLS Blue Earth, Minnesota
Alice fa ft no pa
Logan Zahn ga Ditvatoor of Music

"What. is more important in the school curriculum than
music? What submit could have a more continuing effect on
the sbudentss lives than music?"

These questions by Alice Paulsen, principal of Blue Earth
Junior and Senior High School, take on special meaning when
ocetbined with the statement of Logan Zahn, music director: 'The
most :Wort:int key to musical understanding is quality partioi-
pation in the finest quality of magic. It has a oarryover
value Which the student will never forget.*

It is this positive attitude of the administrator and music
educator toward the purpose and terms of music education that
has led to the development of one of the most distinctive instru-
mental music programs examined by this study. While the learn-
ing vehicle, an orchestra can be found in many music programs,
the quality fait, funcition of this program makes it education"-
ally distinctive. Through the medium of a student symphony or-
chestra which performs musics of the classic orchestral repertoire,
and chamber ensembles which dig deeply into the traditional en-
semble literature the students of Blue Earth are involved in
mein on a level lahich suggests new insights into the potentials
at public school music. This program becomes more interesting
through the recognition of the following data:

1. Blue Earth is a rural comity of approcimately 3000,
with a school population of roughly 100 students per grade.
There is a team at five music instructors who handle all vocal
and instrumental music instruction of the students from-grades
one through twelve. The high school symphony orchestra has a
membership of 82 students, or 21% of the entire high school.
The choral program involves 66 students, and the band program
apprcacimatelq 87 students, bringing the total school population
involved in the music program to over 10%.

2. Approximately 15% of all the students from grades five
through, twelve play string. instruments. All string instruction
is given in the school by school personnel. There are no pri-
vate teachers in the immediate area.

3. While the school. is very 'academically oriented and most
students take at least five academia subjects per year, no
problem is food in scheduling students for mnsio. No student



in this school is deprived of musical participation because of
conflicts in scheduling. There have been no string dropouts
at any level of this program during the past three years.

Ite Music. ifletruotional time peralle13 that allotted to any
ether subject in school. This amounts to approximately five
periods a week. No additional time is required. Students who
participate in this program are required to practice extensively
with prat:tic° time ranging frau four to sit hours per week.
Maintenance of this 'preparatory time is consistent and automatic.
While at tines this time may be in conflict with other required
homework, the *values of participation in the- minstrel program
are considered to justify the time ani personal effort involved.

The Orchestra

The orchestra is comprised of 82 students in grades
nine through twelve. Included are 27 violins, 8 violas, 12 eels,
los, 8 basso! 'and a' normal complement of brass, woodwind and
pert:seal,* players. The orchestra has two full rehearsals of
57 minutes each week, with two additional periods far string
rehearsals. The fifth period is a leston period of at least 30
minutes, which is- usually scheduled from study halls but on
rare occasions' 'may be on a rotation basis from another class.
When feasible, these' lesson periods may be used as chamber en-
semble clauses. In addition to this regular 'schedule, guar-
tatters, or other chamber groups may meet after school.

The literature used by the orchestra is drawn largely
from the standard orchestral literature. Arrangements or
transcriptions are less fatten used than editions. While alas-,
'deal campoeers predominate, music of the baroque, romantic

nt,and contemporary periods is also represeed. (A repreeentas,
'tive listing of the repertoire is included.) Concerts are
soheduleditt frequent intervals during the school year. These
are regarded as an integral -part' of the total mnsic education
PrOgram. There is no progratming of manufactured or "crowd
pleasing" Music. A. typical program would include major works
or movements 'from Johann Stranas, Corelli, Barber, Vivaldi,
Saint4aens, Dvorak and Handel. It has never been considered
to program rzieio for either concerts or assemblies on any
basis except the nor foal value of the piece.

Beeause Of this serious effort toward a meaningful and
educationally productive tannic learning program, interest by
Studentia participat.ing is 'Very high. , Parents also have de-
*elapsed a'ig:001it 'pride' in the atithievement of their children and
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give. excellent support to the program. This year subscription
ticket .sales to the seven concerts presented by the High School
were oversubscribed.

In addition to the regular yearly work, a sizioweek
summer program of lessons and ensemble work is required for all
string players. As in the regular school year, there is no
charge for these lessons. Scheduling is accomplished before
the end of the spring term, and all students make their awn ar
rangemente to conform with the schedule. Since it generally is
considered to be a privilege to belong in the orchestra, bath
students and parents extend themselves to &atilt their roles
in this program.

While summer lessons are not presently required for band
members, students eve encouraged to participate, and the per.*
tentage of attandanoe is high.

The remarkable success of the music program in Blue
Earth is attributable to one primary source. It stems from an
attitude of the school administrators, the music educators, the
parenta and the students :toward music as an art form which is an
essential part of the educational environment. This attitude
has grown with the continued development of a recognised esthetic
educational program under Logan Zahn. In this program instru.
mental skills are not divorced from cognitive development. Even
at early instrumental .stages the music given to the child is
carefully selected to insure that it is representative of the
quality of the art. As Logan Zahn has said, "One of the main
reasons for our students, positive attitudes toward music is the
stress on good music right from the beginning..0 This attitude
is manifest in the degree and intensity of student interest and
in the high level a musical and technical skills attained by
the students. It is further demonstrated in the music teacher/
student ratio, in 'the facilities that are provided for music in
struction, in attendance at concerts which freqtently numbers
30% of the population at the torn, and in a budget which permits
the purchase of musical instruments of excellent quality. Thereare, for instance, ten school-owned bass viols which cost up to.
$1440 apiece.

It is also evidenced in the positive actions of the
principal. In a .school which is academically oriented (Four
years of math is considered respectable and most youngsters
will take foreign languagee.) she hai.given the oleic, program
cOnelieteut.basking. She not only works to make sure that .all
youngsters why, *odd benefit from this program are scheduled



-.for music, but she also works with the parents and the music
people in keeping students in the:mnsic program. This work
with parents is net exclusive with the musics program, but ia a
philosophy of parent-aohool partnership which extends through~
out the educational program. Miss Paulsen says, "We expect a
great deal of cooperation frowthe parents in order to arouse
the students to take fall advantage of their opportunities in
high school. 4516 of the youngsters will go on to college. They
have received a good share of national scholarships." The
parents, attitudes toward the values of the orchestral propam
are demonstrated. in the quality of instruments which are owned
by the students. Since most instruments are priirately owned
and cellos. range between $350 and $850, and violins between
$300 and $550, the parents have made a serious financial invest.
sent in their childscausical education. This fellows the
statement of Zahn, who says, "No youngsters ever have to play
in our program on attic instruments. It is important that the
parents purchase first-class quality instruments for the young.
eters. This also contributes to a much more -serious attitude
by the parent and the student."

This serious learning attitude is the most obvious
factor of the entire orchestral program. There is a rigid in-
sistence on rehearsal, on productivity, on group and individual
responsibility, on the quality of inetruation, and on the Tali.
ity of performance. No facet of this program is approached on
any level except the achievement at excellence.

Scheduling.

Preparing a schedule in such a small high school
which allows every student who wishes to participate in music
is a task tffhich demands positive attitudes and administrative
competecce. It is further complicated by the fact that there
are many one-section courses, including German, speech, ad-
'tanned math, stenography, architectural drawing, etc. In ad-
dition, the courses that are offered' in music out across
either the full junior high school and sixth grade, or they
out across the entire high 'school of grades nine through
twelve. To accommodate the scheduling for junior high school
orchestra and band, the administration has arranged the sixth
grade in home roans by instruments,. There are three sixth
grade classes; one class is for strings, one for brass and
percussion, and one for woodwinds. This allows the sixth
grade students to blend with the schedule a the junior high
school instrumental organisation without conflicting with
other school work. It also iteflects an administrative atti-
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trade which gives greater priority to the ohild's educational
opportunities than to organization conformity. The success..
ful scheduling far the high school music program is awe-
plished by scheduling the music program and the students who
are going to participate first. All other classes are oohed..
uled after the music groups have been finalized. Another is-,
portant consideration is fond in the fast that the principal.
who dove the scheduling does not believe that accurate ached.
cling can be done just for one year. "You must give priority,"
says Miss Paulsen, "to anything which you feel is of importance
in the schedule. This does nob mean that any other area of
the program will be restricted, but scheduling for music is
only poeeible if it is given priority in the initial stages of
the scheduling procedures."

Be Instruction.

String instruction is presently begun in the fifth
grade in the Bats Earth schools. This has resulted from ex-
perimentation in the beginning of instruction at various levels.
All students are encouraged to take instruments, and the final
choice of an instrumea is the parents' and students' respon..
ability. Guidance is given, however, in this selection based
on two factors: first, the demonstrated ability of the student
in music and school work; second, the establishment of balanced
instrumentation for both orohesbra and band at the beginning
stage.

Junior Orchestra.

The students begin orchestral work in the sixth grade
in the Junior Symphony. The instrumentation of this organize
tion includes 28 violins, 7 violas, 6 cellos and ic basses, and
normal orchestral brass, woodwinds and proussion sections.
The serious intent,. repertoire and attitudes of this orchestra
'parallel that a the Senior Symphony Quality achievement in
music, both individual and group, is the prime objective and
the raja* motivation. It must alio be mentioned that the level
of proficiency of the Junior Sywhony is very high, at least
comparable with most good 'high school orchestras.

This .entire program is a tribute to the abilities of
one man. Logan. Zahn is first, an excelled musician; second,
a dedicated educator, with :exceptional ,00mmmicative abilities
and a keen insight in the .pctontial at students 'and third, a
convincing salesman of ethicational exoellenoe. While the 'ream.
dents of Blue Earth are :extremely proud of their students'
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saisloal acoompliabmenbss this is the quality they have been
taught 'to expect.

The follosting is I partial repertoire of no Blue\ Barth High Sohool and Junior High School Orchestras during the
'N, past three years-0

N \,,\ Senior Seplztio
N Psalm & Fugue

-Gothic Suite
O8ntata 310
GYP ,goore
ItueslatOk Ludmilla
Nocturne from Midsummer Night's

Dream N,
March from Athall.
Sonata in C Major N
Sine Kleine Naohbmusik,
Three Ikabhers Overture N.,
Blue Danube Waltzes s'
Greensleeves
Ooncertata
Symphony in B Minor
Meditation from Thais
Has Sumner Tod
Sheep May Safely GrAlle
Largo from "The New World

limhonyo
Introduction to Act UI Lohengrin
Algae & Vivaoe Op05, #2
Brook Green Suite for Strings
Fi.nlandia
Love Melo from "Boris Godounovi
Oonoerto #14 in 0 MaJor (OP65)
'Letzter Fruhlisg
Marche Slave
Die Fledermaue
Adagio for &binge
Capriccio
41011007 #104
Lanoaater Overture
Inbermesso from Goyesoas

Hovhaness
Franok
Bach
Styne
Minks

Mendelssohn
Nendelesohn
Mozart
Mozart
Oimaroea
Strauss
Vaughn Williams

Schubert
Matitenet
Bach
Bach
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Dvorak
Wagner
Ocrelli
Hoist
Sibelius
Mouseargsky
Goltermann
Grieg
Tohaikoveky
Strauss
Barber
Vivaldi
Haydn
When'
Graradoe



Jun.m.143Aeosz

Song of Jupiter Handel
Pallet Music #2 Schubert
Spanish Dance #1 Nosakowski
Le Petit Ballet Chopin
Hungarian Dance # Brains
Finale from the Water Nagle Handel
Two Short Pieces Purcell
Allemande 1 Bourree Telemann
Chorale & Invention Bach
Sarabande & Allegro Oorelli.
Eutr1acte from Semels Handel

W. B. SIMPSON ETIMENTART SCHOOL; Camden, Delaware.
ontEMT7257MT,no pa

Donald L. Bansohbaoh Muds Teacher

The Simpson Elementary School incltdes approximately 813
students in grades one through five. Music instrusbien is
handled pivedominaubly by the music specialist who visits each
classroom once each week for a thirty to fifty minute period.
A second class of onegehalf hour is conducted weekly for an
entire grade level by using either the school intercom or the
allpopurpose room. In addition to these classes of general mu-
sic instruction, instrumental class. lessons on band and orches-
tra instruments may be elected by students of the fourth and
fifth grades.

In 1963 Donald Banschbaoh, the music teacher, began an
experimental program 'in music limning at the primary and ale*,
watery school levels. This experimentation was directed to-
ward the development, of a ourrioulum founded on the following
.assumptions.

1. Aural perception of pitch is the prime factor in mei*
cal understanding. This musical perception begins with the
ability to distinguish the tonal direction of a 'atusisal line.

2. Aural perception is olosely linked with visual percepw
tion. At early learning stages classroom strategies should
deal largely with the translation of sounds into visual patterns,
rather than the more traditional practice of translating spn-
bolo into sounds.

3. Musical understanding does not necessarily infer the
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ability to respond vocally. Conversely, the ability to sing
in tune does not necessarily indicate or stimulate musical

*`..cognition. Singing, therefore, canna be considered a reliable
teaching strategy for, or indication at, the growth at aural
perception. After three years of experimentationsBansoltaoh
has developed a highly structured currioulum of graded strat-
egies in which scum% is visually analyzed. While singing and
the development of good vocal techniques have a place in the
program, the curriculum predominantly consists at a series of
problems as increasing complexity which involve various types
at musical dictation and analysis. In addition to pitch and
linear perception, fors and various elements of structure are
translated from music to symbola by the students. One of the
main characteristics of this program is that the wjcrity of
activities stem fro a sound source o that is, from music of
the piano, 'a various classroom instruments, or reoording.
These sounds are always presented as problems which are solved

. by the individual student. In the process of solving these
problems the student is introduced to awl deals with many
_primary concepts of form, timbre, rbeobasstyle and the meohom
anioe of notation as well as tonal direction. The exception
to this rule of sound preceding symbols comes in the creative
work.

In order to further involve the student in the °lass.
room musical activities, the problems are often presented in a
competitive atmoephere. Students is the class are grouped into
teams, and the winner is the group who can most accurately, and
swiftly identify the musical line. During the grade level
Glasses which are conducted over the school intercom, the
various classes compete in some form of music dictation and the
winners are recognised try all the students of the grade level.

The Line Form.

Melodic dictation is begun in the first grade with
the use at the nine Form.a This is simply a line drawn to
indicate the direction of the musical line.

it Country nut of Thee

As aural perception becomes more refined, numbers are
used with the line form to indicate exact pitches.
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The next step involves placing numbers on the slat,
and the final step is formal notation with notes replacing
numbers on the staff. The formal notation is accomplished
with remarkable ease sine the etudents already umierstatx1 the
principles involved in notation. Through the use of awl*
devices early in learning the student has become acquainted
with the concepts of linear movement, awl when formal notation,
is introduced it bas meaning to the student. It is simply a
new way to handle a familiar problem. An additional value of
the *Line Form' is that it is easily understood even by first
garners. The begittni student's aural perception is not in
bibited by the imposition of the complexities at formal notavi.
tion. He can commence his sawsioal study by concentrating on
the musical concepts which will later bring meaning to formal
symbolism.

From the first problem, the melodic dictation is slap .

ways presented as a musical line rather than as individual
natant This contributes not only to the development of an
mantes* of musical, line, but also assists the student to
develop a oonsiderable mtuilaal memory. In one large class of
fourth wide students it was observed that a large majority of
the students were able to accurately notate dictation of a
musical line of seven or eight notes. This vas done in throe
steps, using first the line form, then numbers, and finally
formal notation.

The .Sound Block.

Another teacihing device which plays an important, part
in this program is the loSound Block.* Through the construe-
tion of- rectangles which are representative of a portion Of a
musical compoeition, the student can visual]; depict the charm
acteristion of the music which he can identity. This devise is
used with recordings and serves., to assist the -Student to mare
clearly perceive the nature of the.music being performed.

iEx_ ijMlimie. First grades March from Bulmer Day Suite-
Prokofieff

.4.0.112.YSLorivosserss~neoss
6, tr. d ci [

11.741111.*
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As the arbudenbts ability to listen and understatyl be..
oases keener, thane blocks are subdivided and farther used in
con, motion with the one Form.*

Vie. 1 Fourth grades Andalucia from finite Andalucia--
, Lemons

(rafts ore dfidated)Lt2303

The Soutd, Blookt is also used am a creative tool. It
allows the itudeat to plan the general characteristics of music
he wishes to create. Rhythm, dynasties, tempos timbre, and ex-
pressive intentions can all be planned. With the use of the
"Line Forme many other aspects at the Taysip can be creatively.
implored. For instances students in the first grade were planes
ping a oomposition at their am. Using the 'Line Foram they
explored possible variations for a littla melody played on tone
bells.

' 3
8 a

3 . 3 2. 3

Creative Activities.

Through the fifth grade the students make use of simi-
lar proceftreis in creative undertakings. While the eapposim
tions at the upper elementary levels are awe sophisticated and
use formal instruments as wall as classroom insbrumeutei the
Process of planning with the 'taxa Block" oontiates to be of
aosiabance in discovering .musical unity, forms Wane. and °at
tract. TV 1.1ithAcrade the nano Form! is no lonior =frees
sow for the majOrity of students since they will use formal
notation.

Reoently, °restive experiments MVO been oarriad
in the upper elementary pades using the twlve-4one row.
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While it is too early to assess the reeling of this =ben-
sion of the program into new areas of creative musioal
activity, the students, enthusiasm far experimentation in
this form co organisation is ens aging. Far from rejects.
ing this nonismelodia musical form, the students appear to
have discovered a new unsioal idiom which further stivadates
their creative inagination.

The equenae of Curriculum.

This curriculum of dictation, analysis, singing,
Awing, creating, and allays listening is a formidable one.
It is constructed in terms of the chiles abilities to view
ludo rather than in the musicologietes terms of correctness,
or the music sducatorts traditional terms of appropriateness.
The various activities are all designed to lead to one goal,
the constant stimulstion of aural perception. Where drills
or skills stand between the student and musical understanding,
new activities and ways of viewing Ennio are uncovered. In
this sense this program, like the asjority of programs involved
in this study, is in a constant state of evolution

A description at the major classroom activities by
grade level demonstrate the sequence of the curriculum.

First grade. Work at this level introduces the con-
oept of tonal direction through the use of the Sine Form* in
dictation exercises. From mnsio in song books the students
also learn to distinguish the direction of notes on the staff,
and identify ascending, descending, acid repeated note patterns.
The singing of robe songs and singing gases assist in develops
ing vocal control and pitch awareness.

Creative work is limited to both singing and :listens.
ing and wakes use of the *Sand Blocks and the "Line Farm."
This work generally is both melodic and percussive. In per*
formance this creative work takes the form of controlled ion
provisation, since the notational devices are 'not specific.
This contributes to oonticued creative exploration and allows
fat persons] expression within a general framework indicated
by the cosposer. Considerable emphasis is placed on listening
and analysing whet is heard. Far this the 'Sound Mocks prom
vides a practical webbed for visual anaVsis.

Second grade. Each phase of the first grade program
is continued and expanded. Dictation continues to be given as
an entire unit rather than as a note-tomnote relationship. It
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is also extended and more complex as the student's ability
grows. In the latter port of the year numbers are intros*
&toed to identify specific pitches. These numbers are used
is noninnotion with the "Line Fore in a further refinement
of pitch recognition.

A new concept introduced here is modality. This in4m,
wolves transposition of rote songs to different steps of the
scale and, as one student said, smokes the musics sound fancy,
but nice. Sometimes it makes a happy song !Rd too."

Listening and analyzing with the use of tone blocks
beeomesImare involved. Rhythm implications are noted and
discussed as well as some simple musical forms (i.e., A B A
form, ostinato, etc.).

While the majority of songs used in singing are
taught by rote methods, note reading is also introduced. In
this the students use both numbers to identify notes and
the "Lille Form' to reinforce concepts of direction. The
reading material is .generally taken from standard =lc edu-
cation texts. By the middle of the second semegrber, most stu-
dente are reading at leant part of all songs in the keys of -
F and ci.

Third grade. At this grade level the dictation pro-
gresses from the generalities ct the nine Fore to the spe-
cifies of the staff. The students have been well prepared for
this more complicated visual translation of gonads through
earlier activities. In addition to the experiences with the
"incL Form" and the introduction of numbers to identify
pitches, some familiarity with the staff has been gained in
the venal area of the almond grade program. Here the num-
bars are used on the staff after t direction of the phrase
has been noted with the "Line Form."

Notation of rhythm is also given considerable attenft
tion, in the third grade. Note values, previously considered
in a general way with the nine Form 10 are precisely defined
through the introduction of the quarter, half, and whole. notes.

A31 other aspects of the program, singing, reading,
listening and creative Work, are similarly reinforced and
broadened.

Fourth grade. Dictation is continued as a learning
activity intended to increase aural and visual perception.
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Rhythmic notation, separated from melodic; dictation3 covers
eighth notes and triplets as well as those notes introduced
in the third grade. Concepts of meter and bar line usage are
also defined.

In melodic dictation timbre becomes a factor of con-
sideration along with octave transposition. Many varied iti-
struments are used to present the dictation. It is interest-
ing to nte that timbre has little effect on the accuracy of
the etudentes melodic disorimination. Initially, the dicta-
tion is recorded using three steps, first the "Line Farm,"
then numbers, and finally notes on the staff. It hai been
found that the use of the *Line Farm" can oftet be discontinm
ued during this grade. Far the majority of students the trans-
for from the "Line Form" to formal notation has been accom-
plished. The length of the phrase is also increased. As in
earlier grades dictation is always presented as a complete mum
pica phrase rather than as individual notes. In addition to
the scale steps and thirds used previously, fifths, fourths and
octaves are also included in dictation exercises, Increased
emphasis is placed on creative activities which make use of
variation form, ostinato, modality, varying meter and timbre
considerations.. This work is still largely melodic and percus-
sive.

Other activities, are continued and expanded. These
include singing, both by rote and reading, and listening and
analyzing with the use of the "Sound Block."

Fifth grade. With both rhythmic and melodic cons
coepts well established, these two musical factors are now com-
bined in dictation, Here the child is' able to simultaneously
perceive many musical factors aid record them, using formal
notational practices.

This ability to perceive and notate is also evident
in the creative efforts of the students. The pisoes employ
many rhythmical instruments, pitched instruments an voices.
Various aspects of form (motives), contrapuntal devices, etc.)
are also oonsidered. Often the students will continue to use
the "Line Form" and "Sauna Block" at initial phases of oreative
invention' and when they are satisfied with, their plans, trans-
fer these ideas to a formal score. The *Sand Block" is also
used for analysis of the work that has been accomplished. All
the pieces are performed in order to allow for aural 'judgment
by the student and the class. Recent experiments in this class
have made use of the tone row,' clusters and other twentieth
century ideas.
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Evaluation

The purpose of this program is to assist the student
to recognize, identify and understand the may constituent
elements of musio. Through such familiarity with the basic
concepbe and mechanisms of mimic the student will be prepared
to grasp the broader and _sophisticated implioations of the
art. it will also provide a firm basis for all types of
future participation, whether this is in performanas, coma,
sition, academia areas or intelligent listening.

The evaluation of this program has been primarily
atncerned with the effectiveness of the diotation activitie3
in developing aural and visual perception of tonal direction.
Observation aid testing conducted by Mr. Banschbach indicate
that the strategies of graded activities which progress from
the Mine Form" to formal notation are successful. in establish-
ing the oonoepts of linear- direction and notation. They also
contribute significantly to the development of a nalsioal
memory and discernment of timbre and rhythm. Student enthusi-
asm for this form a, learning aotivity is also high. The
student is ability to use the insights he has gained through
diotation and analysis in creative musical enterprise is con-
sidered indicative of the level of musical perception attained.

EVANSTON NIGH 801330b Evanston, Illinois.
La S. Mfishael Principal
Richard Roseman, Music Director
Robert Werner Instrumental Director

The curriculums auidti for instrumental music at Evanston
Nigh School, begins with the statements "Rhe
priraary purpose .or music education in the public school is to
develop within the student a feeling of musicianship so that
each student- may become an intelligent connoisseur of the
topical. art form...4.We are not primarily concerned with teach-
ing the student the technical proficiency required at the pro-
fessional musician who makes his living by performance. As a
by- product some students will gain these advanced skills and
will even be able to engage in some professional work at this
lavel, but this cannot be a valid reason for the instrumental
program in a public school. The purely technical skills are
rail:00010 making 'a living MP we are concerned with teaching to
eweich their livings"

In Evanston !Bah &shoo' this statement is much more than
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rhetoric* It is the philoeophy on which the entire music
program has been developed. There are no =Laical organize,.
tions; there are performance classes. There is a dedication
to the use Of the finest qrality of music. New opportunities
have been oreetwl1 for delving into literature normally ne-
glected by public school music programs; and there is a
unique concern, for the individual involvement of the students
in the art of music. While there are 47 instrumental per-
formanoe classes ranging from string trios to concert bands
currently scheduled, performance is nob the aim of the prom
gram; it is rather the primary means of instruotion.

Th.jLalgh School

Evanston High School, a large school of over 4500 stu-
dents, ,b.as frequently been cited for its academia excellence
and its leadership in educational innovation. The nature of
the organization of the school districts in the community, how.,
ever, presents 'problems in the development of Musics curricula
which are beooming more frequent with the growth of central*
iced high schools. In Evanston two entirely independent school
districts control the complete operation of the townie schools,
one for the schools through the eighth grade, the other for the
high school. The ,consequence of this system is that a unified
music study cannot be established which will allow far long
term objectives or sequential musical growth. The objectives
and procedures outlined in this report are the anenver of the
high school instrumental music staff to this plural system.

The Music Program

Each year aver 250 students elect to participate in
the instrumental program of the high school (apprcadmately 700
elect choral programs). Available to them are bands of vari-
ous levels Of proficiency, an orchestra of symphonic propor-
tions, a string orchestra, and many varied ensembles. The
objectives of this extensive program are:

1. To create opportunities far every student, whether
a beginning or advanced instrumentalist, who wishes to patio.
oipttte to work at a challenging and musically rewarding level.

2. To stress the elements music, including
styles, forms and other musical materials, that give meaning
to the art.

3, To have the performanceOlasees function to link
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the student with our cultural heritage and stimulate a mean
ingful aesthetic understanding.

I. To develop attitudes and intelligent and broad
tastes in music through the use of primary music history lit-
erature in iierformance classes.

5 To establish good behavioral habits for the au-
dent both as a perforAer and listener.

6. To arouse a cycle ig inquiry and satisfaction in
music which will continue to grow and stimulate the student.

The Ensemblej1)1?alomm

In the implementation of these ,objectives it has
been found that the ensemble program plays a most significant
role. The values of such a program do not merely duplicate
thcae of the larger classes, maw new and often more personal
experiences are offered to the student. Since every student
who is in the orchestra or bands is also required to partici',
pate in a regularly scheduled ensemble throughout the year, a
degree of homogeneous grouping has been aohieved which is sel-
dom possible in public schools. Students of like ability are
given an opportunity to work together at their =dim level
of ability. No intudett is placed in a position, so often un-
avoidable in large classes, where he can neither instrumentally
achieve nor fully understand the nature of the class activity.
Maybe more significantly, superior students can forge far
ahead and emplace levels of music and areas of literature
which tax the extent of their abilities and the limits of
their musical insights. Since maw of these ensembles are
trios and quartets, the grouping of like abilities can be done
very accurately, and a degree at flexibility can be maintained
in making personnaladjustments as the need becomes evident.

Changes in the ensembles are also made in order to
assure that each student has a wide variety of musical exper-
iences. At least once a year the students will be reassigned
to a new ensemble so that they gain familiarity with various
types of chamber performance. A flute player may be a member
of a flute quartet, a woodwind sextet, a mixed string and wind
chamber group, and work with a violinist and pianist on violin,-
flute sonatas during the course of her high school years. In-
cidentally, student pianists are encouraged to participate since
maw opportunities for pianist. exist, particularly with strings
in piano trios, quartets, eta. This affords masioal opportun-
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ities to a 1arge7group of students Who usually are limited to
the role of accompanying chairal groups.

In addition to homogeneous ability grouping, the
'student:3 are faced with new levels of musical responsibility
in ensembles that are not possible in larger classes. The
limit of one person on a part placesdemande on individual
achievemsub and develops a musical self - reliance. The high
degree of awareness of blend, tone, musical line and style re-
quired brings a new dimension to the art of listening. Stu-
dents are also extensively involved in the selection and re-
hearsing of the music. It is expected that ensemble members
will do more than show up with their instruments. Research
into performenoe techniques, idiomatic connotations and
pertinent historical information is encouraged. Such indi-
vidual responsibility for the group % achievement is one of
the ;Willa motivating factors of the program. Decisions on
tempos, balance, phrasing, etc., are the mutual responsibi-
lity of the performers and the tee:lbw. Value judgments of
every phase of the program are constantly demanded of the
student, and the proof of these judgments can be immediately
ascertained through aural realization* While a representative
list of music is included with this report, this facet of the
program is of such importance that it mob be discussed here.

Literature and Performance

Literature for ensemble classes is generally chosen
for its intrinsic mica' values* Works of Haydn, Purcell,
Mozart, Beethoven, Schumann, Persiohetti, etc., are common in
class usage. There in a very extensive ensemble library with
many hundreds of magical works available for use. Where poem
sible, multiple copies of parts and multiple scores are at
hand. In many instance, scores are used by each member so
that the student may grasp the total concept of the work
visually as well as aurally.

There is a consistent effort to achieve authenticity
in every respect. Arrangements and simplifications of master
works are generally avoided. Transcriptions are used only
after the staff has judged their musical validity. Where
material is difficult to find, the teachers have spent many
hours in music lilvaries and in consultation with other protege,
sional musicians to search for appropriate and representative
music. This rigid insistence on the use of quality musks in
instruction is a most important key to the success of the pro-
gram. As Mr. Werner has pointed out_s_allow_oan you teach
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Beethoven uuleee you play the music of Beethoven?" The stuns
dente, ooneepte of the qu.ality of the art are primarily
gained from their musical involvement in these formative
years. Both the quality of the music used in clam and the
quality of the interpretation are significant in developing
aesthetics tastes and values.

The concept of quality is also of comers in perm
formance. There is an upending dedication to all phases of
musioianship, whether it be in style or intonation. No teaohi-
er or student is allowA to settle for a nonmmusioal perform..
awe* The complete musical interpretation is always a goal
of the ensemble, and such matters as correct articulation are
sought with the same intensity as ocrrect fingering. Fora,
tunately, the teachers have the musical background and ever,.
lone *doh allow them to tons attention in this direction.

Instruction

Instruction for these varied groups is handled by a
team effort of the three instrumental teachers, with the ago
eiebanoe of private teachers. The private teachers, a group
of highly talented performing musicians, are not employed by
the school but are permitted to give regularly scheduled loam
eons at the school' during the school. day. They, in turn, tic,-
operate with the program by assisting with the instrumental
ensembles and serving as resource persons for the students
and faculty. While each faculty member ie assigned particue
lar ensemble responsibilities, a great deal of teacher rotate,
tion and exchange has been found advantageous. The students
are exposed to many musical ideas, and skill problems are
handled by the teacher most proficient in that particular
area. Large ensemble rehearsals often sae two ar more teachap
ere cooperatively working with the students.

Sched.ulja

The scheduling of classes, to insure that every stu-
dent may benefit from this program, is accomplished in tour
ways. Many ensembles meet before school in the morning from
7130 to 8:15 ea". This is possible since public traneportae
tion and oar pools are need. Larger ensembles are generally
scheduled at the time assigned for bands and orchestras on
alternate days. While this reduces the rehearsal time of the
major performance Glasses, the values of the ensemble programs
are considered to justify this. Twentyifive minute periods of
very intensive activity are also scheduled during one-half at
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the lunch pertods. Over thirty ensembles meet at these times
each Week. A few ensembles also meet after school« These
are mainly groups which cannot be scheme at other tines be-
cause of confliets. Included are permission ensemb3ae, ,sbage
bands and groups rehearSing, for speolal occasions.

'Regardless of the reheareal time allotted to the
groups, a rigid policy is enforced regarding attendance. This
not only promotes positive attitudes to and the group and a
sense of individual responsibility, but also is necessary be-
cause there is seldom more than one person on a part. In
instances where a' member of a group is absent, however, ample
material is available in the library for any combination, of
'instruments. A string quartet becomes a string trio with ap-
propriate music, or a brass quintet will, perform a quartet or
trio. During the school year an effort is made to ensure that
every ensemble plays at least one public performance. nThis,n
Ni'. Werner points out, *fulfills our firm belief that music
as an art form is not fully realised until it has been shared
in a performance situation.*

'Ensemble Worlem

Another ,most interesting facet of this program is the
ensemble workshop. This ilrcgram was developed to take the
place of festivals and competitions, and is conducted in ea-
operation with one other school. On one Saturday afternoon
each year, ensembles ,from the two sohools meet. Each school
sends four ensembles in each oategory: brass, woodwind,
strings and percussion. The groups in oath category meet
separately for two hours, and perform one pieoe for a 12rofes,
sional musician who offers critioism and suggestions. This
criticism is enjoyed by all of the other participants in that
category, so that all youngsters benefit from each tintsisal
critique. At the conclusion of these two4Thour seminars, the \\,
professional musicians select one .ensemble in each category,
and these groups perform in the late afternoon for all of the
students, parents and interested friends.

It is interesting that the groups seleoted to parbio
oipate in this ensemble workshop are not selected because
they are the best in the school, since there is no competition
involved. They are selected because they are the groups who
can most benefit ,fros this activity.
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. Evaluation

While a long term evaluation of this program has not
beentpossible, student groirbh and interest are indicative of
its vane. It has brought a new coneept of aesthetic possi-
bilities to public school magic and succeeded, as Re. Werner
states, breaking traditional roots of the perm

raItttn.40ccerse in which the philosophy and psychology were
rooted in fonctional and, in many oases, non-aeethetio minim
ciples0 It is felt that for may students this opportunity
of knowing and experiencing the thrill of chamber music liter
ature will stimulate similar participation in adult life. Ales
ready some evidence of this bas been noted.

.FARIMODALE PDIED3 SCHOOLs.Farmingdale, L.I4 New York
uperinbendent

Herbert Alper " District Supervisor of Maio

One of the most unique music education programs reported
to this study is found in the Farmingdale Public Sohools. This
program has been developed from two primary theories regard'.
Jug music learning. The first is that student .involvemeta, in,
the total process of mass is the primary key to musical un
derstandingt the second is that students at all levels can
relate to the musical ideas of today as easily as to the
music expressions of any historical culture.

Farmingdale is oa large school diatriot located on Long
Island within the commuting area of New York City.. There
are 12,700 students in the system. All music in the schools
is taught by music specialists. Grades one and two have a
oneAalf .hour period each week. Grades three through six
have two 40-minusbe periods per week. All junior high eatool
students are on a block schedule with one period of music each
day for thirteen weeks for bath seventh and 'eighth grades.
Maio classes in,. the. High School are elective and meet five
days each week during the entire sohoc year. ',lauded are
classes in music theory, music appreciation and performing
groups./ These classes are taught by the thirby4ive =sic
teachers in.the system under the direotion of Herbert Alper.

.

Miring the *weer of 3964, the .14.E.N.C. Contemiorary
Maio PrOjeot made available to the Farmingdale Schools a
grant of apprechnately $1,500. for -a demonstration program of
the Fartd.ngdale Creative Music Activities. The sponsored
work was conducted for gifted students and, while related in
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a general context does not parallel the regular school music
program reported in this study. The development out this pro«
gram stems solely from the unsponsored work of Mr. Alper and
his associates.

The, basic experimental curriculum in music consists, of
activities in which the 'student became a (imposer, performer,
evaluator awl listener; the music in which he is involved as
a oomposer is predominantly drawn from the musical ideas of
the twentieth century. This curricular approach is used at
all levels of instruct:ton, inoluding the general music *las-
ses of the elementary and junior high school, and the theory
classes of the high school. While this forms the acre of in«,
strut:U.0ns it is nab MO lusive, Other activities, including
skill training and performance groups, are also a part of the
total music program. Bards, orohestras and choruses of ex«
oenent quality are found at all levels. While they are not
generally directly involved in this creative work, there ex«
ids a cooperation between the performance and general music«,
creative areas which enhances the educational values of both.

This program was initiated in 1963 by Herbert Alper,
Director of Music in the Farmingdale Schools. It is an out«,
growth of exploratory sessions in music learning conducted at
the Bennington Summer Institute for High School Music Teachers
at Bennington College. It has been further developed through
workshops conducted by Mr. Alper for music teachers in the
Farmingdale system. Participation is on a voluntary basis,
and to date approximately onehalf a the thirty-4i% music
educators currently in the ay stem have been involved in these
worIcshops. These teachers are presently working to some ex
tent in the ooacepbs of the creative approaoh. It is felt
that teacher participation must be optional since this flew
program places increased and differed demands on the teaoherst
musical and creative abilities, as wen as time. It is reoogy,
wised that these extensive musical demands may prohibit the
successful participation in this program by some teaohera.
though many at the practical aspects of this program are still
in the developmental stage, tin basin philosophical and maid
cal rationale and many of the activities which oonstitute the
curriculum are securely established.

Rationale

Fundamental to the Farmingdale program is the convic-
tion that music is more than a curatorial art. As Mr. Alper
points cub, "While the heritage of musical literature is one
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feast of the total spectrum/0f music, it is nab the primary
nature of the art. More *vistas* is the view of Aaron Cop-

land who has stated, %ludo is in a continual state of beo.
coming.," It is this concept of music as a continual °resew
tive progress deriving,,its validity from its active nature
rather than passim state which i.e most vital to studerits.
The curriculum is a translation of this philosophy into a
study which constantly involves the students in personal
judgments of the elements of music« In such involvement the
student is aligned with the cognitive processes of the' ser-
ious professional musician of today, rather than limited to
the derived music formates or criteria of any historical
portal or idiom. While maw at' the music teachers in
Farmingdale work in the general framework of, this creative-
compositional approach, there is no single curriculum which
is followed. There are two reasons for this« First, it is
believed that the rigidity of a standardized curriculum
would be in conflict with the exploration that is fundamental
to this program. Second, each teacher will have a different
backgrouni and training in music. Sit)40 it is essential that
the teaoher be musically secure in the classroom, the parties
Guitar strengths and abilities of the teacher will influence
the specific activities and direction of the class.

Characteristics at the Program

1. Classes are conducted with a maximum of student
participation. There is 'very little lecturing or explaining
by the teacher in the traditional manner. The activities
are designed to involve all of the students in °wooing, per-
forming and judging. Judgments are not made in terms of,
"That is rights" "No, that is incorrect," but rather in terms
of "That works," or "That doesn't seem to work." The class
involvement is one in which both teachers and students become
partners in the discovery of musical. oonoepte.

2. Each musical concept is approached with ultimate
honesty, but in its most fundamental terms. For instance,
farm is considered as an organisation of patterns, not woes-
saltily as a traditional structure. The aim is to assist the
student to develop broad concepts of musics that are not re
strictive, that will allow for an undeostanding at all
amide on its own terms rather than the limited terms at
period "oorrectness."

3. Muria study at the initial stages primarily
utilises the musio elements, rhythm, dynamics and timbre.
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These three elements are used in an exploratory menhir in
order that the chid roan dietoover the expressive potential, of
sound, the manner in which contrasting sands are used by com-
posers, and the feel far of and resolution in music. In
this musical exploration the elements are not fragmented but
are used in combination to create where expressive pieces.
These pieces 1179 alloys performed in class and discussed by
tho students and the teacher.

14. While musical terms such as piano, forte,
crescendo, etc,, are correctly identified at the moment they
are needed for the fulfillment of a =Biwa task, formal not.
tation is nob part of the early learning, Musical understand-
ing is regarded as a cognitive awareness of concepts Of
sand, nab written, symbas. Insistence on forraal symbolic,
representation before the"developmenb of musical insights
which give meaning to the symbolization may inhibit fulther
interest or develop distorted concepts. Consequently, notam
tion is explored in much the same manner as sounds* At
early levels the students invent their own notational systems
to record their musical ideas and make possible the perform-
awe of their pieces by other students, (Most pieces involve
a number of performers.) As the students: musical ooncsepte
develop and more formal notation becomes expedient for pare.
formance, it is easily assimilated by the student.

5, While pitch is not excluded as a musical *clew
meat at consideration at the primary and early elementary
levels, it is not an area of particular consideration in
composing. Certainly in no class observed was there at
tendency by the students toward late eighteenth or nineteenth
century melodic ideas. In some upper elementary classes five
and six note scales are used to write pentatonic and whole
tone music; even, here the emphasis is on form, timbre, rhythm
and dynazdoesrather than melodic line.

6. Pato:comae involves all sorbs of instruments .1,
cans, bottles, pieces of metal, commercially prepared clam,
room instruments, and in many cases in the upper elementary
grades, bawl or orchestral instruments. Generally the oan-
positions make use of those insbroments available to the
class. The ultimate timbre possibilities Of the instruments
are explored through improvisatory sessions with the result
that one instrument may be used to produce may varied
sounds.



ClasyzailAativ

Essentially, this program Is developed as a spiral
of rriculum with musical °accepts, always regarded as a pazeb
of a complete musical entity, progressing from a primitive
level in the primary grades to a rather refined and broad un-
derstanding in the high school program. The following are ex-
amples of aetivity in classes visited in this study*

Second grade. Barbara Hurley, music teacher. This
oases was concerned with the performatme of compositions writ-1
ten by students over a period of the two previous weeks. The
compositions wore largely directed toward the unde*sestanding
of timbre and the %hap° of the piece.e In the latter, the
students sore concerned with the organization of sounds into.
a meaningful sequence of musical thought* Phrases, contrasts
and the overall feeling of the composition were discussed.
The please were brief, approximately one minute in length.
In some, tone blocks were used to give specific pitches which
were not chosen diatonically* In the majority of pieces the
instruments were not of specific pitch. These included many
varieties Of rhythm instruments and some homemade instruments.
The compositions were written by small groups of children
from four to six who then performed them. Performance was ac."
oomplished from invented notational symbols which were
developed for that specific piece.

Fifth grade. Joann Jaolcamioh, music teacher. In
this class most of the compositions were written by individual
students. There were, however, a few pieces composed by
small groups. Inatruments used for performance were all
legitimate orchestral or band instruments, since many students
are also involved in the schoolls instrumental program. Typi-
cal of the compositions were the followings

1. Duet for Piano using key shif'ts clusters and
changing meter.

2. Variations for Saxophone 4. for piano, bells and
drum, with use of rhythmic changes, augmentation, diminution
and parallel triadic harmonic patterns.

3e Duet for Clarinet and Piano - built on pentatonic
scales whifsh shifted frequently for harmonic variation* Each
of these pieces was the result of both individual research
and class analysis; of reocedings and other music.
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Seventh grade general mac class. Charles Weiss,
magic teacher. As in other grades class activity centered
around composing, perfornring aid listening., Since some of the
students have bad more experienoe than others in composition,
the level of learning in the class varied considerably. This
did not present any particular problem, for in this type of
classroom activity the work is uniquely individual. Differs,
emcee in student ability do not retard the work of the class.

All 31 students in the class were involved in Great-
ing compositions. When each student finished his piece he rem
oruited three or four fellow students and prepared for perform-
awe. Moat of the pieces leaned heavily on timbre and rhythm
for variety and expressiveness. Structure, particularly climax
and resolution, were of major csoneern. During discussion of the
performances, Mr. Weiss played recordings of works of moot-
Limed composers in order to demonstrate pertinent musical con-
oepts. In one of these demonstrations the students at the
blaokbeard diagrammed the tension and climax of Webernss "Six
Pieces for Orchestra." From this they gained insight into how
Webern achieved balande and movement of sound and new ideas
for their awn creative work.

High School Music Theory Class. Paul &Unison, music
teacher. The same type of discovery strategies begun in the
primary grades are carried on in the High School. The Work, how-
ever, is much more musically sophisticated. Compositions are in
all idiOms, ranging from seventeenth century counterpoint to
serialiem. Composing is done for a wide misty of groups with
all compositions performed and discussed. Creative jazz work
is regarded with the same serious intent as .a brass quartet.
Performance of all written music is considered an absolute
necessity. This is facilitated by the cooperation of students
in instrumental clans who assist in performance. Since these
instrumental classes meet on rotation basis, there is a wide
variety of instrumental opportunities available to the stump
dent composer.

vimPsr,..r am

During the past four years, Mr. Alper has conducted
three in-service courses for teachers in the Farnd.ngdale sys
tem. Each of these' consisted of a two-hour session once each
week. Twenty teachers in all have taken the course. The pre-
gram was designed essentially as a laboratory in which the
teachers worked in the same process,' although on a higher
level, as the students they will, teach. This approach evolves
from Mr. Alper 's philosophy that no teacher can use this
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creative approaoh in the classroom unless he has had personal
experience in creative activity in the whole musical process.

Musical activity in these courses consisted mainly
of co ploratoz7 composition in contemporary idioms, performance
of these compositions, and critical discussion. Many teachers
were introduced for the first time to serialist, polphybtamic
structures, sonorities as a basis for antsical organisation,
pc tonality, eta. Also for the first time the majority of
teachers have the opportunity to create music and hear their
compositionb performed. The impact of this experience has
had a sustaining efteot on many of these teachers. A number
are continuing to experiment and compose for their school
groups, as well as other performing grays.

The work on cuiviculum in the in- service course
dealt primarily with a study and review of new educational
practices and considerations. Particular emphasis was given
to writings of Jerome Bruner and the relevance of his philoso-
phy to music education. Parallels were also drawn between
new approaches in mathematics awl science education and az.
periments in music learning. Specialists in other curricular
areas were invtded to discuss advanced thinking it their
fields.

Evaluation

The Farmingdale creative music program, as pointed
out by qtr. Alper, "le in a state of constant growth, eon-
stint development and constant refinement. Even as this new
level of involvement in music has excited the students, it
has excited the musicians and educators in our system. We
find that the students have a new interest in =lc; that
their own disoovery of musical meaning, achieved through
their creative efforts, is the greatest motivation for eon-
tinued learning. The level of enthusiasm and participation
in music classes attests to this."

The teachers' excitement also stems from the remits
of this educational process. No teacher who has worked in
this creative approach in the classroom has abandoned it in
favor of more traditional practioes. Problems of sequence,
classroom mechanics and musical validity are oontinnously
weighed. New learning activities are Sambaed, tried and
weighed against the learning essults. This intense search for
improvement is the most obvious oharaoteristio of the program.
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Mena PQ C 8310010; Fontana, California
TIRITart°19 m at or

0a3liok, Muria Teacher
William Theodore, *sic Teacher

Instrumental programs in the element/1y grades generallzr
have many things in canon. They serve a select group of
students who either indicate an interest or are designated
for participation by sane form of teacher evaluation; they
are intended as a training ground for aeoondary music orgeni
options; and they are primarily cencerned with the develop-
sent of manipulative skills.

A number of schools reported to this study have recently
instituted egmablatental instrumental programs *Loh are brat&
sr in moon and scopo and are more directed tomard ezplora
tory experiences than sail development.

In Fontana California, elementary nude education has
been at beet filagmenbary. Sines no specialist. were employed
either to teach or to assist with the teaching of general
aisio from grades one through ex, the entire teaohing reapon
sibility fell on the classroom teacher. A lack of teacher
training in this curricular area made it impossible to effect
any kind of oonsistont or sustained no lo learning. Where
caesarean solo was carried on, it was usually a singing prom
gram motivated by periodic .district ftwide grade level singing
assemblies.

The Fontana Unified School District is made up of twelve
elementary schools, three junior high soh odis and one senior
high school with a total enrollment of approximately 12,000
students. The industrialisation of the area (it is the home
at a major steel induetry) provides a tax base which allows
for the provision of good physical and educational facilities
for the schools.' There are, immevers no civic theatre groups,
orchestral societies, or other organised cultural arbr anti'
vities of a continuing nature intthe ocumunity. A community
oonaert series .ceased activities recently for lack of sup.
port. Also significant is the fact that less than 20% of the
high school graduates continue their education.

!Ixpluiatorz Instrumental Classes .

In Vat, bhp mimics department began exploratory
es with instruments for all students at the fourth grade level.
The initial purpose of this program was to assure at least one
year at satisfying sod-prothastiv foal axporienne for all
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elementary youngsters. To date, this expsriment has shown
that there are many other desirable results attributable to
this program.

The major aotivities of the program consist of 33
weeks of exploratory study on the vic]ir 30 weeks on olari
net and 7 weeks on trumpet. Classes are held once each week
and are at twentyethatte duration. Instruments for student
use are provided by the sohool distriat. *Wm this allows
every student to participate, the same inatrawanta are
used by over 1,000 fourth graders each week, and it is *my
Bible to sohedale any poetise time for the students apart
from the lesson period. This

,
however, is not considered a

serious handicap, sloe sk13.14evelopment is not the aim of
the program. Presently thsre are two of the twelve music
teachers tithe district who. shim responsibility for the et
ploratary program... Each is experimenting with different
classroom techniques in an effort to find the most productive
strategies. These teachers, both eau:sllent professional
1111810/1111119 travel from school to school throughout the dis
triot, taking the instruments with them to the various *lassie
es. Class sines are generally limited to 20 students, so
each student has the use of an instrument during the period.

The classes conducted by Cyril. Ganiok are held in
the aUparpose rooms of the elementary schools. This has two
purposes: it takes the students from their regular olaesroom
to a special area for aisle, and there is mcwe room available
for the ptysiael activity related to the instruction. On the
other hand William Theodore prefers to teach in the elms*,
room. here the students are awe secure in their surroundings
and he believes this security is reflected in their learning
efforts.

Due to the number of students in each class and the
Malted time available, organisational. procedures are (both
simple and explicit. Tan the olassesa at both teachers 431 abuse
dents stand throughout the period. Positions for holding the
instruments are designated by number© For example: (ifiolin)
Position 1 010 the instrmaent is held under the arm; 2, the ine
strum* is held in a vertical position; 3, the instrument is
*silted on the shoulder; 4, the instrument is in position fax
playing under the chin. This pro:molars involving position
numbers expedites group activity and slimiasbee accbraneote
pluoldng, bowing, etc. AU strings on violins are fitted with
tuners, and the tnaohers adjust strings as the need arises
during the period without loss of class time.



The first session with each instrument is spent in
examining the Armature of the instrument. With the violin,
a eollapsible instrument is available, an4 the students take
it apart and reggae:able it. Tb3re ere similar experienceti
with the olarinet and trumpet. Praa hers the program prow
greases from pissioato on open strings to bowing and using
the first awl second finger on all strings. In l(r. Ciallickts
slags all student* play together and walk in tempo while
playing. This strategy is intended to reinforce rhythmical
concepts. In W. Theodore's class the gbudents stand at
their desks Eked are assisted in p3aAng by partnere who check
position* and notes. Bolo used in both classes is initially
taught by rote, but 1,7 the fourth period is taught by note
from the board. In this way simple notational problems are
insorporated as part at the exploratory asperiense.

Evaluation

The eve Lion of the program is at present a nubs
jeetive one, but the following benefits have been noted by
the noels staff and prinoipals.

1. This is a pleasurable and productive first ex-
miens with wale for the vast majority of the students.
Thir we enthusiastic over their own progress and develop an
interest in fwther musical participation.

2. 810130 all students participate, the normally re-
sister& and hesitant at eats also became 'Involved. In most
oases it has been noted that enthusiasm sad 000perativeness
soon replace shyness sad reluctatse. The student who would
not ordinarily elect nusioal participation often forum new
judgments from this "'Aperients..

3. it has served 'to generate new interest in teaohap
ing music at the elementary level. Ma Alamo* teachers
participate in the lesson period and continue related in
struotion during the week. Often they prepare the Waded,' in
praising of notation, review orobestral instrumental or play
recordings associated with the instrumental class activities.

it. The students* pitch perception is Sharpened.
Navy students," even those who cannot sing in tunes will quick
3y learn to identify a note that 'does not sand right.* On
occasion, the teaohero aLlow the students this discovery be-
fore retuning a scaring.



5* The parents have shown a considerable letterset
in the student's progress. The first time they hear the stu
dent he already can produce a good tone and can ply a simple
piece. Navy parents are ennouraging their chilalren to cony*
tine, parbieularky on string instruments.

The attitude at the awls teachers is best expessed
by Cyril Gal liok, who said* "If ws wen to develop a bread
alamaataxy lanais program taught by spacialio-ts, this program
woad still be Natively Solstitial. provides a personal
°outset with magic that inbianitely touches all students. They
see, feeVaear sod even taste music. They have a chaos to
try without having to ask permission. It has caused the most
personal involvement I have seen in teaching children."

IDS ANNUS mg= SOILMLS; Los Angeles, California
smarm MA rector of Hisao blisation

Alward B.
sue

Supervisor

In the majority at music programs reported to this stuty,
the innovative az experimental activity deals with the ore -
active work of one or two teachers, often in one whoa, and
sometimes in one teaching circumstance. There are, of course,
ezooptions such as Baltimore and Farmingdale, but even in
these Urger situations, teasiwits involivement in the experi-
mantel work is cctional, and personal contact among partici.'
petits; teachers coin usually be maintained. In acme instances,
as in thaw cited, this situation is necessitated by the cow
plazity of the experimental work which constitutes a reform:if*lion at the study.

Melo education in big cities faces special problems that
are rooted in the bewildering enormity of the gateau) With
hunireds of schools and teachers iarrolved, the problems law
Welt in any kind at reOrganisation at curriculum assume
staggering proportions. The +addition at even one new listen
lug (imperious. means the melon and distribution of hundreds
of moraines; the introduction of new materials involves
may explanatory sessions at 'pis central, district and school
levels; and the retraining at teaoheril to use new eduoatiOnal
aitrinegies my take months a oven rears, 'Comprehensive ear-
rimier refinement on a dietriotadde basis is seldom cows
adored.

4In spits at these 0 many other complex problems, the
muds department of Los .Angs2se schools has embarked on
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No a la mat:

Atiu a a rom

gush an undertaking. Wader the leadership of 1113111am 0.
lartshorn, the emslo ourrioulum teeing etrustured to bring
sally and contimaity to mete fres the prismry
grades to high school performing organisations.

Work on this amr program has boon in progress for tbree
years and has involved US fe` coimittees ci teachers and super..
visors on the Los An muds staff.. These groups have
been soneerned with learning theSey as wall as the nature at
the attrueture of the art of sorts. They bays developed Andy
materlals, tested prosedures, analysed results, written curdy
vied* for various eourses, and eondusted research of row*.
*optative music literature. Leiters from ether fields at
knowledge have also served as sonsultants and have contributed
to the design of the Armature of the eta* and the organism.
ties of the UMW. materials:

Faudamental to this work is the philosophisal view that
opresiation of cis o, the buds aim susio adulation in
the schools, is best developed by a latowledge of the stresturs.
al elements inherent in the masterpieess of the literature.
Through such a study the student oen gain insight into the
aestivate valess contained- in the art.

In refining the ourrioulus there have been maw points at
sonsideration. What does a student in band, orchestra or
chorus learn in his mond, third ar fourth. year that he does
sot know at tho end of his first' year? Do activities in school
semis programs tend to beiges ends in themselves rather than
the means for the achievement of knodedget Bar such affirm
age at literature is possible or dosirebla in the music
slums? Bar can the process of itiolry into amnia but be
organised to assure its oonsistensy with the nature of the art,

&Eh questioniag of poetical but fualamental issues has
led to cc elusion regarding the' nature and design of the
study. It use immediately swam* that there is a need in
teall

areas at
inetrustion

for a more substantive eubjeot mat.
r Phi* is ntllectual]; oriented. The development of

von] and instrumental skills, while a neoessery funetional
aim, is not sufficient in itself. It should be oonsklered the
vehicle through iddch greater Issateal usierstanding ems be
asbieved. The currieulum mast deal with the stresture of
=sic, tba nature of the lawn* of musts, the ocapeneta den
nests and the organisation Bitterns. This salt bosom theHof instruetion net en" at initial stages, but also for
Pertarani oronisetione-eert otharsevale *lasses at the high
school larval*



It was also emulated that extensive coverage of 2iter
tyre, even all periods or styles, is far his important than
teachleg the relationships that exist between all the ele
meats.. Through say understaadiug of these relationships, the
**dents *an achieve an iinderstanding of the lima and design.
As W. ilestshira has said, 'What we have to do is to teach
the subject matter as a Lethal of investigation into the
mature and struoture of lencle so that the staled can learn
hag to approach a piece of nab on its own.terme He then
can go ahead whether in school or in future years, and eon.
time his can magical growth bemuse he has learned how to
approaoh mein and investigate dint it As.*

In the ;reparation of the curried= this Gomm for
stiziatural analysis has been the pritxdpal cossIderationip
Beginning with the Initial phases of the program the subject
matter is devised in term of concepts. At all levels of
imatraetioa these concepts ere drawn in UMW .001200ind as
appropriate to the particular grade level. Initially, they
are in most Olemental term, dealing primarily with the fades,
mental obaracteristies. of melody, harmony, rhythm and tam
As the peeves advances the mequenee of concepts leads the
student Urania-more ,somplaz and refined structural coolant»
time.

The followlin are acamples of this sequential organisation.
Tim are taken frau the Inetzsetional Odds far the third and
fourth grades, the fifth mad sixth grades, and the high sehool
ceirse, The Viand QC %Ws.

Third Grade

ilaucepb

I. 110 is a linear arrangement of tones.

Melody is made up of tones moving aloft is a
Wags Urinate. lino.

1.2 Tones in a melaly way repast or ohm*.

1.3 When tones is a melody change, they We' go up
sore aide we by eked,



Fifth Clrade

Concept

Iii. The uorseent of moldy is not only linear,
but also eiVithida.

111.1 The rhythm of a 'Wady is deternitod by the
relatively longer and shooter Was values of its tones.

1111.2 The oberseter of a melody is slanged lobes
its mob/tbs is otiaaged.

Mgt admit

Clonsept

Ito A ocaposition oan be based on a single theme
repeated Over and over throughout the come of the work.
loch repetition of the thew is asompaided by aiisal varies
tiotti in other parts *Jolt move around the thew. A oesposi
ties ergeateed in this wart ay be' a obsesses or a pasaseaglia.
(The barely* activities tool s% a ilitfdy at tr. I Alasasseis. and
Fugue in Mow of J. L'Isaba)

Probation

The implopenbation at this program is classroom
thrAgfmt the any is at ;10 its infancy. Special training
Sessions for tomboys are carrentar uudirwa7 and wthorw are
planned. May prmibleas offelassiroomi strategyi are i31 to be
resobred. Tbm poteubia3,s, at diatom, liserning with soh=a a1 strnst ,ioulas gnat be tested. Questions of
idiaratia itadusions 'tbii students, frame of reference aid
farmaaated ooneeptuatirequenses oats only be judged trim
Adam remits in the elassijaam.

Imo air this stare of.-110wowtations howyvers the
eglicribealthitY alttd nape et this undertaking brim a NSW

t Lob to mio eduestion-pliaureLagi

j

Ml Ileilletes,1ftsisinvestai

The high about bard he lard been the trademark of pablio



school sessio. To its protagonists, it symbolises the values
of oasis ,education. To its antagonists, it is a symbol of
eduaational inefficeoy'Uninflueneed by either opinion, 'band
programs hsve developed a aansistsray Web la remarkable inteases education. In 'shod* throughout the cantor the
fusetion, methods, purposes and astivitles of the bands are
so dead; identical that they can usually be distingtdehed
003$ in dsgree, madam is terms of edscatlanal realisation.la Oregon, this seaming ismatability has been
aballenged and the high 'shoal band program has been given a
new Noose, a new substantive *odes* and a new rode in situ»
mitten.

licnienvil3a is a revel cosnanity boated in northwest
Oregon, with a wale school .system *Loh serves appradmatelty
3000 students. Naas inetrustion at all Zrom first
grade through Ugh sehoolsis provided by music specialists.
Deenning at the fourth grade for string. and the fifth grade
for wild sal percussion instruments, all students may electto participate in the instrumental program. Lessons en these
instruments. are .provided by the school during the school day.
In addition, the students lay participate in grade level
bands through the junior high school years. These bards met
for fortybaminute periods twice .soh week.

The high school enrollment is roughly 700 in grades ten
through twelve. Of these students saradmately 30% cleat
bald, orchestra or Wats, the only *sic actress offered atthis These aleeses meet daily for fifty mute periods.
In addilling to the daily scheduled band classes, students have
* temwtopfitteensminute technique lesson every other week.
Par reasons of graaileal ametilettly the band has been divided
into two teatime of approximately 50 students each.

Band Nude Laborat

The lend 'Uwe at Iblititinville High School is a thcrel
aagh deparbire fret the. traditional bawl rehearsal. This class
is a laboratory for the expleratairy sib* of history, thew,
aMpoeltion. partOrmanse, irrangisg, literature and research.It is aceprlied largely of shared activities and expeilmentaieUM. The slut provides an etwiroment in 'which the student

placed in the midst of ideas which are generated largely
from his are efforts and the musical involvement of the wholealtes. This la an atmosphere of °Meted inquiry, constant
experimentation lid aantinnal evaluation. The students are
ensouraged to form ansloal hypotheses aid then are required to
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prove them. The development of value judgments is as ism
portant as the development of fingering toohniques.

This program Me °rested to meet the urgent need of
a comprehensive mato study in the average high school inthe limited instraotional time that is available. It hasbeen formulated on the belief that student,* must become ins,volved in mob broader aid awe complete spectrum of music
this the are meshanioal aid technical aspects of playing in»strands. it is only through a broad espliwation of the newtore and prams of the art that music can become a anti eg-ful and continuing part of the stvdentos experiences. It Is'
Imperative that the study of mei° be a series of exciting
adventures for sash sturgenb, 14th sash adventure a cognitive
experienee which broadens the student% total musical pm.*active.

Basle prinsiples involved in this °untold= are thefoliating.

1. There is no fixed structure of the-oontenb. itis not necessary to regard the study of music in any fixed
sequin* of concepts as materials. Any mums at learningwill only be meaningtUi to the student if it stems from his
am motivation and developing insight. Consequently, all thestudents simultaneoudy mark at various levels on maw divers*problems, or on similar problems in differing ways. Thestrueture of learning for sash student is established largelyby his am particular .. -,.ate mud interests in completing a
problem which he has created or chosen.

2. There is an emphasis on the utilization of that
knowledge which the student has brought to the class. In theyears price to participating in the high school band Glass
the student has gained a sonelderabla amount of knowledge
about mole from his experienOes both in and out of school.
This imiuded knorledge of history, theory, forms etch, Mllemuch of this information is in a very general farm and hasnot been previously toenail on problems of personal urgentry,it does oonebitube a bairla frame of referent* from which gamalma judgments oast be made. This frame of reteverse willvary ooneklerably with auk youngster, depending on his prioratparienees and the 4mcbent of musical involvement. It is ofprimary lapastance that sash sbudentys learning activitiesmake oonsistemb denude 'Walt taws him to nob oaf use thispricy know3afte, but prove his judgments in sonstrumbise momWaal snkenrile.



3. Navy of the sbutentss judgments will be intu-
itive. Dr caking intuitive judgments and by evaluating the
appropriateness or worth of thus judgments in practisal
sisal situations, the student's interests are aroused awl he
dimmers for himself as pertinent ansioal oonnepts. The

prograu, therefore, encourages intuitive judgf
Rent sit am provides the opportunity ter eritioal analysis
of these judgments by the student, his classmates, and the
teacher.

11. it is essential that the student get as complete
an understaitag of unsio as possible. This is .accanplished
through activities which bring an awareness at the relation*
ships between all the mooned@ at unsio, regardless of hat
simply these relationships are drawn at beginning stages. It
is nuessary, therefcre that eonoopts at veleta and inter.
salting relationships between these ooncepts be explored in a
broad ansies1 setting rather than as isolated segments.

5. The wet substamtial learning will come trcn the
student.s arts discovery and tress his assessment a:d'
vidual aocomplishments when such opportunities are *ado avail
able to him. The role of the teacher is to guide, to counsel
and to establish the learning environment in which discovery
sod versant assesement are possible. The teacher further
serves as a resource person and pa rtielpatse as a leader in
the oritioal assessment of learning overissue.. He also ants
to stinulate °orations& astivity sat reoommende new avenues of
student taq;accation. The actual `beaming agerienees are
crested by the students through their individual proiooto opttheir oritleal review of each others, efforts.

Class tecOesurents

Each student who elects band oleos in the high school
bumps involved la two typa of intercalated activities.
First, he will funetien as an iortrumenbalist in the band insuch the sue tanner as in at traditional proms. Depending
on necessities and requirements at any partioular day, this
nativity of the band Wass will take from MAW° to tWOmthirds of the fittyismitate period. Literature chosen by the
director, Jahn Nollann, is selected for its value in aoquainte.
log the student with speolfie emsloal concepts.

In addition to his role as as instrumentalist, the
student will participate in a nueber of indiviAnel projects.
Those projects esmasese3,37-2444ed is some way to the petters'
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anoe activities of the whole class, but at times may be cue-
pletely separate from the large group activity. Generally,
these projects will inolude:

1. Research papers on form, style, musical organ -
isation ar composers introduced through or in some way rem
fated to the band music. These papers will be read to the
whole class and disowned by the students and teacher.

2. Reviews of concerts and reoitale given in the
area or outetanding television or radio music programs.
Service groups in the town provide a number of tickets to
the band for local ocemeznity concert series. These reviews
win be given to the entire 'And in order that all may bene-
fit from each others e experiences.

3 Arranging assignments. The student will scare
for band or ensemble a piano or vocal piece of his own chow-
Jag (mange: "Clog Dance" by Manson %Teatime, Opus 3$"
by Chopin). He will then conduct this work in the class and
receive a critical assessment of his efforts from both the

. class and Mr. McManus. After revisions and refinements he
will again conduot the band or ensemble in his work and re--
()sive further critical review.

Preparation fcr this experimental work comes
from three sources. First, the initial project in the sopi2o-
more year requixos each student to study a manual covering
basin notational symbols, keys, clefs, signs, etc. This
manual has been prepared by Mr. McManus and is largely a rem,
view of earlier learning. The student will have a bimweekly
quits on assignments in the manual. This must be ooncluded
by the end of the fires semester. Second, basic transposition
and instrument ranges are provided on an elementary instruc-
tional data sheet. Third, through participating in discnia-
sit= at many arranging projects undertaken by other students
be will have been critically involved in problems relative to
insbrumenbation.

Composing for band or ensemble. Here the student
will employ his own creative abilities in constructing a
piece of music* These compositions may range from simple
hymnAype pieces to electronic music, tut in each case will
involve the student with the problems at the total musioal ex-
porienoe. In the resolution of these problems, the student
makes disooveries about the musical process. As with pros,
Note in arra:W.4g* all compositions are performed at least
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twine under the unisioal direction of the composer and are
evaluated ty the student, the class and the teacher. Often
these student compositions are also sritioally °capered
with the works of the professional oomposer through record..
lugs or band performance:4 This provides further evaluative
judgment not only for the composer but for tho whole class.

During a student to three years in the band, he win
engage in projects in all of these categories. In addition
to his cm works he will have listened to many reports and
participated in Tony discussions on projects of other stu-
dents. The extent and breadth of this information provides
him with a unique musical eduoation.

le Pro eat. Sonata for Two Clarinets and ne
gurgitat er era 01113

While many of the individual student projects are
exciting to the observer as well as the. student, one project
observed in this study deserves special mention. It also
demonstrates the teaching techniques of John, McManus«

Two students had worked together to create a piece
for tape recorder and two clarinets. They had become inter«.
footed in electronic mania through recordings available in
the school MAO department.. General information on the
techniques 'involved 'was. gleaned from John ifelanus, the faculty
at a nearby uniiiiersitys and from .articles fOund in the local
library. Experimentation with various techniques led to
three primary sound sources; the voice, feedback and the
clarinet. After further experimentation the sonata was prom
pared. It 'was. approximately -four minutes in length,

Whet:this was presented to the Class, many students
wished" ho oomment, on the piece, but ,John McManus postponed
comments until after he had played a recording ,of a protonp
sional electrOnie .composition which was somewhat .related. At
the conclusion of this piece, appradmately l5 students com-
mented on the student sonata and drew knowledgeable comparim
eons between the two electronics works. Style, form, comp
trastes tension, relaxation, balance and motifs were all
"oritically discussed and evaluated.'. Questions regarding tape
technique were answered: in detail by the student composers.
At the conclusion at the period it was observed that at least
six irtudente took infortation.from .the. recce& jacket of the
professional work in order to purchase the reacting. This.:
is typical of this. elass..,-
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As a followaup to this project several students at-
tended a leoturegarecital by Vladimir Uesaohevsky at Pacific
University. As John McManus says, ,wile will undoubtedly get
navy more 'regurgitated reverberations' for class projects.'

Evaluation

To John McManus there are three obvious benefits to
this program.

10 Student interest in participation has greatly inm
creased since this program was initiated. Students will Below
don drop band or elect another subject over band when a sched-
uling eonflizt arises.

2. The level at performance has/ significantly imr
profed in spite of the diminished rehearsal time. Keener
mnsioal insights and interests are credited with this im..
provemenb.

3. The students' general musical knowledge has
gran considerably. antic of all times, including twentieth
century compositions, can be discussed by the students lately
ligently and has became important to them.

MIDPORD RIZZO SCHOOLS; Medford,, Oregon
ior ,

Four years ago in :Medford, Oregon, Dr. Justin Dyruds
Vocal Music Superirietor,: tackled a 1.71roblem that exists in a
camber of schools throughout the country. During the first
four grades, generally regarded as the most .formative years,
the students the Medford Sehools did not have the benefit
oct specialisto far Music instruction. 'While there was a.
TOWS program conducted by the individual olaseroom teachers,
the quality of instruction was inconsistent and often in-'
adequate. The classroom tem:there leak of specific music
training-made it practically impossible far Maw students to
reach a desired level of achievement. This situation was par-
ticularly acute because Dr. Dyrud believes that a thorough
grounding in basis theory and notation is as essential part
of the elementary musks training.

To find au answer to this problem, experiments were under.
taken with various media to investigate the extent of the bene-
fits that could be derived from nonviteaeher dependent materi
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ale. The success of this combinijing experimentation has 1.1ad,
to extensive classroom use of media ranging from flash cards
to video tape.. It has also been responsible for tmtending
.the use at media from the first four elementary grades to the
entire vocal music; program.

As Dr. Dyrud says, orhe use of media in the elementary
school program is more than. an instructional aid; it is a
vehicle for learning which allows the student to view music
in a broader perspective than just through the eyes of the
teacher* This does not limit the teacher, but brings a new
dimension of understanding to the classroom. Every facet of
the discipline of music can be taught more completely with
various media, so every olassroom music period should make
use of the media which can beat convey the knowledge to be
presented."

The Medford Sohoole

Located in southern Oregon, Medford, a city of
35,000, is similar to many smaller urban centers. It is
small enough to retain a strong interest and pride in its
school, while large enough to have represented a broad spec..
tram of social differenoes. Within this framework there is
a relatively strong cultural climate with community concerts,
theater groups and frequent performances by visiting artists
and crohearbras. A oivia interest in the arts is also manic*
fast in the Nigh Sohool Choir, which is one of the most so'.
oompliehed public school performing groups in the United
States. Programs by this group, which include serious eon..
oat literature, are very well attended.

The public school system serves approximately 9800
.students in 114 elementary schools, 2 junior high schools and
2 high whoa.. The overall school program is considered
excellent. There is a progressive preparatory program for
the 60% of the students who will go on to college, and there
are strong vocational training opportunities as well as a
number .of specialized programs. The very positive attitude
toward educational progress is probably the strongest single
charactbristio of the entire school. This has led toward
Navy experimental and developmental projects. These include
a new concept of teacher service and training which makes use
of student teachers, associate teachers, intern teachers,
teacher aids and lay readers; program for advanced learners
4-Projedb-Prosethous); parbioipation in a variety of projeots
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connerned with creativity for either the teaoher or student;
the Medford Growth Study in Physical Education (one of the
most extensive in this fielai); and a considerable involvement
with Wallas in programed 1.nstruotion. The unofficial motto
is Vonet fall behindisn This not only implies that Mani»
strators and teachers will stay abreast of their fast sham»
ing fields, but that all, school personnel will be fully
aware of all new school developments. Elementary principals
are emoted to attend high school meetings on specific law
movements in all fields. Administrators also travel through»
out the country to observe =optional programs in order to
strengthen their own.

The Use of Media

In this atmosphere at oontinuous progress and oval»
nation, the Mei° program bap peovided leadership in the use
at media. Many of the instructional ideas and devices de-
veloped originally for mole study have been adapted for use
in other .currieulais area,. Among the media in use are flannel
boards, flash Garde, =ideal games, recordings, film strips,
teaching machines, videotape .equipment, programed material,
overhead projeotors ]6 me. films, 35 um. slides, trans
perenoies, multilitited work sheets, tape recorders, dumpy
piano keyboards and carillon bells. This media is used in the
Medford tra-usio program because it is believed to stimulate the
classroom in two ways. First, it assists the teacher to be
more effective; second, it Woodens the learning opportuni
ties of the student in that it effects a new relationship be»
twssn the atudent and the subject matter.

The benefits to the teacher are varied.

1. It allows the teacher to be more expert in the
content at the subject matter and more expert in her presents-
tion. This is possible since the instructional materials are
=unite, meaningful aid substantive.

2. It gives new avenues of approach to the subject
matter, bringing freshness and variety to the presentation.

3. It stimulatee the teacher by making dotards on
her to use ingenuity in the creative preparation of materials.

4. It gives the teacher better contest with the stu-
dents through media tRhich is prepared in consideration of the
ohiblrents frame of reference.
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5. It annum; a logioal and honest presentation of
musical concepts even by those classroom teachers who have
had a very limited musical baokgroulde

6. Many forms of media allow far mare effective
large-group instruction by focusing the students, attention
on one -poi,* *.provi4ing them with ..indiVidual tasks.

Even as the use ..of medie:assista the teacher in the
instr national process,. it. is also at great value to the stop
dent in the learning provisos.

1. It. catches his attention and appeals to his
ouriosity.

2. It is possible to present musical concepts..
through media with which the- student has already become. acme .

oustaned. This includes such media as film stripe, cartoons
and movies.

3. It allows reinforcement of learning by giving
-pportunities for many views of one concept.

h. It involves mare of the students' 901213011 in all
phases of musks learning.

5 It offers an opportunity to draw relationships
between familiar and new concepts.

6. It affords the advanced student opportunities to
progress beyond the limitations of normal classroom activity,
and makes remedial opportunities available far students who
are behind the general class level.

Beginning in the second grade there is a considerable
stress on all aspects of mania theory. Early in the study
transparencies with three or four overlays are used with the
overhead projector to visually present the musical concepts
of the soa3a, the staff, nate values and other primary musical
facts. Often these transparencies are in cartoon fashion us,.
ing animals and abhor visual images which are of interest to
the (shad. It is felt that this relationship of musical fact
with sore familiar oartooniitype visualisation allows mueloal
concepts to be presented in the chilits frame of reference.
The immediate strangeness or abstraotion at music study is
overoome. Flash yards and games based on musical concepts
have also been constructed to stimulate and motivate learning.
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In the elementary grades where the students can
manipalate the simple teschirg 'wahine, ow °lasses make
use of programed instryntion which covers a wide rams
from basic notation to beginning harmonic °accepts. With
programed instruction the student concentrates on a very

sequenned study with many frames building to one
concept. Site the work is entirely individual, he can prow
grass at his min rate of understanding. Far similar purposes
series of work sheets, some used with transparencies or film
strips, have been prepared and are in constant use. Often
the sane 1111Billia ideas will be approaohed with many different
media, thereby prodding oonstent reinforcement of the learn-
ing.

Movies are available on many topics including music
history, appreciation and instrument demonstration. The lat
ter have been found useful nob only for the nonimperfald.ng
students but also tar the aspiring instrumental student.
These models of tone, position and technique often bring new
insight to .the struggling young player. In the singing prow
gram the overhead projeotor, its particular, is extensively
used. Here specifio problems can be isolated and explained.
The projector also allows for the use at supplementary mterte
iale fah are not available to each, child at the instant
they are needed in instruction.

Pre elon of Nadia

While maw ocemeroia131y prepared tapes, mating°,
film strips, modes, programs, eta., have been purchased,
these represent only a small portion of the total amount being
used. Hundreds of transparencies, flash cards, pestles,
Iasi° blocks, sound charts, eta., have been oonatruoted within
the system. In addition, many work books and humireds of
frames a megrim's have Inca developed to meet the epeeist
objectives of the ibdford curriculum.

Teachers are enoaraged to prepare son of the meter.
isle which they use but Dr. Dyrud handles much of the =saw
tive preparation which is needed to eater specific items
where the teachers have been having difficulty or where the
program needs strengthening. In addition, he prepares media
which is teohnioally or musically too advanced for the class.
room teacher to attempt. Many of the ideas far construction
and strategies for use of this material have Gam from seam
aercial cr military sources.

,
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TescheisammaxisTraitii

The effeablveusss of educational media in the lame
ix situation is directly related to the teacher% expertise
in isedling the equipmeht and eelsoting appropriate tutorial.
To prepare the teacher in this regard, the school has four
programs far Umber instruction.

. At the beginning of sash year there is an in
struotional astrbing of all teaohers at, which the philosophy
of educational India :Is reviewed.

2. Three grade level meetings are scheduled for
all Umbers far the mopes* of, orientation on uses and annum
facture of media.

3. Each year a tsunami= workshop is held for all
new elementary teaehers covering in detail the quentions aT
'OW, how and what.

A simosession workshop for specialised uses is
oonducted eaoh year by the Jackson County Instructional Media
Cienter.

tinuous ;covet ter assists
meetings

atzt imisk6h4les a 4"a"
In addition to these meat

nee is provided throughout the year
osivisual coordinators.Dirod

Evaluation

Dr. Dyrud ald the schools, administratess belidve
that the emcees of this program can be evaluated in many
lige* In partidear they poia to teacher response, 'student
enthusiasm, testing results, higher standards of curriculum
and student participation on the elective high school level.
The degree at teacher aoceptante and enthusiasm has led to
pester interest and more time devoted to olaseroan meeio.
This has transpired, in spite of the fact that this media prom
gram has placed new demands on teaohers, time far experimenta-
tion, far development of iiikterittla and for selection and use
ad asterials.

Even as pride is taken in success, Dr. Dyrud has
concern and quotations regarding problems inherent to his prop.
gram. Maio Theory is too often preseubed as an abstraction,
tame the notational ooncopb is not insediateky oonneated with
dotard. This problem at aural and visual peroeption is
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presently being closely exemined so new and mare efficient
strategies oar be formulated.

Alma under sorublay are areas of the content of the
curriculum* The problems of depth and breadth, what to
teaoh,and sequence are boles evaluated.

lam JOVIOR HIGH SCHOOL; Seattle, Washington
arna NiSMCrlo pa

Mow should the music: program in the junior high school
serve the student? The answers to this question, long the
center of oontroversy in education, range from pure funotion-
alien to lofty aestheticism. In the exbremea, often the ertu-
deet is nab benefited musically at ail.. Either he became a
servant to pragmatic ends at the school, or is force-fed
aesthetic judgments which discourage personal values and in-
dividual involvement. Sometimes the middle ground is simi-
larly ineffectual with a busy program of watered-down music
and irrelevant facts which do little to challenge the in-
telleot or oapture the imagination.

At. Marty Junior High School in Seattle, Washington, this
question of purpose is met with an immediate and positive
reply by Principal Carl Barbo. "Music classes must be an
integral part of a school atmosphere which develops favorable
attitudes toward learning and music. It _gust excite the tau-
dents to beams involved, to want to participate, and it must
also offer them a chance for accomplishment in terms which
they can understand. Besides this, there are obvious iabrin-
do values in the art at music which go beyond the attitude
aspect. These intrinsic values need not be labeled, but they
test be felt, in each class."

The creation of a program at Many which fulfills these
objectives presorted many oomplonc pro:time. Most impcatant,
this is a melting pat school. The area served by Many Junior
High School is socially and economically diverse. On one
hand the school's north central area encompasses approximately
half of the cites idisadvanbaged citizens. On the abhor hand,
many students within the Meany district are from mare educa-
tionally oriented straiten of society including a great per-
centage of youngsters from the most affluent segments. The
educational needs and aspirations a this oompletely hetero-
geneous school population of 1150 differ widely. Further con-
pliantly the situation is the wide disparity of educational
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obtainment whioh the students bring to Many. In reading
skills, for instanee, close to 40% are below the grade level
median of Seattle's 17 junior high schools.

In 1963, a major reorganisation of the school's edueage
tional program was undertaken. It became immediately apparel,
eat that traditional music oleos activities and methods would
not suffice in fulfilling I. Barbosa objective for the music,
education program. It also became obvious that the music pro-
gram had a great putedial that had not been sufficiently ex**
plored. As the principal states 'When I oats to this school
ay first concern was for attitudes, because there was a great
deal of antagonism and overt behavior at the school. It was
not uncmmon to have fights many tiros during the day. Mar
youngsters did not bather to attend school, and discipline was
a major problem. Surprisingly, we found that the music prom
gram bad a remarkable effect on many of these ebudents and
changed their attitudes about themselves. Navy times they
would oome to school because a the mole program, eat discip-
line problems in music classes were almost nonexistent..

An analysis of the music program showed that the students,
partioularly in one class, were working and learning in an
atmosphere whieh allowed them a sense of aohi smut in areas
of music they could understand and which ohallenged them to
the limit of their individual. abilities. This class, under
the direction of Mrs. Barbara Reeder, worked extensively on
folk singing, and made use of many simple instruments. In ad-
dition, the students studied representative works of maey oom-
posers. The format and procedures were very flexible. Other
classes in music which utilised more formal strategies were
less effective, not only with the disadvantaged but with the
higher achieving student.

General Music Classes

From this experience it was decided to make the enio
tire mein program a yea flexible one offering the students
choices of may different types of musical concentration.
While students may generally elect their choice of class,
guidance is provided by the five members at the Music Depart,»
trout and guidance counselors. Students may take one area for
three years or take ,three different areas during their junior
high years. Participation during the seventh and eighth
grades is required and mode is elected by over OS at the
ninth grade students.
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Preeenbly the olesees which are available far seise*
Lion to fulfill the music: requirements are Ukulele and Folk
Singing, Handbells, Recorder, Piano

,
Boys! Glee Clubs, Girls*

Glee Clubs, Mixed Choirs, Bands and Orchestras (by ability
groupings), and a General. Dada Class slanted toward a humities

approach. Raab ekes meets every other defy during the
saga year for approcimately one ho row

Although these specific classes have been established
primarily on the basis at student interest, consideration is
also given to the demonstrated strengths and specialities of
the teacher. It is the belief of the administration that stow
dent enthusiasm is directly propationate to the teacher's en-
thusiasm that a teacher who is lurking in the area of his
primary interest will inspire and motivate his students more
effeetively. In actual practice this assumption has proven
correct. The quality of instruction as measured by both the
students* enthusiasm and accompliehment has improved remark-.
ably.

While each of theee classes differs drastically in
approach, activities, types of skills. developed,and precise
mu s i c al goals, t h e y Il l h a v e canon e l e m e n t s. First, an fforb
is rade to acquaint the students with the music representative
of the art. In the handbell classes the muds of Palestrina,
Handel and Bash is used along with =sic more familiar to the
studemt. In choral groups, bands and orobaatras, the solution
is found in representative music of the masters. In piano
Masses, themes are drawn team the great oomposers, and ref.
°orange of piano works serve to stimulate the studeub*s
determination and vision and bring him in tau& with the art.

Second, all of the classes come to gripe with .nota
tional problems as they are related to acoomplishment of the
musical tasks under consideration. However, in every class
these activities are designed to prepare the student for
continued musical participation. In the Ukulele class chord
symbols are learned and the students read these symbols. In
Han:Then dames all at the performance is through note reads,
log and considerable skill in eightreading is developed. In
these (Misses, as well as the various other classes, all
basic musical elements are dealt with as they arise. Key
signatures, the staff, dynamic; marks, etc). are considered in
the framework of the immediate musical objectives, and the
projects of the class are sequenced to enemage continuously
higher levels ot understanding.
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Third., the °lasses are organized to allow the eta.*
dents to helm each other. Ia the piano alarm Cfaarb and a
slower student work together at one piano. The better stays
dents in the Ukulele class assist the others in technical
problems. Section leaders in the instrumental class offer as
slab/two. In this way the students are able to develop lea.,
ership, and they better understand the responsibility of
helping one another. This strategy has broken dean old au.
tagonisms ana, opened up new avenues of student reliance. It
also has promoted more rapid musical growth than would others,
wise be possible.

Since the instrumental and choral programs parallel
those of many schools, a review at these classes is not nevem,
emery. The Handbell, Ukulele, and Piano classes, however,
are quite oat or the ordinary for junior high school general
music classes.

Handbell Glasses

Under the direction of Lawrence D. Fink, noted authorm
ity owl handbell ringing, Handbal, classes have been established
as part of the junior' high 801001 general music program in a
few at the schools of Seattle. At Meany the majority of atom
dents in these ,olasses are drawn from the Meaty Project, a
specially devised educational program, emphasising reading
skills for disadvantaged youngsters. Most of the students who
enter the class have had no prior instrumental experience and
have gained very limited musical knowledge. It is necessary
that the course of study include hula symbol -,,cognition, as
well as techniques and literature.

From the first- day the' students work with the bens
in notational problems. With approximately 15. to 18 students
in.a Glass,: each student will soon learn to correctly ring and
handle two bells; in a given composition, identity, those notes
for. which he is responsible, and count the rests. As the year
progressed it was noted that .many students could correctly
identity and. perform their notes from a piano score. Students
are rotated on bells allowing for considerable experience in
both treble and bass clefs, and various .parts. Listening is
constantly encouraged, and an saute sensitivity to the whole
ensemble soon develops.

Since little music is commeroially available for the
class, W. Fink does transcriptions of a wide varsity of
pieces for the groups. This is a considerable moist since the
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literature is selected for its pedagogioalaand muoloal vales
use rather than the fact that it is simply in the school
library ar is otherwise easily aooec8ible. La a part of the
educational program those classes give a number of perform*
anus during the eohodi year. The sense of acacmpltehment
and *vide in achievement gained from these programs more
than justifies the extra effort and time involved.

Piano Classes

The students at Means may elect piano for from one
to six semesters. The aliases have been developed by
Patrick Doyle. His experience inoladee not only classroom
teaching but a considerable amount of professional concert
experience. In addition, be has studied various class piano
procedures extensively.

For the Meant' classes Mr. Doyle has sleeted to adopt
many of the basics of the method at Dr. Robert Pace. The
aim of the class is to advance the student at the keyboard to
the place where he can Au:lotion as a participant in music.
This means the development of finger dexterity, rapid thinks*
log at the piano, sighbreading ability, and the understands*
log of simple transposition and improvisation. Time is also
&netted to the encouragement at creative ideas at the piano.

The majority of students do not have pianos at home
so praotioe mast be conducted in class and before and after
sehool.

There are U pianos and U dxmay keyboards in the
olassroom. It often has been found advantageous to have two
students work at one 'keyboard simultaneously, one 'student at
the treble half, one at the base half. This *now the, stum
dents to learn :rat sash other. Better students become
steaehers for the flowers. doss umbers. In addition to the
keyboard. work, }f r. Doyle makes use at *Very possible device
to secelerate learning. These include flashcards and black-
board game drills.

The progress made by the students is quite roinarks
able considering that there are from 15 to 18 students in
each class. Nash of this is attributable to the high degree
of organisation of the class by a most competent teacher, but
much is also due to the individual enthusiasm and oevetiss
tive spirit of the students.. They have chosen to *learn piano,
and they work together in an atmosphere of cooperative
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laarning with an obvious sense of individual achievement.

p_ enfus JL9lassit.amPro cot (Ukulele)

This Glass was especially devised by the teacher,
Helen Mama°, to meet the needs of disadvantaged students.
All of the students have had problems in school, and Voir
prognosis outside the Many project is one of steady regreep
sion. In the project, with smaller classes and restructured
curriculum, 79% are making gains. This class, a significant
part of the project,, stresses not only musical involvement,
but also contributes to the general emphasis on reading.

Presently, olasistime is divided into two parts, one
half using the ukulele and singing, the other half on various
music history and aesthetic units. The latter are designed to
give the student a completely trim view of the art. Ineluded
are units on general music survey, American music, and ma ei-
cal forms. A simplified keyboard approach to theory is also
included.

The ukulele portion of the class is one of the most
interesting classes observed in this study. Dittoed books
of over 250 folk, popular and seasonal songs have been Prof"
pared. These contain many verses to moat songs and all the
necessary ukulele chords. In a class where all the students
are at least, two years behind in reading skills (some are
practically illiterate at entranae),the reading of the texts
of many verses has proven to be an important learning aid.
For some students it is the fi:st conscientiOus attempt to
read. For all, studenti reading skills are sharpened and
improved through the motivation of 'Runic.

On the musical. side,' all students learn to use at
least 33 chords in the first six months of the first year.
While this in itself is a major achievement for these stue
dents, the most amusing consequence is the rapid growth of
an intuitive harmonic sense. In a period of only one
semester many students are making personal judgments of not
only primary °horde, but borrowed chords and alternate
harmonies. Plans for the. immediate Adman Juan& expanding
this program to inelude part singing, at least one semester
on recorders, and more use of the Plane.
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Evaluation

As has been stated earlier, music at Many Junior
High School is considered as integral part of the curriculum,
an a c a d e m i a area. The program was planned this way by many
people who believe in the values of music education. Ina-
eluded in the team are the Principal, Carl Barb(); Thomas
Sheehan, Vice Principal; Jack Schaeffer, Director of Music
Education in Seattle; Barbara Reeder, Music Consultant; the
five music teachers involved, and maw teachers of otber
subjects in the school. As Carl Barbo swim up the program,
*The results of our music programts effect on the youngsters
and the attitudes of the izhool justify the extent of the
program we have promoted, and these are only the obvious
values. The intrinsic values may extend far beyond these
obvious ones.*

TUCSON PUB= SCHOOLS; Tucson, Arizona
TE-rarri;Wr of Music Education
Carroll Rinehart, Coordinator of Elementary Music

The most striking feature of the music education program
in the Tucson, Arizona, Public Schools is the wide scope of
innovative ideas which have been pub into practice. Under the
leadership of Max Ervin Director of Music Education, and
Carroll Rinehart, Coordinator of Elementary Music, there has
grown an...nth:mitten for progressive development which is ow»
emplary in public school music.

Principal among these forwardlooking developments are
the Faculty Ensembles which bring live music into the class
rooms of the eltweenbary schools, a composition contest which
encourages musical creativity for students at all grade
levels, and the use of television for elementary music inir
strnotion. Also of significance are the Honors Program in
Ruda for gifted high school students, the rapidly expanding
string program, and the =silent Faculty Orchestra and
Chorus.

The Tucson Public School System is a large city system
with a student population of approximately 479500. There are
five high schools, 12 junior high schools and 54 elementary
schools. As in many large city systems, =sic education at
the elementary level ir handled primarily by the classroom
teachers. They are assisted by music specialists, called
Mao Helping Teachers, who serve prinipally in a resource
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oapaoity. This involves preparing curricula, providing
special materials and instructional supplies, conducting
workshops, and giving individual assistance to the clams
room teacher as it is needed. In addition, over 2,500
classroom demonstrations were conducted by the Music Help.
lug Teachers during the past year.

Participation in the elective areas of the music prom
gram is Unusually high for a city. system. Over 30% of the
students in the upper elementary* grades are studying in the
instrumental program and approximatelar 24% of the high school
students elect either instrumental or vocal Glasses.

Melo Faculty Ensembles

Far the past four years one Et the highlights in
each elementary whoa has been the visit of a Music Faculty
Ensemble to either the classrooms or to the sohool auditorium.
These groups bring music of quality into the olassroom in a
live performance and provide each student with the issiediate
experience of chamber music performed at a professional level.

At the present time there are six ensemblee, include.
ing a woodwind quintet, two string quartets, a violinocelle
duo, a braes ensemblesand a saxophone ensemble. These groups
are composed of 28 musieiane who teach in the system and have
professional performance ability. Thbir concert work in the
schools is considered an integral part of the total music
program, and rehearsal and performance time is provided in
their teaching schedules. This generally involves one afber
noon each week with the first eight weeks devoted to rem.
hearsal and preparation of a repertoire. The remainder of
the year is spent in concert work.. During the past year,
these Faculty Ensembles gave over 100 concerts in the elemenem
tart' schools.

These concerts are scheduled by the Director of
Music Education at the request at the principals of the eles'
"notary schools who have been provided with a list of the
Tarim groups and the times available for performance.
Prineipal, teacher and student response to these programs
has been so enthusiastic that requests far surpass the ems
boar at programs that can be given.

An evaluation by the educational staff shows that
in addition to achieving the primary goal of providing a stir
elating musical experience for the students, the ensemble
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program has maw other significant benefits.

3. The image of the teaoher is changed in a
positive we The student seen him as an artist as well as a
teacher. This has promoted a greater respect for the leader-.
ship at the teacher and an increased interest in the musical
activities of the school.

2. Tt has exposed the student to a huge area of
music which has received little attention in the public school.iThis has led to a oensiderable interest in chamber music by
both the students and faculty.

3. The Onserable activity has had an elevating. ()fop
feet on the quality of instrumental instruction. The improve
sent in the teacher's muoicianahip gained in continuing Tansies
cal activity le'reflocted in the improvement of the student
instrumental groups. There is a keener awareness of musical
values cad a greater concern for Ill phases of musicianship.

h. The experience gained' in ensemble performanoe
has contributed to a broadening of the 'literature used in
instrumental instruction. New musical insights have been
gained aut tastes refined. In addition, there are indica..
tione from the reception of music in the concerts that the
etudeubs" interest in stein may be on a higher level than pare
vioualr presumed* Indeed, the ensembles which are being row
(solved play the highest quality of literature.

These concerts are planned to be the core of a
larger instructional unit. Pertinent information about the
music, the oanposers and the performers is sent to the school
well. in advance of the program in order that the students can
have a baokground of intonation far listening. A list of
key questions aid answers concerning the concert is also prom
Tided far the- olaser.00m.teaehers so that there can be discus.'
Sion in the individual classrooms sifter the program is oon-
eluded. These discussions are further primed by members at
the ensemble who often give brief. explanations at their in-
strumenbes offer- :Listening suggestions, aid raise questions
about the music which challenge. the 'students" spirit of

Owosiblot111ro sot

A considerable portion of the oreative\ activity in
male in the Tunes Public Sohools centers aro"! the Campo-
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edition Project. This yearly activity is opentto all students
at all grade levels. Clocepoeitions may be =batted by either
individual students, student committees, or whole olasoroome.

The project is an educational strategy devised to
serve three main purposees

1. To identify and evourage creative ansioal talent
in yam people

2. To encourage concentration on the creative prom
oases starting through =do, for both teachers and students

3. To stimulate the teaohers* creative involvement
in the music program.

Since the success of this activity requires special
teaching skins and procedures, the music department provides
assistance through workshops and individual reinforcement far
the °lama* teacher. The workshops, oonduoted by Nude
Helping Teaoher-s, dsal with sane technical problems of Rotas,
tion and serve to encourage awl guide. creative work. Assist..
ante in nmeioal notation is also available to the classroom
teacher through oonferenoes with both the instrumental and
vocal specialists who visit the school. In oases where the
teacher is unable to handle a natation problem, she is urged
to record the music on tape. This will be written dam by
members of the =do staff.

All of the music staff, the classroom teachers and
guest judges are 11Ni:dived in the selection of the outstanding
oompoeitions. The first selection is on a classroom basis by
the teacher and the Maio Davin Tauber. Neat, outstanding
impositions from the whole school are selected by the vocal
and insbramental apeolalist. In the Nato? aid senior high
school, the teachers exchange oompoeitions for judging. Final
judging of the best compositions at each grade level is pole
by a special ocad.ttee.

The ocepositions may be either vocal or instrumental,
composed far soloists, ensembles, or large groups. No restric-
tions ars placed on any oomposition. It can be as extensive
as the student's creative talents allow, in any idiom or style
of the student's preference. All compositions are performed
at some level in order that the student can bear his 11M810
and, an rraluation of the work can be made. These performances
take place in the classrooms, grade level assemblies, school
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assemblies, or in the final palate oonoerb. Whenever posse
sible the co posers are given the responsibility of reheares
ing their work and aunty:41ns the performanee. This not orsky
subsume the total mansion expellent)e bat also focuses atteuab
tion on the praetical considerations of oomposing.

It is iabereeting to note that in many caopositions
at al], grade levels the students 'tare nob bou nd by traditional
tonal or rhythrioal woorreetness.* In some inotanees it
°cold be detected that there was a deliberate attempt to break
the eingleadbonality barrier. In others, ambers, polytonal
ideas, new chordal relationships, and polyrhybhme were natur
437 expressive to the student, and he used them with interest
and freedom.

roduoalyailst
As in an increasing number of city systems, Tucson

makes use of weekly television programs to assist with elem.
mentary music education. These programs, organized and taught
by Carroll Rinehart, are conceived in terms of a team effort
with the elaslarcoat teacher. The role of the TV teacher in
this team effort is to set up situations in which the claw*
room teacher can become an effective music teacher. Thy TV
teacher introduce the lessons and handle technical mei,.
cal problems in whieh the classroom teacher vovnob feel
secure. From this point the classroom teacher, who has been
provided a guide and supplementary materials for each lesson,
can continue effectively with the lesson, reinforeing the
ooneepte presented on TV and drawing relationships from these
concepts to =My varied musical situations.

These guides are provided for each olaseroom teacher
at the beginning of the semester. They are constructed with
*cough flexibility to allow for individual differences and
problems in the various schools in the district. This fled-
bility also allows for minor reoronisation of the programs
as tha need for such a ,reorganisation becomes apparent.

The programs are conducted for the third and fifth
pades ones each week. They are of 20^tainute duration and
lean heavily on singing as a major vehicle for learning. In
the programs an attempt is made to develop a vocabulary of
=sic and to use various visual media to reinforce and expand
mama concepts. While students do not regulaily appear on
these program, they do partioipate *hen they can significantly
contribute to the ideas shish are being presented.
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This TV program Also serves as a form of inmeervioe
music training far the classroom teacher, providing her with
strategies and musical knowledge which can help her to become
more secure in the classroom. With this in m:Lnd, the in,
struotional TV.material is revised each year in order that
the classroom teacher may have not only one solution to a
teaching problem, but mare. solutions.

There are two major factors in the planning of thosetelecasts. First, they are a team effort with the classroom
teacher and the television teacher sharing instructional rem
sponsibilities. Second, the programs have been devired not
mar for the students but to increase the capabilities of the
teacher. The nooses of this can be found in the additional
class time spent on mei*. General3,y, the teacher's enthu-
siasm for the music: oleo' has increased as she has gained new
oonfidenoe from the telecasts.

Sur

The vitality of the Tucson music program is evident
in more than the Wile variety of innovative educational
practices. It is found is the teaoherst individual pride in
their musicianship and in the esprit de corps that bee grown
from this acumen bond of musical performance. They are ex-
piloted to be good teachers but also good mumicians. They bet.Uwe in their art so they practice their art. In addition
to the ensemble program, an excellent Music Staff Orchestra
of lgit and Micros of 32 rebearsesand perform regularly. ,As
Dr. Ervin says, no be a successful teacher of music, one
must continually grow in his chosen field."

WEST DES MOINES WHOM; West Dee Moines, Iowa
Marie. Jose mluperintendent
Bernadine Wilk, ift Music Teacher

In Polk County, Iowa, the challenges of curricular tocperiA0
=libation are being met by a team of creative and resourceful
educators and musicians. Heading the team is Janice Smith,
music coordinator on the Polk County Board of Education staff.
Also active in this work are Dr. Francis Pyle, composer and
Professor of Theory and theicolow in the Collage at Fine Arta
at Drake University, Marion Maxi Knudsen, Associate Professor
of Maio Education at Drake, selected teachers of music in
public schools in the area, and a few private studio teachers.
This is a team that believes that children's' response to wait,
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and their involvement in musical thought is snore important
than any parochia viewpoint or methodology. They are prow..
lag that the proem of learning esesis .ean be an welting,
**iv* experience which stimaates the °restive imagination
of 'every °lad*

To date this group has operated in maw areas of mule
idasation. There have been classroom experimeedm in creative
learning, sumer .Bibs far the aoadeveioaly sad nusioally
talented, for teachers, special oonserts of ohne
drat% oampositions television programs to create interest
aid inform the pubilie of ohildreats maul potential, and
workshops and conferences fair students whose excitement for
nude wades. snob special learning sessions neeessary.

This murk was begun in the belief that the prams of
orating mule 'could be. a stimulating educational overlent*.
It was also felt that through creative activity the child
mold dissover more of the nature and spirit of the art than
is possible With traditional educational, activities. The
work has continued because of the demonstrated values of such
anperionces not °Orin suet° learning, but in developing
the °Wats total creative potential.

One of the key individua3s. on this team is Bernadine
Mathes, wade teacher in the °lover Hine and Fairmeadars
Mmientory Schools in West Des Iloineso She has been assooia..
ted With every phaec of the Pat Oaunby Music Project, and
has done mesh to develop practical creative activities in her
men elementary program. It is her program that is recommended
by the tea* to demonstrate the ideas of the project. This
does not suggest that the mark of all teachers in the Polk
°anty creative program will parallel that of Mrs. lathes.
There is no emethadology or standardiald mule ourriculum that
has been lash t sober makes we of his. cr her
urn *glorious and view at the ..sbudontat °votive potential
in devising the Particular .learning strategies that will be.
used. It is rather that lira. }West familiarity with the
ideas of the program, and experienos gained through merle
nentation in the .olessromes allow her. to effestive3y demon m
Strati the wield/plea of *restive teadhinmg and learning.
oharaoteristis of the entire project.

West Des Moines .1a a suburban °annuity located near Des
Maness Iona. It is predomisant3y a Middle class residential
area inwhich echmation is given. a high priority* The major.
ity of students will attend °allege ar post high school
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educational program. It is also a earn which has a ea*,
urn far WS*, and the eats is eduestion. This is refloated
is the quality and veva* at ausisal offerings in the
nebula aid is the time that is allotted to wade oduoation.
Is the elementary methods muds is taught by a specialist
alio has the folioriog schedules grades one two aid three
have three periods of tA 'dolts, far mils :ash wok; grades
four, five and six hue mole instruotios far 30 aiimt. perm.
lads three times weekly. In addition, a one halt hour period
is scheduled sash day for individual studentDtesabar conform
epees. (the used for this is reviewed later) and time for i',
stramenbal, lessons for students who elect this activity.

The creative program in music begins in kindergarten and
aonbinnee through the sixth grade. The purpose of this prow
gram is to hiklp youngsters to Ithinks music and discover the
°emote of male *Rough their own creative exploration. At
beginning levels these activities are largely vocal and ism
provisstionel. At all elementary levels they are predominantly
melodic aid .tonal. £ tipleal early strategy would have the
teaoher sing a question, aid the student slog an auger.

Teachers

that did you do tide
morning?

Student:

I got up this morning.

This stress on *thinking aria being able to (waste
meloal thoughts, is the produinaub sheracteristis of the
entire *twee:, program* There is little emphasis plated on
drills of traditional rudimentary tutors such as note nip-
ma, BUM, elate and other notational devioes. It tans been
thcexperlence of this program that such mechanical details
are readily understood by the student who has grasped the
modes% sonoepts which give such devisee a meaning.

Thrciugh the first throe grades notation is Mailed
largely by the teacher. SW wally makes use of an oven
head pralsotar so the wtudeib eau observe the visual trans*
laties of his ensisel. thoughts* Is such a process he be'.
Mee id1iar with notational problems ad procedures while,
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at the same time, his musical imagination is not restricted
to his own notational skills. Els visual perception of sup
sin grows frog the aural experience. Often the beginning
student will say of his music, "Mike the third, note one step
higher, or in the second and third, grades with a broader
frame of reference say, change the C to an A.' Similar caw*
meats of the Umberto notation of rhythm, tempo, eater and
dynagdes demonstrate an emending awareness at notational
!sakes and the grads' ability to relate what he hears to
idat he sees. By the fourth grade, most students have gained
enough, =de vote at the oomplercities of notation to work
independently. There amp of Genres, the constant questions,
*Nom do you write thinly, *What kind of a note is that ?'
but these are questions motivated by the student's ant Mari
log of necessity to learn and aeempliah. They are the stow
dent's attempts to acquire the skills that will allow him to
make use of the gimbal conoepts he has gained.

The creative activities are varied and alays involve the
students in judgment at musical appropriateness. Per example,
following the singing of a song in Glass, the teacher asks
the question

s
61What other kind at ending could we have !or this

song?' Snob& question initiates a problem which is further
developed by the ekes into an oxbow:iv. inquiry into balance,
sequence and farm. Saab child contributes ideas for an end
log, and weighs them against the ideas of the class, the
teacher and the amsposer. Oomposing melodies to poems, or
poems to melodies is another activity which involves the stu
dents' judgment at many musical elements, including form,
meter asi the aggressive implications of a musical line.
Paintings, ,holidays or subjects of immediate concern to the
students have also been found useful in stimulating the mum
sisal imagination and stimulating meaningful learning
situations.

It has also been fowl that =01061 creativity is broad
end when the °restive activities involve areas other than
made. The student who can capture a masioal thought and
translate it into a poem will ban gained not only verbal
Mile and insight but will have developed new perspectives
at MAU

As the 'Went"' insights into music grass his personal
ambitions in musioal oomposition expand. Where, in the pri
nary grades, he wee (motel* to contribute to elan or group
projeets, by the fourth grade he generally prefers to week by
himself. Where a single maledie line was a challenge, he noun
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mtpariments with haymow. Where eaeposing a song was a sat.
WAN sooftqatsbneuks °imposing male for instruments is
Implored.

There is no established sohedule et either sequence or
Use for such musical graft. Bemuse of the differerces in
the in students and the personal nature at the ores.
ative aotivitiees a great deal of flexibility exists in the
program. The mein consideration in progressive planning is
the readiness of the *Went to move ahead and his arn expands,
lug manical inquisitiveness. This program allows for con-
Adorable latitude in the type and level of work that can be
earried on by students wen in the sum classroom. For ids*
stance, while the teacher handles most of the notation in the
first three grades, there are stmieubs at this level who will
have the ability to do their own notation. These students are
encouraged not only to work independently in notation, but to
assist other atudents. Conversely, name sbudenbe will prom
grecs "lowly and confine their activity es to staple melodic
lines while others in elan are incorporating instruments and
aeoumpaidments into their pieces. This creates no problem
for the development of the whole class. No student is either
restricted to a median lava or forced, to work beyond the
frame of raterevute he has been able to acquire.

'mile I:thinking mice is largely stimulated by creative
activities, other Glamorous activities are employed to cos»
tribute to the student's overall mind growth. Singings
from the ski12 as,pest of tone production, the teohnieal upset
of note readings and for pure atethetio enjoyment is alsmi)or
part of the program. A considerable time is also spent in
listening to maw types of MU, developing skills on simple
Instrumenbes and on other related activities.

The acre of the curriculum is in composing, however, and
the creative thought developed through this activity brings a
new meaning and unity to all segments of instruction. Nat
better can the student approaoh a song than through his mei-
cal insights, gained as a composer? Nat mob more significant
will the molded works at other ealposere be when they are
sought out by the student as resource material for his on
creative ventures.

In the evaluation at this mcpusimenbel program, considera-
tion mast be given to more than the purely emsloal achievement.
The purpose is sot only to contribute to the =deal develops
sent at the AIM, but to create a learning enriromaent in
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which the student will underatand the exoltement at creating
in liny field. This oan be ecoomplished most effeotively is

asio study, for the ideas cowers:tag Eats are mot row
striotive. They offer great opportunities far creative diem
ficsery.

The prongs involved in the ourrioulthe is also mare taw
portant than the finished prcduat. While nob all, sbniiints
will acquire significant ansical skills, each of them will boom
some aware of the creative Imam which is =lies and through
this, have the ausloal insight for oorinned learning.

WOOD= 0011801J DATED Sendai Woodrow, Colord°
eo at

auxtar Karas, Maio Teacher

In the search tar Immanent in mein Monition Reny dire*
farm* ideas and strategics are being explored. Sehools are
exploring the uses and values of media in the classroom. The
Walla School. in Woodrow, Colorado, is an inample of one gem
of this experisentation with *odia. It also effeotivey
demonstrates that the sive of the school is not an important
faetor in initiating Creative development or in the nerds*
at educational leadership.

The Woodlin Consolidated School District consists of 750
square miles of railing prairie in eastern Colorado. It has
one school which serves the entire student population of 297
elementary and secondary students. The School and the teach,-
ere homes, two, a Wavily/family dwellings built and aimed
by the shoal,

and
ol, are at the geographical center of the district.

No other buildings are boated within a two to threepenny
radius. The closest eaminnity, eight miles to the south, is
Uri Chance, a highway Notion with a population of 30. The
nearest shopping senter is Brash, population 3,600, 38 miles
to the north.

This school, although geographically Isolated, is far
from educationally isolated. tinder Superintegdent Harold
Decker, there are 19 teachers halt et wham have masterts
degrees. The same laboratolryonathematios roans home
eesnailos laboratory, vocational agrioultiral education center,
and language laboratory are outfitted with the most modern
*Raiment. There is also a 500eeseat. auditorium and a lighted
athletic
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The sasie fatalities ars equal; exemplary. Besides the
main tiered lustrnetion room, there are three ;notice roans,
as anise, and roc for 'ask and is storage. In
additioa, large inst rumental grasps sake use of the stags for
rehearsal.

The sobool maculae is cowparably notarortby. The study
of a foreign language begins in the third grade. There is a
modern math program, sod ohadatry and physios are given on
alternate years. Programed instruction is also used in yarn
Lou subjeot areas as either a part of or as a supplement to
the regular elassroom aotivity. The attitudes toward learn-
ing awl the quality at instruction are perhaps better under»
stood from the fast that lit of last years .3.8 graduating
students went on to college ar junior oollep.

In the overall (wrinkle" music plays a significant role.
AU students Dram. grades one through twelve have mein at
lust one period every day. On the elementary level, as veil
as in the upper. grades, regular music Glasses are taught by
the oasis specialist. In the high school ate. 62 students are
required to pirbiolpate in the ohorns Which meets daily tar a
20 ,aqua rehearsal. In addition, a band instrumental prom
graa begins in the fifth grade and is *looted by arer 35% ofthe *dente.

Belfirimi_mimmoizmastruetionalPr

Of particular interest is an uperimenbal
lied program of insbrutiou designed for the junior high school
by Hr. Kara*.

This seventh and eighth grade general uric program
was ooneeived as a flexible ourrisulum which mat allow for
individual differences and provide an opportunity far a broad
aqviloration of many areas ct music,. In these Wasson each
student can undertalab many varied projects, .slecting the
ones that meet his inmedists interest. Blase he usually works
independentilr on his project, can proceed it his awn rate,
neither restricted by the olat nor forced to move too swiftly.

Projects available to the student Maude basic notate,
lion and theory, instruction on band instruments; instruction
on guitar, piano or ukuleles projects is =sic appreciation
sad mule history's music euembles both veal awl imbrue
asubs34 and oreative projects. In addition, special projects
of a remedial nature are devised to assist the student in arty
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particular area of weakness such as mounts pitch prodva
tion or made reading. The oholee and number at projeots to
be n* talc is left to the student. lie may select many
varied aotivities . or cone ate in ono area.

This broad program of diversified opportunities is
sate possible by the use of se3foinathenotional programmed
*Aerial!) *Joh alas individual students or mall groups to
work independent*. In the operation of the class, the
timber serves primmill, as a morn person, stimulating
astivity, providing individual *solemness and resounding
additional projects or more intensive wok in nor one ores.

The complete soltibinstrustional materials and die,
notions neoessaky for ocipletion of a project are sequel-
Melly arranged in a folder *high the student selsots. Dem
pending on the projest, the following may be imitudedis writ
ten dissestivea for procedure; instructional taps to be used
on the two tape wahines in the mole roan; tape cartridges
far use in the &troop laboratory; 35 am. slides bath Gomm
vierolally and locally prepared; transparencies far use with
the overhead projeotor; testing materials to be solfandmirdo-
st-dred sod ocrrestod; miethod books and instruction materials
summary tor the work on the project; redeems lists of
books to be used is the project with page =buy and para
graph indicated; and reocamendations for Iwo otenalve sett*
city should the etudes* wish to go beyond the devised progras.
Dash further wok by the student is encouraged, since at this
tine the selfoinstruotional probate are mainly inbroduotory.
Fran this amplcratcry course it is hoped that the student will
be motivated to wan his partiovlar interests in muds acre
mciensiveV.

In such a program of independent wok and stm1,
spare beacon an important faotor. With up to 12 projects in
progress at one time, it is neoessary to make use of all of
the fasilitias available. In addition to the stags, the
practice roans sal the unsio room *doh serves as the activity
ember, it has been tonal expedieob to use the language
labarstary. lore many types of projects which we taped matera
ial can be curried out simultaneously without oonfliot. The
use of tape oartridges afro sinpililles the meohanioal, prams.
During on *lass it was observed that one student was working
with a pitoh development tape, another was listening to muds
inelvded in his appreciation projeeb, while pot another yoked
on problem of notation !'read the moles' sounds and inetruo
tins reseeded on the tape at his desk.
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While these prejests la progress is the language
laboratory, other studedls we working is other areas. In
the waft rote three students with head sets attashed to a
tape resoraer Owe Joystioies slamenbarf drawings Os the
tape were directions for the nes of a drum instrustion namal
and demonstrations of the particular lessen. Speelfie tabu
steel lastreetions *roe also ineluded on the taps. In an*
other part at the room othae student,s were reading ea writing
on their ems ;rejects. Oa the stags two *budgets were at the
piano working on a keyboard harmony projeet. In the praetioe
room her students were working on guitars, ulo2le3es and the
bass viol. At the, same time a sail instrumental ensemble
was Tracticing.

During the oleos, Mr. rams circulated freely,
oheold,ng on proems and assisting eta:dents oho had special
problems. was immodiately available to awl/ student far iam.
dividuals
other

oonsultation without disrupting the work at any
student

The principal difficulty in this program is found is
the preparation of the self-lastruetional projects. This nob
only requires a great tail of teacher time in assembling
published and commereiclly prepared usterials but rewires
eonildereble ability to prepare original material. At the
resent times over halt of the laetrastional program, Maud_
ing all of the tapes, has been devised and prepared bybras.

This type at experimental program has been under
way at the Ifood3la !Mimi far two years. The first year it
wee tried in the fifth and sixth grades far a short period of
time. During the second years the experimentation was with
the javd.or idgh 8004 general logic slams is a program
that lasted for 32 weeine.

Ikaluation

Hr. bras believes that this type of selfapinstrnew
%lona' program Gan be as infralaeble part it the student,'
total emslo education. The specific benefits area

1. It alien each student to partiolpate in guile
on his are level at inter*. It also frees his from the
median level of aesomplisheent et the oleos.

2. it alms tor a great deal of mosleal wpm.



tion Walt would otherwise be ispossibla.

3. The :Want mu easily moping his an
whimsies* bemuse at the individual aims of the work.
This imams* his motivation.

le. It promotes individual initiative and respona
sibility in learning.

5. It Mon tat medial opportunities far /bu
dents who ars deficient in sale area. Time far such aotivitp
is %tot nornelly available.

NB is important, however, that this doss at Goo*stitube the total promo in the seventh and frighth grades,*
mos Hr. Earns. Mere are areas of owls which can be awe
fruitfully approaohed through grasp Wart. It is the balm
as between insights gained through, individual projects and
insights. gained through group activiirt whish I au working to
ooh e.

Other Vas of Nadia;

While the seltainstructionel progras is presently
used only at the junior high school level, oonsiderable use
is aide of 7011.0211 media in an nude dames. In these in-
stances media is not used as a substitute for the teachers,
traditional role in the slums% but rather to bring fur.
they emphasis and elarification. It is also used to assist
in focusing the student attention on spoil%) problem to be
studied.

In the primary grades *UMW devised mete
serluot singing classes as serum on tons, pitch, techniques
posture, *to. The youngster:Ps immediate reonne to the mu
pet, ate their ability to relate to the puppet's instructions
is felt to stimulate their parbloipation awl increase thelearning merinos.

In all grades satensive use is ads of the overhead
projestor. In addition to someroielly prepared moat
um original trensparenoles have been prepared oovering a
wide made of topics frau basis notation to related art. A
35 a. projeotor with locally prepared slides is stillerly
used. Often these are used in oonbination.

Tepee availabli far imsediate use to illustrate
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pertinent points in the lesson are prepared and used con-
stantly. The tape machines are oleo used daily for im-
mediate student and teacher evaluation. Prequently three
or four of these devices will be used in the presentation
of one concept. In this wey aural experiences are related
to visual percepticin, and new concepts can be related to
previous learning.

There are two keys to the successful implementation
of this program. The first is the excellent preparation and
cataloguing of appropriate materials. From a wide variety of
both commercially and locally prepared materials Mr. Kama
can immediately select the tapes, slides or transparencies
which aro needed to enrich the is -"I e 4rienoe.00 0

The second key is the astkieli use of the machines.
At Mr. Karas's teaching stoles there is an overhead pro-
jeCtor, tape recorder, resor1 ,7*Ifir, 35 mo. projector, a
screen and a file of materiel reMersd to pot.ticular lessons.
Also immediately av= ars a piss° other instruments
be uses in class. These are permanently pooltioned so the
teacher does not have to move p 0 the row, find wall
plugs, adjust lenses, locate may or indlige in any other
superfluous activity which would tend to divert the students'
attention from the class.

OA:A.BAUJONISCROOL; Anaheim, California
TAM

During the past Ear years another type of innovation
which has important implications for music education has
spread throughout the country. This experimentation, which
involves the organization of the school day, the use of
class time, pupil reaponsibility, curriculum formation, and
at times the_ entire edUcationta structure of the school, is
conexatly olakesitied under the broad term, flexible scheduling.

Already many music education programs are confronted with
the new problems and new potentials presented by this broad
structural change. In general., it has been found that tradi-
tional curricular preetices and instructional procedures do
not meld effectively with the principles and mechanics o the
new structure. Extanoive reitrginiattion of the total music
Prog ip tae to mauve the sexism' benefits from this
new eencsti+on {a Fri*
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Became of the present rate of omegas,' and expansion
of flexible scheduling, it mast be an lamdiate point of
oonsigeratiou in ell current and future plans for develop-
ing nude ourricula. It is impuvitive that music educators
be prepared to partiolpate in the formalation of this new
school trauma* if it is to serve the needs of **uric educible.

tion and the student.

While a number of instances of flexibla scheduling were
node known to this study, investigation of these limb
megrims shows that *nob is yet to be secomplished. There is
plurally more aonommodation to the problems than acoepbanoe
of the challenges.

The review of the Brooldwrst Junior High School Daily
Demand Sohedule is intended en an overview at the nature of
flexible scheduling. This is one of the most progressive
schools in this fora of innovation in the ocantry, and a
knowledge of this structure provides ease snderstamling at
the =tent and direction at needed curricular planning.

General Oharsoteristicse

The Brooldursb Program is more than a flexible sohedo-
ule It is a oomplebe educational program designed for the
imitividval learner rather than the average of the group. The
oharacteristies or the program are as follows**

1. The educational needs of students rather than a
rigid time oriteriumere seed to determine the type of activity
the teacher plans for her students.

2. Teachers and teaching taus determine Use needs,
sloe of groups, facilities and methodology for each school
day.

3. Teachers with the assistance of counselors dem
fine pupil needs daily and develop a program for the
dual student oontinuously throughout the whoa year.

it ftpile are involved in planning their own ado-
animal program each day. They have opportunities to make
limited ohdass daily regarding their schedules.

5. Not all. teaching tasks need be done by the same

* from material prepared by the Proolthurst Alnico nigh Selma



person. Spada lisation and individual differences of
teaohers are utilised to their MU.* potential.

6. Pupi3a with permission of their parents select
silently*. on a contractual basis but are not required to
attend thee* classes every &ye Oradits for acmes are
based upon completion of the contract rather than caspulcory
daily attendance. This oharaoteristie of the Brooldnnist
Proven enal.33as the acre capable student to enrioh his edam
cations], atperiencem.

7« 360-iistits under the gulden°e of oounselars are
capable of assuming many responsibilities regarding their
dal3r learning activities.

8. Pupils have the option to accept or reject tutor
ing opportunities *doh are offered within the sohool day in
addition to those Glasses which are requfred.

9. Students can learn from each other. The Brook-
burst Program allows the teacher to direct the students
toward selfseellanoe.

30. The use of the laboratories, the student oar.
nolo and the rosearoh areas are integral parts of the prow
gran.

U. Teachers may arouse pupils from certain class
aotivitias or free the oomplwbe sours* when tbay feel that
independent study and research are more beneficial to the
students. This is in accordance with the 0.131fmnia State
ration dodo which states, *The governing board at a
school district shall grant to SW pupil who satisfaotoriky
completes the requirements of any °curse of study in less
than the prescribed time, the full number of semester perk
ode or credit hours scheduled far snob course.*

12. The oriteria for selection of students placed
in independent study recgromuend prognaamd :fining *oft
tivitios are dote:n*1.mA by teacher on the basis of self -
motivation, reliant). and study habits at the students.

33. All aliases do not neoeseari3r have to nest
every day and all 00A1r1108 do not require the same mount
of tins.

14. Learning is isportant than teaching and



learning oan take place by *Weds without the teaoher
preseati therefore, independent it opportunities are
made available.

15. The Brookhurst Program requires a dedicated
and industrials faoult. Teachormi can improve the instracw
tional program blouse the Brooldmiret Plan anon then to
create aid innovate new and better ways of teaching.

loves*

nisation

The organisation of the Brti.dmiret Program is as fol-

1. Only the ninth grade in included in the program.

2. The faculty is organised into teams in subject
matter areas.

3. Teaohare subedit daily job orders' which are rem
omits for the total member of students 'deed:mid amber in a
group, length' Or thee needed; faol,litie:r.required and method
of inetratstion, to be used.

1$ A meter eohedule to construoted from the job
orders tour dare prior to the day the aohedule becomes opera.-
tiorels

5. Students schedule a lkomodular day from informs=
tionlderived from the master sehediLle.

.1,

6. %inhere receive class rolls before the oohed.-
ule biomes operational.

7. Three days after the master sohedule i ClOttiot

Amsted the sohedule le placed in operation by the student.
This process is repeated each day throughout the rear.

::Whenteatibere' are ebbing thelr job, Orders'
lesison plenai.,:they'ititt..tointti''tilioti tote n deter=

sitting the tiethed,':'Ctititbilittitt.''' '61.0 t
leetixtAi

q

ao Presenting 'faits air
instruction is utilised.-



b. Developing insisht and using the informs.-
tion presented in large group instruction then small group
discussion is ubilitied.

a. Assisting students to develop study habits,
research techniques and selfdireotion op then independent
study is utilized.

Buie 3es

Underlying the organizational design of this school
are three educational principles. The first concerns the
natural differences in students. Since there is a wide vari-
ance in the capabilities, interests mad backgrounds of the
students, there is no single criterion on which instructional
time can be reasonably based. To arbitrarily standardize the
specific duration of every class for every student tends to
thwart the potential accooplishment at many. Some youngsters
will, waste valuable time that could be spent in other learn',
lag, while others will either receive insuffielent assistance
or the instruction will proceed at the wrong pace. The school
program, therefore, must allow for individual differences by
permitting flexibility in instructional time for each student.

The second consideration deals with the responei-
Wly for determining instructional time. Since the teacher
and the student are the ones involved in the teaohingpleewning
process, it is only logical that decisions regarding the stamp
doubts partioular need for class time in instruction be left
to the teaoher and the student. It is necessary that the
mechanics of organization be so arranged that soheduling prole
oedures are dependent on the teacher's and students. de
oisions.

The third consideration is for the constant change
in nines racildrements. Even as there are individual differ,
epees in the students, each phase of instruction' will make
different demands on the student. It is conceivable that
while today% work may be easy, tomarasts may be diffiult.
It is also possible that the time needed to introduoe one
unit will vary considerably from the class time needed on
another day. It is essential that the mechanics of sohedul-
tug permit daily reorganization or the time as it is needed
to provide the most efficient learning eVeriennes.

At Brookhurst &atm High Schooltthese three prin..
Globus have been met.most effeotively. Students, on an Jodi-
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vidual basis, spud only that time in the classroom which is
essential for aoh. nb. Consequently way students take
additional courses. Bose elect to tabs as many as 12 or 3.3
subjeots duriug the year, thereby enriching their total odors
cations% overlent**. The teachers control whether a class
meets on any Articular day, how long it will meet, who will
attend, and often when it will be held during the day. The
students also have instances of *holes in attendance. The
schedule also its instructional requirements on a daily
basis. It is improbable that any two days in the year will
be scheduled identically. Every Glass aid every child is re
ssheduled every day.

Scheduling Process

The scheduling proms begins four days in advance
of the time it will boons operative. At that time the
teacher, having determined Glass needs in advance, submits a
Lesson Job Order. This indicates the students who should ate
tend,, the umber of< modules needed, the time or times rem
elected during the days and the room preference. It also
states the nature Of the class (large group, small group,
independent study, field trip, eta.), awl whether the class is
to be on the Towhees schedule (a mandatory class for a
*peeing" time), the Must Schedule (a required °lass to be
fitted into the schedule by the student at en available time),
or on the Itleotiva schedule Celan.a available bat not rem
quired). IV= these Leeson Job Orders a master schedule is
srepared.

The staler**. daily program card, with the teaeheret
schedule already indicated, is given to the student for callow
Nation on the morning before it becomes operational.

From the Must master seheduls, the student fills in
his. Must classes in the time he has available. With this
completed he programs the remainder of his modules from the
Elective sehedule. Ile may also sohedule the library for
specifie research purposes, ar independent study in the
student oarrel.

a1101.....iwsfar Music Education

The edueational oppurtunities available in the
flexible sehedule for musts study are unparalleled. The sue
wilful use of these opportunities, howver, is contingent
on acce then the eventuation of alums and students. Of
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equal importance is the couplets organisation at the Gomm
tent of the study into a structure of significant concepts,
sad the development of strategies which incorporate more
smail group and individual work. Greater responsibility
also must be given to the student for his own learning. Large
performance organisations need not be eliminated in this
sohoel arrangement but complete dependence on bands, mhos..
tras and chorus as the.prinse vehicles for yawls learning is
both impaotioal and undesirable. It is impractical because
daily rehearsals. of large groups are out of character with
the prinolage underlying Abe prograni and are praotioally its«.
possible to schedule. It is undesirable because the system
otters such unlimited opportunities for students to became
involved in musics, that undue emphasis on large performance
Organisation becomes educationally restrictive.

A few, of the potentials for solo education presented
by the Brookhurab plan area

1. All students oaa take magic classes at any grade
level involved in flaxible scheduling. The student will have
time available without sacrificing another area of study.

2. Homogeneous and other special groupings, by
ability* instrumental family, voice or other musical criteria
are available. The implications of this for creative work,
research, ensemble activity, technique *lasses and other
musically significant experiences are obvious.

3. Wide varieties of experiences in music are poe.'
aible for the student. Since singular concentration on large
performance organizations is relatively impraotical, many
other musical opportunities can be made available. Where
may instrumental students normally-stab saorifice apprectiam
lion, theory at history courses beoause of other curricular
pressures* they may have these opportunities in this type of
sehool arrangement.

14. The possibilities for individual projects in
composition, performanoe and research are unlimited.. There
is no seed for any student to operate at the median level of
the class or to remain, unchallenged.

Ocncluelons

The key to the success of 'mei° eduont on in schools
using flexible **adult* is the teaoher. Is bss all. of the



responsibility for *restive organisation of his subject mat-
ter and min use of the opportunities afforded by the
system. He must be a resourceful ransielas, as wen as a
mortal= specialist. There is little in the may of gem
cadent to restrict his or to guide him.

Re2,ated U aai atal. Pr

In addition to the sohool music proms previously stew
viewed, there were IOW other outstanding unique or experi-
mental activities reported to the study. Ightis the work in
the following schools is often similar to that of the pro-
grams previously reported, it can provide further insight
into the problems and potentials o innovative edwAtional
strategies.

PIT SCHOOLS; Akron,. Ohio
n wen, nbendent

George L. Capes, Sudo Director

Each year the Akron Public Schools conduct a scholastic
oomposerst contest. This activity, undertaken to stimulate
creativity' in =Wig education, is open to all students from
kindergartenlbrovih grade twelve. Last year, the 12th year
for UAL-Program, 755 ocepositions were eUbmitted, ranging
from short, childrents songs-to .concerti for piano and orches-
tra. Many of the oompositions were the product of group ac-
tivity, in the classroom. ethers were the result of indivi-
dual': enterprise.

..;..

Conanunity sponscriship of. this activity is provided by
low dvie groups. This cooperation is considered a vital
factor in bringing the students s achievements 'before the
eyes of the public. 'Winners of the various categories have
publie';VorprevaneeS af, their mts4e, and local Wedeln'
station-features selected works.

NORM POLK comma SCHOOL; Al leraa Iowa
SaMirigra;
Louise Hoksbergen, Rude Teacher

A program stressing individual creative activity, iugo
eluding composing and research, is being carried on at all
grade levels. 'in the elementary school this activity is part
of the regular music class ourrioubue. On the high school



level a special OCO1PrIgheasive Goose entitled °Introduction
to Musics has bean developed* This is a student oriented at14
student p3Anned SOUZA, to explore ittaratures theory and
semposition.

TAPPAN JUN/OR KM SCHOOL; Ann Arbor, Miohigan
ire ag/ ifffitMrawa

Catherine Cook, Musics Teaoher

The choral groups of this junior high school explore me-
stool literature that is rarely introduced at this level of
instruction. Composers represented range from Ellestrina to
Hindemith.

Considerable creative activity is carried on'im the
eighth grade general music class. This involves exploration
of rhythm, structures pitch and harmony through a variety of
interesting creative strategies. Original rhythm pieces and
pentatonic melodies are performed and evaluated by the class
and the teacher.

iTATIM3S smolt HRH Billings, Montana

Charles; Cutts 1411113 Supervisor
Arthur Brandy:ads Music Teacher

A unified and sequential music ouneioulum is being de
vised for vocal wale from grades seven through twelve. This
curriculum is oomprehensive, in sight singing, diotaw
tion, coniuotings theory, history, vocal pedagogy and per
forma nee0

GEORGE WASIUNOSON MGR SC111304 Charleston, West Virginia
OtinnWsWrir=1"----'s
John P. Jarvis, *lei* Direct or

The Mein program is preienbly being revised to meet the
new opportunities of nodular sobsduling. Plana call far a
greater flexibility in the ourioulum, team teaching and the
formation of new strategies for use in the classroom.



UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO LABORATORY SCHOOL; Chicago, Illinois
ISM* Pairs4r1Criallitr

Frank Tinto, Director of Maio

A number at everimenbal programs have been undertaken to
explore the potentials of progressive ideas in mania teaching.
These imam% (separative studies in various systems of =sic
reading, creative ea perimenbe *Joh deal primarily with eons
tcuPorary musical idioms and innovative instrumental strategies.

CASS TEDMITCAL MDR SCHOOL; Detroit, Michigan
icingian";" taIrr=opa
Rei Hall, Head, Music Department

This school has a comprehensive and specialized music
(writable' whieh has been designed primarily for talented
students. Included are classes which deal with many areas of
performance, theory and history. In addition to the major
performance groups, a number of ensembles are available to the
students.

MAINE4101ELL CENTRAL SCHOOL; Endwelle New 'York
sammrn arsen, prrr
4ack Pinto, Music Director

A system of rhythm teaching is being developed that has
proven high3y successful. The procedures closely align the
study of rhythm with new mathematical concepts. Creative
work with rhythm is an integral part of this program.

FULTON COUNTY SCHOOLS; Fulton County, Georgia
onirnrarnmenrguTharvisor of Music

Joseph. M. Kirschner, Instrumental Music Coordinator

A faculty string quartet composed of instrumental music
teachers in the district performs. concerts, in the various
inhools Ikenever possible these concerts are given in the
classroom rather than in, assembly halls. This praaotes an
intimate relationship between the child, the, performer and
the music. The literature perforraed is drawn from regular
quartet literature, and includes music from the baroque to
the twentieth century. Frequently, a narrator will introduce
the quartet and the music in order that the ohi2drente attents
tion can be drawn toward the most pertinent musical concepts.
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Members of the wartet are all skilled Vosielane with prow
fessiOnal experience. Their patformanse mad rehearsal time
is soheduled as part of their teaching responsibility.

The reception by teachers and students of this chamber
mob program has been oceeUent. The orpeasience of the
live rausiolan in the classroom has bratght about new interest
in music. Of parbioutiar interest is the fact that one of the
but resolved compositions at the third end fourth grade
levels is HindeEtthys light Pies.. far String Quartet.

GRES:NOM POEM SOLVOLS; Greenwich, Connecticut
m er endent

George T. Grey, Xu- sio Director

The web ourrioulum has been structured from grades one
to twelve to provide consistency and continuity. While con*
siderable stress ie placket', on performers. at all lavels, the
high school also offers three years of theory, a class in
fuudareutals and voice Glasses. in the theory program creative
coaporitiOnal work is amphaelsed and independent: profits are
encouraged.

HAGERSTOWN 8CH301S1 Hagerstain Maryland
laiMuuriiarilar; Music Supervisor

Music insbruotion is provided through both television
*lasses and regular/3P echeduled olaseroce music periods. The
television programs reach, over 3100 students in grades one
through sit twice each week.

HAPEFILLE UGH CCH001,11 Hepeville, Georgia
roviiMMES-7461-1. tralpal
Madison Short, Jr., Made Director

Through the medium of a vocal music clime, a curriculum
has been devised that deals with voice developnnt, eight
reading, literature and performance practices. These areas
are equally stressed in the class in a most integrated way.
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81111INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTR i Houston, Texas
quo, er .

Within the instrumental program many unique practices
have been developed. Inetsded are ability groupings begin..
sing with the seventh grade for all etudertbe in instrumental
organisations, and a plan of mash staff orgenisation in
which each teacher has responsibilities for both advanced and
beginning music groups. This serves two purposes. It as-
sures that the elemedary instruction 411 be of the highest
level, and that all music directors will have the experience
of wed% with advanced students as well as beginners.

LAUREL ECHNENTART 13010014 Junction City, Oregon
6.1toagerCirrineipa1

Nancy Beplat, Music Director

Experiments are under way with the 11130 of hand signals to
facilitate music reading. There are also creative activities
in the elementary music classes which make use of pentatonic
soaks and a variety of pitched percussion instruments.

ICILTAMAZOICILTO H0018 Nalamasoo, Michigan

Experiments are balm coditabod to determine the educes-
time). va3ne of a 3004nute dail7 languageenusie Glass for
the eighth grade* Combination vocalrinsbrumental classes at
the junior and senior high school lave; are also being tried.
In addition, there is an &week owilasitory program on
violin, olarinet and comet for children in the elesentar7
school. This is .a part of the general suede program«

IA CROSSE OM 80930LS; La Crosse, Wisconsin
in-MrairMNra oipal

Mary Druliner, Music Consultant

A program .of team teaching is being experimentally
serried out in four of the ten publics elementary schools.
The purpose is to develop a track system within the confines
at each music alas.. This 411 allow for homogeneous gtnitIp
inga of students. Extensive remedial work will be available
for those who need it, and more, challenging opportunities
can be designed for the advanced students.



=MON any SCHOOLS; Lexington, Kentuoky
bound Oit, Superintendent
Zama Zarkle, Music Director

A acegrehensive program in music tbenry has been sem
quentially devised for general MAO classes in the eleven-
taiT and junior high sehool. Instructional work sheets and
other materials dealing with tbsary have been prepared far
all grade levels sal are ezbeneire37 used.

MASSACRUSF2TS 1401810 EDUCATORS ASSOCIATIOL
IMAM EMT GROUP II
Limner= MGR SCHOOL; Lexington, Ilassaohusettri
frorargarmaggan
This grasp has been concerned with locating and investi-

gating new approaohes in =NU education in the Massaehusetts
sohools Among the innovative practices that halm been
stuslied and reported are those which deal with the humanities,
creative approaches to music learning and uses of media in
music education. At present this group is, world ug on a de-
vol opmental proper& in the area of media.

LIIVOLN JUNIOR MGR SOEMOL1 Philadelphia Penneylvania
Marls miINI; IVI rr el-sepal
Louie Worm, )11,..11ft DLrectm
Sol Feinberg, Music Teacher

Mr. Feinberg has developed a program of directed listens,
lag which is being incarparated into the Philadelphia public
wheals official owes of study. In tan program for the
ninth grade, simple aeons highliesting pertinent fetUres
of musical compositions under study, a1 provided to each stay
dent.

U.S. GRANT Mill SOROOLI Partland Oregon
Roy Maylo, Prinolpal,
Eugene Kassa, Music Director

An elective music ocurse has been established for
eleventh and twelfth year ittudents. This class is directed
toward the superior student who is not aft instrumetxbal per-
former. The impose of tin omits is to assist the student
to become aequalated with the literature of undo. A
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laboratory atmosphere prevails in class, and students are
scooted to develop their am value judgments of music.

EWE. NAM SO1OLS1 Ridgewood,. New Jersey
c 9 ended

Richard Bloch, Music Director.

Among the many innovative practiaeli in school is an
aeoundative music record which begins at the :firth grade.
This ear fl card has proven of considerable value, parbioularly
in the high school. It not on.lar allam for, ego at of
talent and capable students who may otherodoe. be but
it also gives the insbruotars insight into each et atis
previous training. \\

RIVIPADALE COUNTRY SCHOOL; Broach, New Tork
raiirigagrormair at Music
Herbert Hullo, Composer in Residence

Teaching Associate

A new curriculum is in the ramose of diVelopment *doh
makes extensive use of composition. Partiorlar emphasis is
being given to individual research and independenk laara_Pl
The istudents explore musical theory ranging from J. J. Pine
*Grad= ad. Parnassum" to the most advanced practices of the
twentieth century.

There has also been experimentation in which eighth and
ninth grade students occasionally teach fifth and sixth grade
classes. It is felt that this experience of sharing musical
insights with younger students proves beneficial for both the
older and younger students.

S1611 VALLI/ MGR SCHOOL; Spring Valley, New Yorkrfir SiTarno pa
Amerioole Mani, Music Teacher

An extensive ensemble program has been initiated on the
high school level for all instru mental students. This prom
gram is soheduled on a rotating basis during the school day
in addition to the regular band and orchestral class. While
sti2mt in the developmental stage, the experience gained in
chamber ensembles is felt to brings new dimension at musical
understanding, motivate greater individual interest sod
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